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EDITORIAL

A

few months ago the president, responding to a reporter's suggestion that

~mutual deterrence had kept the peace for forty years, insisted that it was
only the American "monopoly" of nuclear weapons that had kept the Soviet
Union at bay. "You have to ask yourself;' the president said, "how many nations
in the world could have the monopoly that we had and not have taken advantage."
What kind of hubris is it that finds cause for self-congratulation because
the United States has chosen not to visit the USSR with the fate of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki? that associates total power with righteousness? that grants itself
absolution by announcing to the applause of assembled evangelical authorities
that "the glory of this land has been its capacity for transcending the moral evils
of our past"? It is the hubris that springs from capitalist fantasies about power:
to have a "monopoly'' upon the most illimitable and destructive power known to
history-not to want to snare in the burden of that power but to have it all. Even
the god of Genesis who had carried out his vow to "blot out man" and "to make
an end of all flesh" would later promise Noah "neither will I ever again destroy
every living creature as I have done."
All societies cultivate power as a condition of collective existence but very
few societies have created a durable culture of power in celebration of what the
philosopher Hobbes calls "a perpetual and restless desire of power after power
that ceaseth only in Death." The Nazi nightmareJasted a decade, no more. The
Soviet tyranny persists but it is a suffocating rather than a dynamic system of power.
The United States has its own culture of power: restless, durable, and Hobbesian.
Nuclear supremacy is its telos, and a line from Livy awaits as its epitaph: "in love
with death, both individual and collective."
While many of the world's peoples live in apprehension of America's economic and military domination, Americans mostly refuse to look very deeply into
the system of power in which we are all complicit. Seeing little or no oppression
at home and believing that constitutional guarantees of liberty and free elections
are intact, Americans ~sume that the existence of these freedoms automatically
precludes the possibility that our society might also have been busy accumulating
greater power than any previous society in history. The truth is that the American
idea of freedom is and has been less of a restraint on power than a necessary condition of its development.
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he American idea of freedom is a demand to be left alone, to be unhindered.
American power is the idea of joining technological innovation with economic
productivity, igniting that mixture with a promise of quick and large economic
rewards that attract energy and skill, and then promoting the product. Capitalism is America's way of organizing power. As the unabashed agent and representative of corporate capitalism, the Reagan administration has attempted to unify
corporate and state power. It is not that the administration is probusiness-this
could be said of almost all administrations since 1789-but that it represents a cul. rnination of changing capitalist attitudes toward state power.
Beginning with the Nixon presidency, but now perfected by the Reaganites,
an incoming administration does more than replace Democratic officeholders
with Republicans. It seeks to colonize government offices and agencies with ideological loyalists whose values, instincts, and skills are derived from corporate
models. The result has been to blur the line between public and private domains,
between the political and the corporate-distinctions that, at best, have enjoyed
a tenuous existence throughout the history of the republic.
When Reagan appointees are asked about the difference between working
for the government and for private business, their principal response is that in
business an executive can expect an order to be obeyed promptly, while in government an executive encounters only frustration. As far as one can tell, this difference
occasions no reflections about whether the nature of public power in constitutional systems does not require a considerable frustration of executive power. Perhaps this is because business executives measure power by what it takes to get a job
done rather than by what it means to nurture justice and equality. The differences
have become blurred because the meaning of public and private have both changed.
The public domain has increasingly become the domain of bureaucracy, and bureaucracies work mostly in secret: and so the public has become more private.
The private domain, in turn, is now dominated by corporations that have spent
considerable sums on public activities, from education to culture, to persuade
the people that they are public-spirited and socially responsible: and so the
private has become more public.
The consequences of the inversion of public and private are evident in the
recent scandal about the Environmental Protection Agency. It is a scandal that
concerns the particular form of corruption for which the Reagan administration
is most responsible. It is not about simple bribery, like Watergate. It is about the
corruption of public vocations by private corporations; and it is about the connection between freedom and corporate power.
"The primary constituents of this administration:• according to a memo by
the agency's late and unlamented assistant administrator for solid waste and emergency response, are "the business community." Several top officials in the agency
were freshly arrived from corporations that EPA is supposed to regulate. The
leaders of the agency had made it clear from the beginning that they intended to
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interpret environmental safeguards so as to free businessmen from "excessive"
regulations. Their pronouncements seemed like good old laissez-faire doctrine
about getting government off the backs of businessmen by deregulating their activities. But what looks like a reduction in government power turns out to be an
increase in corporate power. Relaxed standards and deregulation reduce the impediments to corporate freedom of action. What appears as an increase in freedom has the opposite result: it puts more power in the hands of the powerful and
enables the powerful to influence our lives more effectively. Our costs, their
benefits.
Deregulation and the recruitment of corporate loyalists are only a few of the
means of increasing forms of business power. Ignoring the letter, spirit, and intent
of statutes; reducing the funds of "uncooperative" agencies or refusing to fill positions are some of the others. And, of course, there are the bald-faced giveaways
of power by Secretary Watt. Public lands and resources are made over to private
exploitation as though that last restraint of nature was especially galling to this
form of power.
Corporations are interested in power because power is a condition of profitability. Power enables a firm to outbid, out-perform, and outproduce rivals. Profitability can, in turn, be converted into power. It allows a firm to pu~chase skills,
equipment, influence, and favors that can be used to generate morepower. From
a strictly business point of view, it seems impossible to have too much power. But
power devoted to meeting needs is limited to meeting needs. Corporate power
has to accumulate beyond what is needed, to acquire surplus power. Surplus power,
power untied to needs, allows the possessor to impose his will. The frustration of
the drive for surplus power is behind the administration's stubborn refusal to retreat on the defense spending issue. The president and his Secretary of Defense
are probably sincere. They do find it incomprehensible that a nation would trade
power for slightly lower deficits, much less that it would prefer welfare projects
that have little or no power-value. For similar reasons they look upon the antinuclear movement as vaguely unpatriotic because no patriot would knowingly seek
to reduce American power.
The quest for surplus power merges insensibly into a quest for unlimited
power. "Our security is based on being prepared to meet all threats," the president
declared recently. Thus committed to a conception of total power, one is never
an aggressor but only a defender against the have-nots. "The defense policy of
the United States is based on a single premise: the United States does not start
fights. We will never be an aggressor," the president promised;

T

he attention recently given to the Report of the President's Commission on
Strategic Forces has focused exclusively on recommendations about the MX
missile system. It is also revealing of the logic of unlimited power. Although the
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report acknowledges that "historically the Soviets have not been noted for taking
large risks," its basic premise ignores the qualification in order to present an
uncomplicated image of the USSR as an "aggressive totalitarianism" and to
argue that the United States cannot rely on a simple theory of deterrence with its
implication that an equilibrium might be established between the two superpowers. Deterrence, the Commission warns, is "not an abstract notion amenable
to simple quantification." It is, instead, "the set of beliefs in the minds of the
Soviet leaders." This means that the Soviets are not "going to be deterred by
exactly the same concerns that would dissuade us." It will require not only a
nuclear and conventional arms capability that will convince the Soviets absolutely of the damage they will suffer if they "choose to attack" or threaten to
attack, not only "an overall program that will so confound, complicate, and
frustrate" Soviet planners as to make them helpless, but it also requires of us as a
nation that we display a "national will and cohesion" that will never leave in the
Soviet mind the slightest misconception about our resolve and willingness to use
nuclear weapons or about our determination to use force "at any level of
confrontation."
This vision of politics as a contest of wills is as disturbing for its domestic
implications as for what it commits us to in foreign policy: counter-revolution at
home and abroad. If national survival depends on the Soviets having as unambiguous a perception of our will to fight as we are required to have of their will to
conquest, then dissent and criticism have no more place in our system than in
theirs. Divided wills are not the stuff of which power and surplus power are made.
Thus their totalitarianism justifies our increasing authoritarianism-which is perhaps why we should read Jt;ane Kirkpatrick as we would Aesop.
To say that America is embarked on a course that promises increasing authoritarianism is not to court sensationalism or to indulge in the sort of national selfmutilation that reactionary writers insist is the radical's secret form of autoeroticism. It is only to claim that when the destructive power of capitalism, which
even its defenders have been forced to acknowledge, is combined with the annihilatory potential of nuclear weapons/energy, one may be properly awed by the
human ingenuity responsible for the achievement; but the capacity to invent
world-destruction and the possibility of space-wars extended to the outermost
reaches of the accessible universe do not guarantee a capacity to control the inventions for the common benefit, especially not when the capacity is yoked to the
service of a social philosophy whose first commandment is "There shall be no
free lunches," and whose second is, "There shall be no free riders." The fact of more
power than can be handled has the consequence of making ruling groups apprehensive of political freedom and popular power. Desperate at their own inability
to control the effects of technological as well as nuclear proliferation, they become
positively terrified at the prospect of their fragile system becoming the property
of all. So they want to tighten up and tamp down. The same impulse is at work in
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systems of state socialism that emphasize central planning and bureaucratic initiatives. The reach of present forms of power is beyond our grasp, whether that
grasp be capitalistic or socialistic.

W

e have, then, to think differently about power and act upon different
assumptions. The elements of an alternative understanding do exist and
they are the basis of real movements.
The element of democratic participation has taken on new life since the
1¢os. The operative effect of participation is to limit power. Participation means
more than taking part or sharing; it requires deliberation among equals. If one
respects others as equals, then one has to listen to them in their diversity, take
their differences seriously and try to incorporate them so that genuine agreement
emerges. Participation thus complicates the practice of power, preventing it
from operating directly, defeating the crude, efficiency-oriented use of persons
and things, and preventing power from hiding behind impersonal facades. Participation and equality are inconsistent with the scales that have made corporate
and bureaucratic power possible.
The second element is indebted to the environmental movement. It has developed a nondestructive conception of power. lthas taught us the value of taking
care of things. The lesson applies to human as well as natural beings, to natural
objects as well as social artifacts, to our urban places as well as to our forests.
There lies within this approach a conception of power that no longer speaks in
the language of exploitation. For the moment it is only a vocabulary rather than
a language. Some of its words are "concern," "cate," and "wonder."
The third element has many names. "Justice" is the most familiar. Legal protection and fairness are its form but not its substance. In our era it has been taught
to us by blacks and Hispanics-earlier immigrants taught the same lesson-and
feminists. Its principle is simple: there can be no g_enuine democratic community
when there are outsiders who are defined by race, ethnicity, gender, or class.
Democratic power has for its telos devolution rather than concentration of
power, and for its epigraph Paul rather than Livy: "the body does not consist of
one member but of many.... God has so adjusted the body, giving the greater
honor to the inferior part, that there may be no discord in the body, but that the
members may have the same care for one another."

-Sheldon S. Wolin
April 22, 1983
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ne of the achievements of the Reagan administration has been its ability
to create a crisis atmosphere around so many important issues. Its disarmingly casual attitude toward nuclear war aided and abetted the growth of the
anti-nuclear-weapons movement on two continents, while the callous anticommunism of Jeane Kirkpatrick and Thomas 0. Enders has helped turn Central
American into a staging-ground for a renewed Cold War and an experimental
laboratory for human rights. The administration's domestic counterrevolution
has fueled the stock market's steep climb by relaxing safety and environmental
regulations, instituting regressive tax policies, boosting defense outlays, and
trading off unemployment for lower inflation. And the administration took the
hot air out of the American labor movement with a judicious bit of union busting in the air traffic controllers strike that signaled management's free hand in
dealing with potentially disruptive workers.
It would be hard to argue that the opposition has made the most out of this
opportunity to rethink its premises and organize alternatives. The record has
been mixed, with the anti-nuclear-weapons movement the main success story.
But the gains here have been channeled toward the freeze campaign, a middleof-the-road approach that has not yet shown itself capable of successfully putting a damper on the arms race or redirecting national resources away from militarization. A challenge has been mounted to the need for a nuclear arsenal of
doomsday proportions, but no consensus has emerged on redefining national
interests in such a way as to contain the build-up of conventional forces. Until
such a new perspective is adopted, the freeze campaign will be unable to avoid
cooptation by non-nuclear hawks. The fact that many of the same members of
the House and Senate who have endorsed the freeze resolution have also expressed support for the administration's policies in Central America, carried out
in the name of national interests, is evidence of the campaign's limitations.
The environmental movement, after losing some skirmishes and pitched
battles with the Interior Department, showed that it is still alive when the Environmental Protection Agency scandal broke, exposing the administration's
business-ethic antienvironmentalism and showing that there, at least, Americans are prepared to draw the line on profits. But elsewhere, the left, perhaps
misled by expected warfare over the so-called social issues, has not been able to
mount a serious challenge to Reagan economic programs. The AFL-CIO has
contented itself with support of various versions of a jobs bill that provides some
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work for some workers but little or none for minorities or women- the worst hit
by the unemployment juggernaut-or for non-union labor. At the same time,
the union leadership has endorsed reindustrialization plans that would mean
new investment in capital-intensive industries, and therefore declining longterm employment. The labor movement, after years of half-hearted organizing
in new industries and little interest in issues of worker control of technology and
investment, now finds itself isolated between a middle class satisfied with slowed
inflation and an underclass long shunned by labor. It is as if unemployment has
become a special-interest issue.
Of course, it is not. Unemployment-whether of the technological, recessionary, or structural variety- is a fundamental concern for our society, and it is
uniquely a political issue for the left. But, as Paul Sweezy suggested recently at a
symposium on the future of the left, the issue must not be simply jobs, but work
itself. Certainly for the unemployed, deprived of their self-regard as well as their
health benefits and thrown into the same dependency upon meager state services
as has long been the burden of the impoverished, any job might be better than
none. But programs aimed at short-term alleviation of unemployment do not
address the basic question of how this society should live-of what should be
produced and how. A program with work at its core raises questions about technology, relationships within the workplace, and relationships between workplaces and communities. Jobs programs too often subsidize cheap labor for corporations, or provide short-term employment spurts keyed to national elections. A work-oriented program, by contrast, challenges corporate power at
every level and over the long term, since decisions oninvestment, technological
innovation, plant location, etc., are all central to determining the location, skill
level, and character of work.
What the left faces today is a challenge to provide and act on an alternative
vision of the political community and its constituents. Such a vision must extend
from Youngstown to San Salvador, and only it can make the basis for a radical
politics.

T

his issue takes up some of the political strategies open to the left today.
Robert B. Reich is one of a group of influential neoliberal-Democratic
proponents of a national industrial policy. His article analyzes some of the important causes of the decline in competitiveness of the U.S. economy in world
trade, and suggests the kind of policies that would restore American economic
vigor. Unlike many ot~ers, Reich is concerned that an industrial policy embody
American democratic traditions. But Staughton Lynd argues that policies like
Reich's start out from a misplaced emphasis. Lynd asks not what kind of an economic structure do we need in order to compete effectively, but what political
values do we QOld dear, and what kind of economic structure is compatible with
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them? In Lynd's view, industrial policy is another form of undemocratic economics, and, using the example of the mid west communities laid low by steel industry desertion, advocates a community-based approach to economic and
social renewal.
Tony Mazzocchi, too, thinks a new direction is needed in our political economy, and he argues that this fundamental change requires the establishment of a
new labor party to break the AFL-CIO-Democratic-party dominance of leftlabor politics. Jerry J. Berman, on the contrary, thinks that the survival and promotion of the community organizations that serve as models of a decentralized
politics is dependent upon vigorous support of national programs that owe their
lives to the Democratic party. Now is not the time, he says, to abandon mainstream politics. James Livingston agrees, but, on the eve of another presidential
campaign, he argues that the left has placed a mistaken emphasis on the powers
of the presidency and not enough on congressional politics. And Frances Fox
Piven and Richard A. Cloward see a record of success in the advances of the welfare state that the left should not ignore.
-N.X.

ALTERNATIVES

Industrial Evolution
ROBERT B. REICH

I

-;._.· ..

ndustrial evolution, like its biological counterpart, depends on adaptation.
Economies brimming with new ideas, new skills, and new ways o( accomplishing things invariably grow and prosper; this growth in tum encourages more
innovation and change, since resources can shift relatively easily to the new activities. Businesses whose profits are threatened can find new sources of income,
workers whose jobs are in jeopardy can find new employment, and communities
whose major industries are failing can attract new industry.
But this yirtuous circle has a vicious correlate. Economies whose growth
slows down-absolutely or relative to a new and faster adaptor elsewhere-may
become less flexible. Resources no longer shift as easily to new activities since
fewer profitable alternatives are available. It is hardly surprising that such economic declines often are accompanied by collective refusals to alter old ways.
But such attempts to preserve the past merely accelerate the decline.
History is filled with examples of such declines: Byzantine ship owners and
merchants of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries who refused to acknowledge the innovations appearing among their new Italian competitors; Italian
manufacturers of the seventeenth century, confronted with new products and
processes from Holland, who were by then too set in their ways to adapt; Dutch
traders and manufacturers of the eighteenth century who lost their lead to the
English in maritime cartography, navigational techniques, and textiles, largely
because their businesses had become too rigid and their society too conservative
to embrace the new ideas; British industrialists of the late nineteenth century
who gradually were overtaken by more flexible and innovative American manufacturers. All these relative declines were accompanied by social rigidities, as
those whose wealth was threatened sought to maintain their positions of privilege: late Byzantium was notorious for its elaborate system of castes and guilds;
the declining Spanish ~mpire featured complex hierarchies of soldiers and aristocrats; eighteenth-century Naples, having lost its commercial and industrial
center, was inhabited by 500,000 people, of whom 100,000 were homeless beggars, 20,000 were soldiers, and 30,000 were lawyers; Holland's decline was marked
by a conservative and foppish periwig dynasty; and Britain's slide into the twen-
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tieth century saw the rise of a banking and financial elite in contrast to the emergence of a large, insular, and disaffected working class.
In recent years the United States, along with every other major industrialized nation, has experienced slower economic growth, but America's relative decline has been sharper than the rest. In the period 1960 to 1973, the annual growth
in America's real gross national product per employed person averaged 1.8 percent; between 1974 and 1978, the average annual growth dropped to .1 percent.
Japan went from 8.9 percent growth in the first period to 3.2 in the second; West
Germany dropped from 4. 7 percent to 3 percent; France, from 4. 5 percent to 3
percent; and Britain, from 3.2 percent to .8 percent. Since 1978, things have grown
worse all over, culminating in a brutal recession that has thrown some ten million people out of work in western Europe and has slowed Japanese growth to a
crawl; but the United States has experienced worse unemployment and slower
growth than Japan, West Germany, or France.
The cause of this worldwide decline has variously been attributed to the
surges in world oil prices during the 1970s and the gradual depletion of global resources; the end of labor migration from the farms; government policies designed
to curb inflation and simultaneously protect public health, safety, and the environment; the growing expense of government. But none of these supposed explanations reveals why America's ordeal has been especially difficult and the
nation's relative decline so precipitous. Other nations have been more dependent
on Middle East oil than the United States; others already had exhausted most of
the productivity gains to be derived from migration out of agriculture; expenditures on health, safety, and the environment have been much larger, proportionally, in Japan and no less onerous in Europe than in America; and the government's share of national product, plus government borrowings, has been significantly larger in all these nations than in the United States.
The answer is found in the way America has organized itself. Put simply,
American political and economic institutions have been relatively incapable of
adapting to a new world economy.

A

merica's failure to adapt can be seen in the nation's rising tide of protectionism. Since 1969 the United States steel industry has been protected
from competition; it has now obtained a quota against European steel and is petitioning for a quota against Japanese steel. So too with American textiles, apparel, footwear, and televisions. For the last two years, Japanese automobile
manufacturers have ''voluntatjly" restricted their exports to the United States, and
that restriction in all likelihood will be continued and tightened in the years
ahead. The Japanese also are "voluntarily" restricting some twenty other categories of exports to the United States. Meanwhile, the Reagan administration
has imposed a quota on imported sugar for the first time in nearly a decade. And
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in the last few months a score of protectionist bills have been introduced in Congress, designed to-among other things-restrict government purchases to goods
produced in America, impose reciprocal tariffs or quotas in imports from nations that block American-made products, and require that automobiles sold in
the United States contain a substantial amount of American workmanship. American manufacturers, at the same time, are furiously filing complaints with the
government, alleging foreign "dumping" of products inthe United States market at prices below their cost of production. Even America's so-called "high technology" industries are falling under wraps. Under pressure from Congress and
the Pentagon, AT&T is now requiring that most of the fiber-optic equipment it
purchases to be manufactured in America. U.S. semiconductor manufacturers
are seeking refuge from the Japanese.
To be sure, protectionism is on the rise in all industrialized nations, as the
world recession threatens basic industries the world over. Western European
textile, steel, and automobile manufacturers are obtaining quotas and non-tariff
barriers against foreign producers. Even Japan-now the least proteetive of all
major industrialized nations, with an average import duty of just over 4 percent
· -shelters many agricultural commodities and often subjects foreign manufacturers to a maze of red tape. But by any measure, protectionism in America is increasing more rapidly and more dramatically than elsewhere. Recent opinion
polls show that Americans have abandoned what was once a strong consensus
for free trade as an international value. Democratic politicians are now positioning themselves for the 1984 election with protectionist rhetoric.
The irony, of course, is that such protectionism retards future econoinic
growth by encumbering the movement of resources toward more productive
uses. History provides a stern warning: any attempt to stop industrial evolution
discourages new investment, new businesses, new jobs. It increases the cost of
supplies. It retards innovation. It fuels inflation. It also stymies the development
of other econoinies (the current financial crisis in several Latin American nations
can be traced, in part, to rising protectionism among industrialized nations). Protectionism thus perpetuates, even accelerates, the underlying econoinic decline.
One need not dig very deeply in American soil to discover the political roots
of the new protectionism. Massive unemployment is taking a hard toll. And the
real cost of unemployment is more than financial. Researchers have found that
every 1 percent increase in the American unemployment rate correlates with 920
more suicides, 650 more homicides, 500 more deaths from cirrhosis of the liver,
heart, and kidney disease, 4,000 more admissions to state mental hospitals, and
3,300 more people sent to state prisons. In all, a 1 percent increase in unemployment is accompanied by 37 ,ooo more deaths, including 20,000 heart attacks.
Unemployed workers are also more likely to experience physical debilitations
like dizziness, rapid heartbeat, troubled sleep, back and neck pain, and high blood
pressure. They have higher levels of serum glucose, serum pepsinogen, and se-
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rum uric acid, all associated with stress. Yet because most private health insurance is provided through employment, over 70 percent of the unemployed in
America have no health insurance to fall back on.
The strain of sudden unemployment takes its toll in other ways as well. Family savings often are depleted, mortgages foreclosed, pension benefits lost. Even
when lucky enough to find new jobs, the unemployed typically must settle for
wages substantially below what they earned before. The human costs of shutdowns and closings are multiplied across communities as the regional economic
fabric begins to unravel. The total unemployment generated by the decline of a
major employer is normally two or three times the number of employees directly
affected. Entire communities are left high and dry without an adequate tax base,
and just at the time when they have greatest need for the extra funds to provide
health and welfare services. (Had Chrysler folded, Detroit would have sustained
a tax loss of some s75 million.)
These human costs elude any neat tally. But it is revealing to see how they
ultimately translate into the national accounts. Economists estimate that a 1 percent increase in the nation's unemployment rate, sustained over a year, costs the
American economy s68 billion in foregone gross national product, s20 billion in
foregone tax revenues, and s3. 3 billion in added expense for unemployment benefits, food stamps, and other forms of public aid. In light of these extraordinary
figures, and the personal tragedies that lie behind them, arguments for preserving jobs through protecting America's ailing industrial base take on added strength.

B

ut the choice is not necessarily between preserving an increasingly outmoded
industrial base or enduring the staggering costs of unemployment. There
is a third choice. That is to shift the nation's industrial base toward the production of higher value-added goods that are more competitive in world markets.
To accomplish this shift, workers can be given assistanc~ in retraining and relocating; outmoded infrastructure (roads, bridges, sewers, ports) can be modernized; businesses can be encouraged to divest themselves of their least competitive
parts and to reinvest in new, more competitive segments of their industries-particularly in regions of potentially high unemployment and underused infrastructure. Government, working hand in hand with management and labor, can ease
the transition out of declining segments of industries and into emerging ones. In
this way, the nation's industrial evolution can be accelerated rather than stalled.
Other industrialized nations are trying to move down this third path. West
Germany and France are eac~ devoting over 2 percent of their yearly gross national product to worker retraining, while simultaneously pouring billions of
dollars into restructuring their industries toward more technologically sophisticated production. Japan's elaborate system of indicative planning is seeking to
accomplish much the same transformation. Nations such as Austria, Sweden,
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Italy, Canada, and Ireland also recognize the need for radical economic restructuring, but are having more difficulty summoning the resources and fashioning
the agreements among business and labor necessary to accomplish it. No nation
is succeeding entirely. The current world recession, whose severity has been compounded by America's high interest rates, is discouraging new investment the
world over. And with rising unemployment, protectionist demands are increasing. But these nations are at least trying to adapt their economies. When the worst
of the recession is over, many of them will regain their stride. America and Britain,
by contrast, remain trapped within a free market ideology that is bringing both
economies to their knees, and forcing both nations to choose between protectionism and unemployment.
The problem is political as well as ideofogical. In capitalist economies, the
ultimate responsibility for shifting a nation's industrial base lies with business
leaders, who make the day-to-day decisions about how human and capital resources are to be deployed. Even the most carefully designed industrial policies
would have very little effect in a country whose business leaders lacked the skill,
judgment, or commitment necessary to implement the necessary restructuring.
And it is here that America has been stalled. For rather than invest in restructuring American industry and retraining American workers, American managers
have forsaken America for quicker profits-profits derived both from foreign
operations and from "paper entrepreneurialism."
There is abundant evidence of corporate flight: during the 1970s, General
Electric expanded its worldwide payroll by 5,000, but did so by adding 30,000
foreign jobs and reducing its United States employment by 25,000. RCA followed
the same strategy, cutting its U.S. employment by 14,000 while increasing its foreign workforce by 19,000. Ford Motor Company plans to spend more than 40
percent of its capital budget over the next few years outside the United States.
General Motors has given up its plans to build a new multi-million dollar plant in
Kansas City, Missouri, and instead has shifted its capital spending to Spain. Uniroyal now produces its tires in Brazil, Turkey, Spain, and Australia. Bulova Watch
Company now manufactures watch movements in Switzerland and ships them
to Pago Pago in American Samoa, where they are assembled and shipped to the
United States to be sold. A score of American manufacturers have shifted their
operations to Mexico, just south of the border, where they now employ almost
30 percent of the regional labor force. All told, between 1950 and 1980, direct
foreign investment by United States businesses increased 16 times, from about
s 12 billion to s 192 billion. Over the same period, gross private domestic investment grew less than half as rapidly, from s54 billion to about s400 billion.
It would be wrong to conclude that we simply have to keep American man-.
ufacturers and American capital in America to solve our adjustment problems.
American jobs are being lost in basic industries principally because the same goods
can now be produced for the world market more cheaply using the same produc-
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tive processes in countries where workers are willing to work for far lower wages.
The problem is not that American businesses have moved their low-skilled, simple manufacturing operations abroad in order to take advantage of this cheaper
labor. In many cases that has been a wise strategy: the American manufacturers
could not have continued to be competitive internationally had they not reduced
their labor costs substantially. Even Japan has moved many of its low-skilled
assembly and batch-process operations to South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and Indonesia. The shift of low-skilled, standardized manufacturing
to lesser developed nations is both inevitable and desirable. It enables developing countries to build up their manufacturing industries and their national incomes. It simultaneously allows industrialized nations to shift their domestic
capital and labor to higher-valued uses, while at the same time establishing new
markets for these more advanced goods. In this way, the very process by which
industrialized nations shed their older industries and embrace newer ones propels the international economy forward.
The real problem is that American businesses have not been moving rapidly
enough to higher-valued production. While shifting their low-skilled manufacturing operations abroad, they have not simultaneously upgraded their United
States operations. They have not retooled their plants, redesigned their machinery, retrained their workers for higher-valued and more sophisticated production. With some notable exceptions (American computers and semiconductors,
for example), American manufacturers have simply held on to increasingly outmoded processes and products-replicating them abroad in order to keep them
competitive in world markets.
Paper entrepreneurialism describes the other dominant corporate strategy
of the last decade. It relies on financial and legal virtuosity. Assets are rearranged
on paper, but nothing new is produced. These manipulations now represent the
most dynamic aspect of the American economy. Before 1970, for example, unfriendly conglomerate mergers were almost unknown. Since then they have grown
in volume and intensity. By 1981, s82 billion was spent by corporations consuming one another, largely after gladiatorial contests. Notwithstanding the 1982 recession, the pace continued, with Bendix and Martin-Marietta-among othersbattling to near exhaustion. Financial wizardry has also been demonstrated in
recent years by exchanging new stock for old, engaging in liberal bookkeeping
methods for measuring depreciation, adjusting expected rates of return on employee pension funds, showing certain transactions as collateral borrowings rather than as sales, shifting taxable income to foreign tax shelters, speculating on
financial futures, and mounting expensive antitrust suits.
The problem with paper entrepreneurialism is not that it takes resources out
of the American economy. Assets are merely rearranged. The real problem is the
same as that underlying industrial abandonment: these activities substitute for
the more difficult job of transforming the U.S. industrial base. Paper entrepre-
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neurialism preoccupies corporate managers (who might otherwise be concerned
about new products and processes) and gives the false appearance of dynamic
change. Meanwhile, America's industrial base stagnates .
Success in higher-valued production requires substantial new investments
-in research, machinery, and in people. These sorts of investments will not show
a return for many years. Our capital markets simply are not organized to be this
patient. The American stock market, led by institutional investors, relentlessly
demands a healthy show of quarterly earnings. 1t is far easier to satisfy the immediate cravings of this market by shifting standardized production overseas
while at the same time engaging in tax avoidance, creative accounting, mergers,
acquisitions, and litigation at home.
This is not to suggest that America or any other industrialized nation should
abandon its basic steel, automobile, chemical, and textile industries. Issues of
national defense aside, it is still the case that these basic industries provide the
gateways through which new products and processes emerge. IUs far easier to
move into emerging industries by upgrading manufacturing skills and knowhow-and elaborating upon networks of suppliers, distributors, and customers
already in existence-than by leaping into a totally uncharted sea of products
and processes unrelated to an industrial base of the past. Incremental change of
this sort is what industrial evolution is all about. Rather than abandon these older
industries, we should seek to restructure them toward more sophisticated businesses-such as specialty steel, fine chemicals, synthetic and carbon fibers, and
precision-engineered automobiles and automobile components.
We tnust also be clear about the consequences of industrial abandonment
and paper entrepreneurialism in America. It is more complex than mere loss of
jobs. During the whole of the 1970s, the American economy did far better than
any other industrialized nation at creating new jobs-over 22 million of themnotwithstanding the gradual erosion of the American industrial base. What is
more, we can expect that during the next few years foreign nations will invest
substantial sums in building new assembly facilities on American soil, for the
simple reason that it is often cheaper to ship components over long distances and
assemble them where you plan to sell them than it is to ship the finished goods all
the way. It is not simply to forestall protectionist sentiments that Volkswagons
are produced in Pennsylvania and Hondas in Ohio. Last year, foreign investment in America actually exceeded American investment abroad.
We will have jobs, but they will be relatively menial jobs. A large percentage
of them will be either in services sheltered from international competition or else
in simple manufacturing tasks that are undertaken in America in order to reduce
distribution costs-office clerks, machine operators, orderlies, janitors, sales
clerks, cashiers, waiters and waitresses, machine assemblers. (According to the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, two job categories in particular will do quite well in
the years ahead-the demand for food service workers will increase by 49.6 per-
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cent over the next decade, and the number of jailers and correction officials will
increase 46.5 percent.) Thus over the long term, the consequence of America's
failure to shift its industrial base will be a decline in the standard of living of Americans relative to that of the citizens of other industrialized nations.
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he answer is not to slow down the movement of capital in order to preserve
old jobs. To the contrary, we must speed up the movement of capital and
redirect it toward the creation of a new industrial base in America. Such an industrial policy also will require a massive investment in worker training and retraining for the new jobs that the new industrial base will entail: laser techtricians,
robotics technicians, engineers capable of developing solar, ocean, tar sands,
and geothermal energy supplies, contractors capable of fabricating modular
housing, specialists in disposing of hazardous wastes.
An industrial transformation on this scale will necessitate close cooperation
among business, government, and labor. Government must contribute public
funds to the massive task of retooling and retraining. In return, business must in
fact retool and retrain instead of merely shifting its production abroad and exchanging paper assets at home. And in return for retraining and job security,
labor must abandon its rigid job classifications, work rules, and cost-of-living
increases. This agreement must be extended to other citizens 8$ well-especially ·
the poor, minorities, and young, on whom the burden of fighting inflation has.
fallen hardest in recent years. In exchange for fiscal and monetary policies designed to foster full employment, and education and training programs designed
to give them job-related skills, these groups must agree to certain cuts in welfare
and other entitlements programs. In short, the nature of the bargain is this: the
burdens of economic change should not fall disproportionately on anyone, and
the b.enefits should be spread broadly and equitably. In return for this assurance,
none should seek to block economic change.
How do we achieve this social agreement? The challenge is more political
than economic. Yet most of the voices we hear these days call for economic planning insulated from politics. The neoconservative version vests primary responsibility with the Federal Reserve Board and with America's largest corporations;
the neoliberal version, with tripartite industrial boards-insulated from politics
-comprising leaders of business, labor, and government, or with a reconstituted
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. Both versions evidence a strong antidem-.
ocratic bias, because they rest on the assumption that it is easier to promote eco-nomic change in a vacuum, without having to bargain directly with those who
are likely to bear the brunt of it. A new social agreement,. by contrast, would
require constant, ongoing negotiations among all affected parties, within many
levels and forms of representation-a messy and exhausting process.
Superficially at least, industrial change poses a dilemma for democratic in-
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stitutions: successful economic adaptation depends on flexibility and speed, while
democracy is almost necessarily slow and ponderous. The most successful adaptors in recent years seem to be those nations in which organized labor has been
virtually excluded from the formal policy process (France and Japan), nations
that have been dominated by a stable one-party regime (Japan and Austria), or
nations that have had a highly centralized and disciplined labor force alongside
an equally centralized and stable business leadership (West Germany). The slow
11,daptors-particularly America and Great Britain-have been characterized by
a contentious and open politics in which no major party has held power for an
extended length of time.
But a deeper inquiry into the nature of economic adaptation reveals an important social dimension: adaptation has been most successful in those societies
that have nurtured and preserved a collective commitment to economic change.
Notwithstanding the seeming impoverishment of their formal politics, Japan,
West Germany, France, and Austria each have developed a wide range of consultative and participatory mechanisms at all levels of their economy-from
•hop floor to economic ministry. Politics in America and Britain, by contrast,
nave tended to be highly symbolic, with major parties adhering largely to ideological and class lines. Few genuinely consultative mechanisms exist within either
economy. Both nations in recent years have become more hierarchical; their distributions of income and wealth are among the least egalitarian of any major in~ustrial society.
In advanced industrial nations, economic adaptation is inextricably linked
to democratic participation both within the firm and in the formation of national
economic policy.
The enterprises that will dominate the economics of advanced nations in
the future depend on participation and thus on security and equity. Wherever
such enterprises are found-in many Japanese factories, in the sogo shosha (trading companies) of Japan, in a few American companies producing high-technology goods, in Israeli kibbutz industries, in several Swedish and West German
firms, in the plants of the Mondragon region of Spain-they share many of the
same attributes: the salaries, benefits, and status of senior managers are not
vastly different from those of junior employees; employees are relatively secure
in their jobs; and important company decisions depend on widespread consultation and negotiation. These features contribute to increased productivity not bei;:ause they make employees somehow "feel good" about the firm-on the contrary, they sometimes cause strains and frustrations and demand an annoying
~mount of time and attention-but because they enhance the organization's capacity to adapt quickly to novel situations. Only when skills, knowledge, and re~ponsibility are widely diffused can employees build on one another's strengths
in responding to new problems and opportunities; only when employees feel relatively secure from arbitrary job loss and on an equal footing can they collabo-
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rate spontaneously. In this setting industrial change does not have to be "sold" to
the work force; change is promoted and carried out by the work force.
These enterprises exist in large part for the people who work within them.
Of course, if the enterprises are successful, they also enrich their customers, suppliers, and stockholders. But one of their central missions is to enhance the lives
of their employees. In a real sense they are political communities whose leaders
are accountable to their members.
On the other hand, workers who doubt that the burdens and benefits of
rapid adaptation will be shared equitably resist change outright or resort to subtle forms of sabotage: blue-collar workers cling to work rules and rigid job classifications and fight against new technologies and productivity improvements;
technical specialists steal company assets and make off with company secrets;
managers earn as much money as they can before deserting the company for
more lucrative positions elsewhere. Without a network of mutual obligation
within the enterprise no one sacrifices for the long term or for the greater good
of the work community. Each group seeks to defend its own prerogatives. Such
is now the case in the typical American and British company.
The same lesson can be found at the other end of the economic spectrumin the way macroeconomic policy is formulated. America continues a vain attempt to "fine-tune" the nation's economy, using fiscal and monetary manipulation to control inflation. The economy is squeezed and twisted until those citizens in the most precarious positions lose their footing. Invariably the poorest
among us have been drafted into the inflation fight through unemployment. Inflation is the monetary manifestation of an unacknowledged struggle over how
to allocate the losses from economic decline. Organized groups that understand
this consistently win the struggle. Other groups lose. Over the past decades the
burden of fighting inflation has been borne by young blacks in central cities (86
percent of whom are unemployed), by women (36 percent more likely than men
to be unemployed), and by Hispanics (75 percent more likely than whites). It is
ever more obvious that the only way inflation can be controlled equitably is
through national agreements on overall wage and price increases. Otherwise, the
burden of fighting inflation falls almost entirely on those least able to bear it.
Wage and price increases in every other industrialized nation follow guidelines established in national negotiations. In Norway, Sweden, and Denmark
economy-wide "framework" agreements are formally negotiated between employer and labor federations; in Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, and Japan
representatives of the major businesses and labor confederations conduct ongoing negotiations. The national bargaining arenas in these countries provide all
segments of the population with highly visible opportunities to clarify goals, articulate demands, and negotiate precise trade-offs among inflation, unemployment, and structural adjustment.
But America and Britain cling to the fiction of a "managed economy," in
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which government merely applies neutral principles of fiscal and monetary
policy. Structural adjustment cannot be a part of this managerial agenda because
there is no consensus about the direction adjustment should take and no organizational arena for forging such a consensus.

I.

n sum, the kinds of productive systems that will sustain America's future prosperity are technically intricate. They demand an exacting degree of teamwork.
They are vulnerable to individual sabotage in the form of active resistance, the
stagnant inefficiency of resentful time servers, or the cynical manipulation of legal and financial symbols. Likewise, our national economy is ever more exposed
to sudden global changes. Responding to these challenges requires an engaged
and adaptable citizenry. We all are at the mercy of recalcitrant minorities who
fear change (when we ourselves are not members of such minorities).
Under these circumstances, many Americans are resisting change, resorting, instead, to strategies of historic preservation. Lacking mechanisms for negotiating and ensuring the fairness of collective response, we are eschewing collaboration and seeking security and gain in schemes of paper entrepreneurialism
and ploys of "beggar thy neighbor." We struggle to avoid sacrifices and burdens
we believe others are successfully evading, and we refuse to support social ser:.
vices, the direct beneficiaries of which are different from ourselves. And we seek
to gain personal benefits at the expense of society at large, benefits like those we
suspect others are already obtaining. The social fabric is slowly unraveling.
Industrial evolution has a correlate in the political institutions which invariably determine its pace and direction. Unless those institutions encourage open
bargaining over how the benefits and burdens of economic change are to be allocated, industrial evolution will be blocked or perverted. That is the difficult lesson that America must learn in the years ahead.

The View from
Steel Country
STAUGHTON LYND

H

ere in steel country, the evidence is overwhelming that profit-maximizing
corporations will not rebuild industries that are essential to society but
yield a low rate of return.
In Youngstown, three different steel companies chose to close mills rather
than replace their obsolete open hearths with modern electric furnaces. In Pittsburgh, United States Steel spent $6 billion in cash and credit, not to modernize
its steel facilities but to buy the Marathon oil company. And in West Virginia,
the National Steel conglomerate decided not to make the investment required to
update its Weirton steel mill because it could make more money by investing the
capital in other ways.
Executives such as Howard Love, chairman of the board of National Steel,
or David Roderick, chairman of the board of U.S. Steel, are entirely candid about
the reason for these decisions. Steel, because of the huge investment of fixed
capital required, has always been a marginal profit-maker; because of inflation
and high interest rates, corporations now seek investments with a 20 percent rate
of return; hence,a corporation that owns, in addition to steel mills, real estate,
chemical plants, raw materials, or savings and loan associations, will "flow" investment away from steel. 1
In view of the corporate objective of maximizing profit, government incentives that seek to induce corporations to make the desperately needed investments
in modernization will have limited results. Again the steel industry offers a dramatic example. The Steel Industry Compliance Extension Act of 1981, an amendment to the Clean Air Act, allowed steel companies to postpone expenditures required to bring their mills into compliance with the Clean Air Act if the same
amount of money was invested in modernization. Since the steel industry had
lobbied vigorously for the amendment, there seemed every reason to believe that
substantial capital investment would occur.
1 See Mr. Love's statement of March 2, 1982, as to the reason for National's decision not to
make further investments in its Weirton mill, or Mr. Roderick's interview with filmmakers from
California Newsreel excerpted in TriState Conference on Steel Newsletter 2, no. 2 (NovemberDecember 1982): 11-12.
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But everything depended on the decision by steel companies to utilize the
incentives offered by the amendment. U.S. Steel was not obliged to make particular investments in particular mills. The company was told that ifit chose to defer
pollution expenditures, it could do so on condition that it invest the same sum in
modernization.
In fact, U.S. Steel chose to make only token use of the opportunity. The
company requested deferral, and thus promised modernization, in the amount
of only $ 13 million nationwide. This sum may be compared to the $70 billion that
the American Iron and Steel Institute estimated to be needed for modernization
of the American steel industry during the 198os.2 It is far less than the $ 150 million that the company estimated to be required for modernization of steel-making
at only one of its many old mills, the Homestead Works.
Few would dispute America's need for a modern steel industry, even if reduced in size. To whatever extent the American economy requires the modernization of industries such as steel, the investment of profit-maximizing corporations cannot be depended on to bring it about. Other approaches are necessary. I
have classified such approaches under the categories "reindustrialization from
above" and "reindustrialization from below."

T

here seem to be two fundamental versions of reindustrialization from above,
private and public. In one instance investment decisions would be made by
investment bankers; in the other, by the federal government.
The investment banker's version of reindustrialization from above is associated with the name of Felix Rohatyn. Mr. Rohatyn proposes a new Reconstruction Finance Corporation directed by investment bankers like himself (he is a
partner of Lazard Freres). As it happens, he shares my own views about the desirability of rebuilding the American steel industry in the communities where it
has historically existed, rather than either abandoning the industry altogether,
and relying on imports, or rebuilding the mills in new "greenfield" sites. Most
recently, Mr. Rohatyn told The New York Times that "[the country needs a strong
steel industry] not only in the narrow sense that steel is indispensable for
weapons, but in the larger sense that the United States would be fundamentally
weakened if it depended on foreign countries for so crucial a resource." 3
The problem is, however, that whether or not one agrees with some particular view of Mr. Rohatyn's, in this investment decision-making process he and his
colleagues would be accountable to no one: "The absence of even the slightest
concern for the need for such accountability is the greatest single danger posed

2 American Iron and Steel Institute, Steel at the Crossroads: The American Steel Industry in
the 1980s (Washington, D.C.: 1980), Chapter 6.

3 "The Shrinking Steel Industry," New York Times, January 24, 1983.
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by the corporatist models of Rohatyn and Thurow."4
I have had an opportunity to observe the Rohatyn approach in action. On
March 2, 1982, the National Steel conglomerate announced that it would makd
no further investments in its Weirton Steel division because a higher rate of profit
could be made elsewhere. In the same press release the conglomerate suggested
that the 11 ,ooo employees of Weirton Steel buy the mill themselves.
A Joint Study Committee (JSC) was formed, composed of representatives
of Weirton Steel management and of the independent (company) unions made
up of production and maintenance employees and plant guards. The formation
of the JSC was announced to Weirton employees by the company president.
J.G. Redline. Mr. Redline was the JSC's first chairperson. The JSC's address
was the address of Weirton Steel.
The JSC hired certain consultants, including the investment firm Lazard
Freres where Mr. Rohatyn works, and a firm to conduct a feasibility study. Thd
feasibility study was paid for with more than s400,ooo from the union Strike and
Defense Fund.
The principal recommendation of the feasibility study was a 32 percent rei.
duction in the compensation of Weirton Steel employees, with additional reduc" ·
tions in the event that steelworkers covered by the Basic Steel Contract made cort.i
cessions. The study did not justify the 32 percent cut in wages and benefits. Al"
though it referred to Weirton Steel as a relatively high-cost producer, at least irt
some of its product lines, the study nowhere explained why so gigantic a reduc~
tion in compensation was required to overcome this problem. In fact, the comi1.
pensation of steelworkers at Weirton Steel was approximately 9 percent greater
than the compensation of steelworkers represented by the United Steelworked
of America and covered by the Basic Steel Contract. s (The reason for the differ11
ence is the effort by Weirton Steel management over the years to prevent unionili
zation by the USWA.) Thus two-thirds of the proposed 32 percent reduction irt
compensation proposed by the consultant was unexplained.
In the text of the feasibility study distributed to unfon members, graphs that
purport to represent the difference in costs between Weirton Steel and its com~
petitors appear with no numbers on the vertical axes. two professional econO'I
mists I have consulted concur that, in the absence of these numbers, it is irnpossiit

4 Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harrison, The Deindustrialization ofAmerica: Plant ClosiJllNJ
Community Abandonment, and the Dismantling of Basic Industry (New York: Basic Book!IJ

1

1982), p. 232.

5 The Independent Steelworkers Union hired the accounting firm Touche Ross to provide aJ~
curate wage and benefit data for use in buyout negotiations. Touche Ross found that the totiil
cost per man hour of production and maintenance workers at Weirton Steel as of April 1, 19tti
was s24.91. The American Iron and Steel Institute reported the total cost per man hour in thii
steel industry as a whole as of April 1982 was s22.63. The difference is 9 percent.
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ble to know why the study recommends any reduction in compensation, let alone
32 percent rather than 9 percent. Footnotes to the text of the feasibility study state
that the missing numbers are included in a so-called confidential appendix.
One might suppose that even if the data contained in the confidential appendix were too sensitive t.o be revealed to union members, the union itself, having
paid for the study, would receive the confidential appendix as a matter of course.
However, testimony in federal court in November 1982 revealed that there were
three copies of the confidential appendix extant, possessed by the New York
City firm that conducted the feasibility study and compiled the appendix; the
New York City corporate lawyers who represent the JSC; and Lazard Freres
which, of course, is also in New York City. Thus the data said to justify the
reduction by one-third of West Virginia steelworkers' standard of living are
available only in New York City, and the union, although it paid for the data
with the dues money of its members, has no access to these facts.
Finally, the board of directors of the proposed "employee-owned" firm is to
consist of two directors representing the union, two directors selected by local
management, and six "experienced independent directors"-a majority-initally
chosen by the promoters of the project and thereafter by the board. These independent directors will presumably represent lenders or brokers such as Lazard
Freres.
To date, the Weirton story justifies Bluestone's and Harrison's fear that "the
price of an RFC investment would almost always include a commitment to wage
cuts on the part of the workers in the failing firm," 6 and their fear of the unaccountability of those making such decisions.

T

here is a second variety of reindustrialization from above, in which the decision-maker is the federal government itself. The prototype of public reindustrialization from above is the Tennessee Valley Authority. TVA remains an
indispensable model for thinking about reindustrialization. First, it introduced
the idea that when private enterprise declines to provide a socially needed good
or service, the public should step in and do the job itself. And second, TVA stands
for the still-novel proposition that investment in public works such as flood control should be linked with appropriate production of goods such as electricity.
But TVA provides no formal means for the people of the region it serves to
participate in its decisions, and is in its own way as autocratic as Mr. Rohatyn's
RFC.
Since it is a federal agency, none of these states has any effective regulatory control overTVA; no public service commissions regulate its actions as they do in areas served by private utilities. Furthermore, since
it supplies power through distributors rather than directly to ratepay-

6 Deindustrialization of America, p.

211.
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ers, the consumer does not deal with TVA directly. What little oversight
of the agency does exist is parceled out among various congressional
committees, many headed by politicians who have reaped the rewards
of TVA pork-barrel projects. In essence, the operations of this s4-billion-a-year agency rest in the hands of a three-member board of directors appointed by the president and approved by the Senate. 7

·I

The point needs emphasis, because some progressive visions of reindustrialization place in the center of the process a kind of super-TVA. The International
Association of Machinists, for example, has caused to be introduced in Congress
a bill for "Rebuilding America."8 The proposed legislation is full of imaginative
and useful ideas, some of which will be considered later on. But one key feature
is a technocratic nightmare.
Under the IAM bill, corporations would pay an annual amount equal to 1
percent of net sales into a federal investment reserve fund. This fund would be
administered by a "domestic investment and production agency," with "exclusive responsibility within the executive branch for domestic econoinic policy formulation and implementation," and whose primary duty is
to develop an industrial policy that will achieve and sustain full employment, mitigate economic dislocation, allocate resources and facilitate the transfer of resources to designated areas of priority need and
critical and emergency needs.
Like TVA, the agency would have a director noininated and appointed by the
president with the advice and consent of the Senate. The director would be assisted by deputy directors, also appointed by the president and confirmed by the
Senate. One of these, the deputy director for national priorities, would have

,

.··,·.".'.

the following duties: (a) through social cost-benefit analysis, review
and evaluate all federal assistance, regulatory and tax programs affecting economic development, in order to identify overlaps and/or
gaps, excessive bureaucratic costs, and tax barriers or bonanzas, (b)
canvass and prioritize economic and social needs in the civilian sector
of the economy, (c) independently review, assess, prioritize and make
recommendations to reconcile the econoinic demands of the military
sector of the economy, with the needs of the civilian sector, (d) develop
an economic adjustment and development plan that will (1) fulfill un-

7 Jim Overton, "Thking On TVA: Tennessee Valley Ratepayers Protest Soaring Electric Utility
Charges," Southern Exposure 11, no. 1(January-February1983): 23.
8 See International Association of Machinists, "Workers' Technology Bill of Rights," democ-

racy 3, no. 2 (Spring 1983): 25-27.
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met civilian economic and social needs, (2) meet realistic requirements
of the military, (3) in the event of economic dislocation, whenever and
for whatever reason, protect workers income, health c~e and housing; provide job training and continuity of employment; sustain vital
community services that may be impaired and develop an economic
reconstruction plan that will make impacted local economies viable
and whole.

This ubiquitous person would have discretionary use of the federal investment
reserve fund, and in cases offailing enterprises or enterprises faced with extinction would recommend to the director a plan
for either (a) public ownership, including community/worker ownership, or nationalization, (b) taxpayer subsidies, or their elimination,
or government-private joint ventures, (c) taxpayer loans or loan guarantees, (d) acquisition or merger, (e) consolidation, (t) divestiture, (g)
bankruptcy, (h) liquidation.
There has to be a better way than this. Faced with the alternatives of investment
decision-making by the U.S. Steels and Lazard Freres of the world, or investment
decision-making by an omnipotent deputy director for national priorities, one
would be hard pressed to choose. Is it really impossible to combine the public
overview and funding that we all sense to be necessary, with the local decisionmaking and risk-taking we all stubbornly want as well?

R

eindustrialization from below also comes in two varieties. In the first, and
typical, version, what is proposed is not reindustrialization at all: rather
the idea is public-works jobs to rebuild the physical infrastructure of cities. The
second approach, which I shall advocate here, is to use the model of short-run
public-works programs and apply it to the production of goods and services over
,
the long term.
The IAM's proposed bill for rebuilding America contains a public-works
proposal far more democratic and decentralized than its scheme for reindustrialization. Under the act, any incorporated municipality of 250,000 or more persons could apply for inner city development funding if it
(1) specifically defines a neighborhood or area within its boundaries as
an underdeveloped depressed zone, based on chronically high unemployment and low per capita income as determined by census results,
(2) constructs a comprehensive development program which (3) is locally conceived With full planning participation by democratically
elected representatives of affected residents, workers and government
officials and (4) which, upon completion of the plan, is approved by a
simple majority of citizen voters residing in the designated development zone and (5) which thereafter establishes a locally controlled not-
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for-profit Community Development Corporation to implement and
administer the program in the designated development zone.
The proposed community development corporations would be funded,
first, by low-interest long-term loans from the federal financing bank (an existing off-budget agency), and second, by the sale of bonds (known as certificates
of participation) guaranteed by the federal government in an amount up to s250
billion.
The local comprehensive development programs to be funded in these ways
would include, according to the IAM proposal, such components as:
•bridge, street, alley and public walkway improvement and construction
•public lighting, utility and water system improvement and construe·
ti on
•sewer improvement and solid waste collection and disposal systems
•public transportation system improvement and modernization
•local alternative safe energy production facilities, such as co-generation, low-head hydro, solar systems, and resource recovery (solid waste
fuel) systems
•neighborhood school plant and equipment rehabilitation and modernization
•medical and dental clinic facilities
•legal clinic facilities
•government office center for access to most often used local, state
and federal offices, such as employment and unemployment services,
Social Security, food stamps and welfare services, postal services and
police and fire protection
•neighborhood drug abuse treatment, drug control and prevention
and drug users rehabilitation program
•neighborhood crime prevention and crime control program
•homesteader housing program, which may be undertaken through a
local cooperative association. No resident or family will oe forced
from their domicile if they wish to homestead or rent, except voluntarily for a period of home rehabilitation and renovation
•senior citizen cooperatiye housing, health, nutrition and utility payment program
•child care programs for working parents
•neighborhood cooperative bank under the auspices of the National
Consumer Cooperative Bank Act
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•community-owned media center with guaranteed public access to cable, UHF and VHF television programming, National Public Radio
and for the publishing and printing of locally owned and locally managed newspapers and/ or magazines
•sheltered workshops for employment of the handicapped

Similarly, the jobs bills before the 98th Congress call for public funding of mass
transit; non-interstate highways; Amtrak; soil conservation and flood control;
national parks and forest service; maintenance and construction of VA hospitals, prisons, day care centers, and schools; water systems; land reclamation;
and weatherization.
All current proposals known to me are less radical than TVA in that they
shy away from proposing the production of goods in competition with the private economy. 9 In generating electric power for households in the hollows of
Appalachia that Commonwealth and Southern found it could not profitably
serve, TVA provided a yardstick to measure the efficiency of private enterprise
and supplied a market that private enterprise had written off.
Like TVA, a reindustrialization program for America should combine a
massive public works program to rebuild the nation's infrastructure with public
production of goods that the public works program requires. Steel and cement
are obvious candidates; there are others. The open-hearth furnaces closed by
U.S. Steel at its Homestead Works and the Bessemer Cement company's shutdown facility at Bessemer, Pennsylvania, could be put back into production and
modernized to provide the materials needed to rebuild Pittsburgh's bridges, mass
transportation, and schools.

R

eindustrialization from below, as I envision it, is simply the idea that the
federally-funded, locally-managed model projected by the IAM and others
for temporary public works programs should be used in the permanent acquisition and operation of basic means of production. the elements of such a bottomup, decentralized approach to reindustrialization would include: use of the eminent domain power by local public bodies to acquire facilities that private enterprise no longer wants to operate; federal financing; decentralized public or cooperative management; and maximum local and regional economic self-sufficiency.
Both in imagination and fact, creation of a people's economy has involved
the physical taking of abandoned factories from their present owners and using

9 Thus David Kotz in "A Jobs Program to Rebuild U.S. and Expand Democracy," In These
Times, March 9, 1983, would spend$ 125 billion rather than the presently proposed $5 or$ IO billion to finance job creation, yet would create jobs merely by "a variety of public works and public service projects."
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them for new, public purposes. Thus Andre Gorz describes the morning after
the revolution as follows:
When they woke up that morning, the citizens asked themselves what
new turmoil awaited them. After the elections, but during the period
of transition to the new administration, a number of factories and enterprises had been taken over by the workers. The young unemployed,
who for the previous two years had been occupying abandoned plants
in order to engage in "wildcat production" of various socially useful
products, were now joined by a growing number of students, older
workers who had been laid off recently, and retired people. In many
places, empty buildings were being transformed into communes, production cooperatives, or "alternative schools." 10
Nothing might seem more remote from traditional American ideas about
the sanctity of private property. But the ongoing epidemic of plant shutdowns
has transformed this portion of the ideological landscape. Increasingly, workers
and communities in the industrial heartland are asking: If the company refuses
to run the plant any longer, why don't we buy the damn place? 11 The same question presents itself to society as a whole in the form: If corporate America no
longer finds it profitable to make (for example) as much steel as we need, why
don't we do it ourselves?
The power of eminent domain gives local communities a means to acquire
abandoned industrial facilities and operate them in the public interest. Eminent
domain is an ancient Anglo-American legal concept. Just as the managementrights clause in a collective bargaining agreement is management's residual power
to take action in the interest of the enterprise, so eminent domain is part of a community's residual power to do whatever is necessary to preserve itself. When this
power takes the form of restrictions and prohibitions for which no compensation
is required, it is considered the "police power." But when the necessary action is
the acquisition of private property for a public purpose, 1t is done in the name of
eminent domain.
In colonial America, the power of eminent domain was often used (as it still
is today) to take private property for public roads.
Anyone, such as a new town, that wanted a new road applied to the
county court, which appointed a commission to report on the need.
Upon the commissioners' report, if the court found the road needed, a
1 o Andre Gorz, "Utopia for a Possible Dual Society," an appendix to Ecology and Politics (Boston: South End Press, 1980).
11 In The Fight Against Shutdowns: Youngstown's Steel Mill Closings (San Pedro, California:
Singlejack Books, 1982), ch. 3, I describe the genesis of this idea during the mill closings in
Youngstown.
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local "jury'' was appointed to lay out the route. Compensation was
provided for [if the land taken was improved; wild land was not paid
for on the theory that the road created more benefit than it destroyed] .
. . . An owner aggrieved by the "jury"'s estimate could appeal to the
county court. Once a road was built, it was maintained by the citizens
of the towns through which it ran, who, under the direction of town
"surveyors," had to donate labor and materials. 12

This eighteenth-century procedure is perfectly applicable to the public acquisition of a modern factory that shuts down. Upon a preliminary showing of
need a feasibility study is made. If the feasibility assessment is favorable, the input of workers is solicited as to exactly which products, machinery, and buildings should be appropriated. Compensation is provided, as is a process for appealing the amount fixed. Finally, the local community not only takes but operates the plant under the direction of experienced supervisors.
And indeed, in nineteenth-century America the eminent domain power was
typically used to assemble property for industrial use. During the first half of the
century land was taken by authority of "mill acts" in the various states. If the creation of a mill resulted in the flooding of land upstream from the new industrial
site, the Massachusetts mill act limited the injured party "to yearly damages, instead of a lump sum payment, even if the land was permanently flooded," and
thus "in effect; compelled the landowner to make a loan to the mill owner and
... enabled the mill owner to amortize any permanent damage he caused." 13 During the second half of the nineteenth century eminent domain was vigorously
employed by railroads to acquire land for their rights-of-way.
Two recent decisions by the supreme courts of Michigan and California once
again make clear that cities and states may use the eminent domain power to acquire industrial property. The city of Detroit used its eminent domain power to
acquire a 465-acre neighborhood known as "Poletown," destroying in the process over 1 ,ooo homes and apartment buildings and displacing 3,500 people. The
land was then reconveyed to the General Motors Corporation at a fraction of its
cost to the city to be used as the site for a new Cadillac assembly plant. The Supreme Court of Michigan held that this was a proper taking for a public purpose
under the eminent domain power. 14
Similarly, the city of Oakland invoked the eminent domain power to restrain
the Oakland Raiders football team from moving to Los Angeles. The California
Supreme Court held that 1) this was a public purpose, and 2) the eminent domain
12 Stoebuck, ''A General Theory of Eminent Domain," Washington Law Review 47 (1952):
581-583.
l 3 Morton J. Horwitz, "The Transformation of the Concept of Property in American Law,
1780-1860," University of Chicago Law Review 40 (1973): 271, 273·.
14 Poletown v. City of Detroit, 410 Mich. 616 (1981).
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power could be used to take any kind of property, not just land. 15 The case is still
in the courts.
This bird's-eye view of the law of eminent domain necessarily oversimplifies. Still it is a fair conclusion that the obstacles to taking and operating shutdown factories are not legal obstacles. The basic problem is that property acquired by the eminent domain power must be paid for at fair market value. A
small industrial community, such as Campbell, Ohio, or Braddock, Pennsylvania, loses tax revenue when a plant closes because of the loss in property taxes.
Such a community is less in a position to buy a steel mill than in normal times.
What can it do? The obvious answer is to take billions of dollars from the military budget and make them available to such places to buy and operate closed
·
plants.
The Coalition for a New Foreign and Military Policy has estimated that a
nuclear freeze would save more than s200 billion in presently planned military
spending over the next ten years. 16 Seymour Melman, author of The Permanent
War Economy, suggests what could be done with the money. The s34 billion spent
on the U.S. Navy's F-18 fighter program would rebuild 20 percent of the country's bridges (a public-works use) or bring America's entire machine-tool stock
up to the Japanese level (a reindustrialization use). The cost overruns alone on
the F-18 program (s26.4 billion) would electrify 55,000 miles of main-line railroads as well as pay for the new locomotives using the track. 17
There is no rational hope for reindustrialization from below (or any other
kind of reindustrialization) without a dramatic diversion to this purpose of federal tax money presently spent on military goods.
Americans are in the habit of assuming that if the federal government pays
for something it will inevitably be managed bureaucratically and inefficiently by
Washington pointy-heads. The popular wisdom is wrong. The Legal Services
program is an example of a program that successfully combines federal funding
and decentralized management.
The Legal Services Corporation, like the Tennessee Valley Authority, was
created by Congress and is funded (for the most part) by Congressional appropriations. The similarity ends there. The work of the Legal Services Corporation
is carried on by field offices to which more than 95 percent of the Congressional
funding is allocated. Each field office is directed by a board that must be made
up in roughly equal parts of attorneys chosen by the local bar and elected client
representatives. The national Corporation promulgates regulations, and moni15 CityofOaklandv. OaklandRaiqers, 31Cal.3d656(1982).
16 Council on Economic Priorities, The Costs and Consequences ofReagan's Military Buildup:
A Report to the International Association of Machinists and the Coalition for a New Foreign
and Military Policy (Washington, D.C., 1982).
17 In These Times, February 2, 1983.
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steel.
National planning appears necessary when a choice seems required between
priorities: between building a steel mill in Houston or Youngstown, or between
building a steel mill and building a computer-technology training center. The
IAM legislation for rebuilding America envisions a deputy director of "National
Priorities" to make this kind of decision. There is a high correlation between
choosing among national priorities and centralized decision-making. This is not
an ideological construct; it is a reality. Yet this very centralization causes the project of democratic reindustrialization to fall apart in one's hands. It is because of
this association, deplorably displayed in several overseas settings, that the American left and the American people perpetually fail to communicate.
I am convinced that the only way to cut through the dilemma is radical: if
you want to have decentralized economic decision-making, the economy itself
must be as decentralized as possible. The inarticulate premise of most discussion
about reindustrialization is that a given location should specialize in the economic activity to which it is most suited, produce as much as possible of that particular widget, and then trade its surplus widgets for the goods and services of
other locales. Thus C~ifornia grows lettuce for Massachusetts, shipping a perishable product 3,000 miles; modernization of the steel industry is assumed to
mean construction of half a dozen super-mills; and families try to live in cities
that have grown far beyond any justifiable economy of scale.
Authors such as E.F. Schumacher and Amory Lovins argue that small, scat-
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tered enterprises, as in the generation of electricity, may be more efficient than a
few large-scale facilities. 18 But even if geographic specialization is sometimes more
efficient economically, the kind of economy it creates is structurally inconsistent
with economic democracy. If we insist on reindustrialization and democracy, we
should reverse the tendency toward ever-greater specialization and help communities to become more economically self-sufficient.
The idea is simple. Public-works programs can be decentralized because
every community needs bridges, schools, and public transportation. To the extent that every region produces the food and steel it needs, national planning
about where food should be grown or steel should be made becomes unnecessary,
and economic development can be decentralized, too.
Increasing local self-sufficiency in the provision of many goods and services
is already happening. More and more food is grown in small plots adjacent to
homes rather than in California or Florida factories in the fields. Locally grown
wood is replacing oil and gas extracted far away and transported long distances
as a means of home heating. The steel industry might seem to require huge capital-intensive facilities, concentrated in a handful oflocalities, serving markets all
over the world. Yet the only part of the American steel industry that is growing
consists of small "mini-mills" that heat available steel scrap in electric furnaces
and make a limited range of products for relatively local m~kets. 19
Because it is both radical and simple, a proposal for maximum community
self-sufficiency is easily caricatured. The fact remains that the more localities are
economically self-sufficient the more opportunity there will be for democratic
reindustrialization. The richest nation on earth should not hesitate to accept
whatever inefficiencies may result from moving toward local self-sufficiency for
the sake of the more humane and democratic way of life it would make possible.

18 See Amory B. and L. Hunter Lovins, Brittle Power: Energy Strategy for National Security
(Andover, Mass.: Brick House, 1982), app. 1, "Scale Issues."
19 Office of Technology Assessment, Technology and Steel Industry Competitiveness (Washington, D.C., 1980), Chapter 8.
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Toward
a Workers' Party
TONY MAZZOCCHI
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ur economy is in serious trouble. Ten to twenty million are without work,
and yet there is so much to be done. Children need more education and
day care. Cities need rebuilding. Transportation systems need an overhaul. And
the environment needs cleaning and preserving. But why can't work and workers
be connected? And, in the face of this irrational and immoral situation, what
can be done?
As we all know by now, the Republicans are banking on Reaganomics. The
heart of their proposal is to free the private sector from government restraint and
interference so that it may once again lead the United States into the forefront of
the world economy. True to their promise, they have cut taxes, reduced social
spending, destroyed regulations, and promoted a concessionary bargaining climate
through monetarist policies. Their goal is to restore corporate profits, which in
turn is to spur corporate reinvestment in new technologies and new industries.
Eventually, we are told, the fruits will trickle down to us in the form of new jobs
and noninflationary growth. (In the meantime, the needy, the elderly, and the
unemployed must sacrifice while the wealthy wisely invest their bounty.)
The Democratic party is, of course, struggling to formulate an alternative.
Under the banner of "growth and fairness" they are seeking a more planned and
balanced approach to help industry-and the rest of us-survive. Their effort
combines the concepts of centralized planning, a new social contract between industry, government, and labor, and the technologic_al faith of the Atari Democrats.
In general, the idea is to allocate capital more rationally to encourage.investment
and research into the most profitable, technological, "sunrise" industries. This
planning would wean the economy from its heavy dependence on the troubled
elderly "sunset" industries such as steel and automobiles. By helping the industrial
sun to rise and set, a new prosperity would shine on us all as United States corporations took the lead in the high-tech export industries.
It seems the more Reaganomics sputters, the more interest there is in planning.
The concept has attracted a wide range of support. Corporate leaders, liberal
scholars, and the speec~ writers of all the Democratic hopefuls are promoting some
version of the concept. While there is considerable disagreement about the shape
and form (the corporatists advocating an elite structure while liberals call for a
more bottom-up input), there is an emerging consensus on the need for some form
of large-scale planning.
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But I find myself out of step with this dominant Democratic party ideology.
I, along with many of my colleagues in the trade union movement, have strong
objections to the concept of planning within the current political and economic
power configurations. In fact, we find the current formulations both dangerous
and naive because they obscure the fact that we are in the midst of a monumental
people-profit conflict that will not disappear either with new technologies or
with new planning procedures.

S

ocial contracts are not new to the labor movement. After World War II the
unions entered into an unwritten one with large American corporations.
In exchange for continued recognition and steady increases in wages and benefits,
the labor movement provided corporations with a large measure of labor peace,
and nearly total control of production and investment decisions. This social contract increased the ability of corporations to plan ahead and to enlarge their domination over the emerging world markets. And labor was given a piece of the growing
economic pie.
For over twenty years the deal seemed to pay off. The pie grew rapidly, corporate profits boomed, and most American workers witnessed a steady increase
in their standard of living. Of course, millions also stayed poor, but it seemed
only a matter of time for the economic miracle to eradicate poverty too.
But the dream ended. Those boom years were an aberration-in large part
caused by the destruction of our European and Japanese competitors during
World War II. After the war, U.S. industry was unrivaled, and it could profit handsomely by rebuilding the world and cornering world resources. But by the midsixties, world competition was again a reality. And with it reemerged the peopleprofit conflict that so many hoped had disappeared from our system. In our petrochemical industries the first sign of this emerging conflict came in the area of
health and safety. As profits were squeezed by international competition and rising prices for Third World resources, corporations began to cut costs at home.
In oil refineries we saw the reduction of maintenance crews and preventative
maintenance schedules. In assembly industries we saw speed-ups and work intensification as management struggled to maintain the enormous profits to which
they had grown accustomed.
Workers, however, suffered a drastic increase in the number of accidents and
injuries. And families and communities suffered increased exposure to pollutants
that escaped into the environment from undermaintained processes. The conflict
intensified as corporations found it impossible to rapidly disinvest and run away
to low-wage areas in the nonunionized South and abroad. More and more workers were dislocated and communities abandoned as jobs fled from the unionized
frost belt. And many chased jobs to the South only to watch them move again
overseas.
We have now entered the age of worker's concessions. Management has tom
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up the social contract and is engaged in a full-scale assault on wages and benefits.
Bargaining is often a matter of economic blackmail. We are told that unless we
concede a portion of our wages, benefits, and work rules, we can kiss our jobs
good-bye. And even when we do make concessions, our jobs are at risk. That is
the language of our new social contract.
Communities also are not strangers to the people-profit conflict. Mobile
corporations are using job blackmail to force towns and states into providing
more subsidies and tax abatements. At the same time, entire communities are on
the verge of irreparable damage due to massive disinvestment and abandonment
of basic industry by large conglomerates. Today, the people-profit conflict is no
mystery to heartland steel communities who have watched the mills they built
decay, as their owners import steel and speculate in oil mergers, real estate, and
currency exchange.
Contrary to the current mythology, the sunrise industries are not immune
to insecurity. Their sun can also set in a hurry. So fast, in fact, that while several
Democratic leaders were urging the president to become an Atari Republican,
over 1,700 Atari workers lost their jobs in California, with no notice, as part of
the general shift of high-tech assembly to low wage areas overseas.
Corporate crime is also infecting our children. I recently discovered that my
three children are exposed in school to pipes insulated with asbestos. And this
comes fifty years after the asbestos industry has had full knowledge of the deadly
effects of even minute exposures. The conflict is real, and I am taking sides. I
cannot claim to do what is best for both the asbestos industry and for my children.
And I have no confidence in any party or ideology that claims to serve both.

T

he corporate planners are also taking sides. To spur profitable reindustrialization, Wall Street leaders are urging support for a new Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC). The purpose of this resurrected concept of Herbert
Hoover's is to provide corporations with public funds in the form of guaranteed
loans for modernization. Clearly, the funds are aimed at large multinationals engaged in high-profit "sunrise'' industries.
The allocation of funds is to be supervised by a board of bankers and corporate leaders with a few labor and public representatives, but the rules of the RFC
will be based on strict criteria of profitability. In fact, there is every indication
that an RFC board will offer a more centralized version of the economic blackmail corporations now exercise at the bargaining table. As the following remarks
by Felix Rohatyn, a leading Wall Street advocate of the RFC, make clear, they
are eager to influence the political process from above:
We will have an entity which could say to Governors, "We have s2 billion to invest which we might make [available to you]. But first we need
to make the following changes in the tax structure, or changes are
needed in union work rules ...."Because of the possibility of economic
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activity, the Governors will accept political change.
The business press and other corporate advocates of reindustrialization have made
it quite clear that the price for this new investment will be more tax breaks for
corporations, fewer regulations, more concessions from workers, more cuts in
social spending, and more regressive sales taxes on consumer expenditures. ,
Of course, we expect these kinds of policies from the business elites. But it is
more alarming to find that every major Democratic presidential hopeful is offering a similar version. They are all advocating some form of public support for
private reindustrialization and research and development. Like the supply-siders
before them, the presidential planners are promising their cure will promote
growth and reduce the need for further cuts in social spending. And, for Democrats, they are remarkably silent on the issues of full employment, national health
insurance, increased health and safety controls, and increased taxes on corporations and the wealthy.
Surely liberal planners of goodwill are not blind to this pro-corporate drift.
Yet they still are advocating planning. In response to my probes, I am consistently
told that, "It's a start; some planning is better than none; it's a way to begin to curb
corporate power; it'll be a new arena of struggle; we have to be politically realistic; it's better than Reaganomics."
But these responses are rationalizations because they fail to directly challenge
corporate power. They accept the current political fashion as a given. The desire
to influence the powerful is there, but without the effort required to build countervailing power. It is an admission of political impotence that will surely lead to an
accommodation at all costs with the corporate establishment. At best, the logical
outcome of this dependent strategy is another meaningless piece oflegislation on
democratic planning that will collect dust along with the Full Employment Act
and the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill. Meanwhile, planning by and for the corporate
elite will be extended further. They will be able to put profits first, while wearing
the mask of a new social compact.

T

here is an alternative. But it is risky, and requires working for the long haul.
It also requires radical departure from the prevailing Democratic party dogma. And it is certain to threaten our governmental and private foundation support. It is, in short, the path of directly building an anticorporate program, movement, and political instrument.
The Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers (OCAW) has learned the hard way
that the world's largest multinationals do as they please unless farced to do
otherwise. To protect the he~th and safety of members and our families, we
have had to mobilize national anticorporate efforts: for example, to make any
headway at all in the 1973 Shell strike we were forced to build a national environmental campaign.
The curbing of corporate economic power will require much larger mass anti-
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corporate effort. The District 8 Council of the OCAW has taken the first steps by
putting forth a series of proposals for corporate, not worker, concessions. To further develop the educational basis for a mass anticorporate effort I have organized
a Worker's Policy Project. We are bringing together trade unionists and scholars
from Canada and the United States to further develop economic programs, policies, and educational materials.
In the recent publication, "It's Time for Management Concessions," the
Project puts forth an economic analysis and proposals for rank-and-file dissemination and discussion. The analysis begins by challenging the widespread assumption held by most planners that workers and their unions are somehow responsible
for the current economic crisis. We enumerate how the industrialized workforces of Europe and Japan actually have higher wages (in some cases), have
better benefits (in most cases), have more on-the-job rights, more paid vacation,
better social services, and more unionization (in all cases).
More important, we put forth an analysis that clearly spells out how corporate misinvestment and disinvestment are ruining our economy. And we offer
for discussion an interim program that includes the following proposals:
• A freeze on corporate overseas investment to stop the job drain it
has caused.
• Provision of worker approval of mergers and a limit to the acquisition of paper assets to redirect investment dollars toward real plant
and equippient.
• Worker control over investment decisions and over the closing of
profitable plants through the establishment of democratically elected
worker committees in all plants with more than fifty employees,
empowered to bargain over investment decisions and possessed of all
corporate financial information, and provision for a plant closure
fund, financed out of corporate taxes, to compensate communities
and workers for plant closures, and financ~community-worker ownership of abandoned facilities.
• A rollback of top management salaries and reduction of the number
of supervisors to limit management waste.
• An end to discrimination against women and minorities through
equal pay for comparable worth
We recognize that a more thorough economic program needs to be developed. But we believe it should grow out of an anticorporate movement rather
than as part of the emerging corporate compact. The difference between bottomup and top-down pla.Q.ning is a matter of power, not good will.

E

ducational programs and materials alone will not empower our rank and
file or organize the unorganized. We will also need a political instrument
clearly committed to people before politics. It has been said that the Democratic
party is (or can be) our political instrument-that it is ours for the taking. But I
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disagree. We are in no position to capture the Democratic party, or even significantly alter its pro-corporate economic policies, because we are simply too weak
as a movement. We are in decline in large part because the industries in which we
have been the strongest have run away or have crumbled and because we have
failed to organize the unorganized. Some unions are making strides in organizing
clerical, public sector, and new high-tech workers, but these are the exceptions.
And the problem is not simply a failure to provide adequate resources for
organizing drives. Even when they are well-financed and well-executed, we are
short on victories. Sophisticated union-busting tactics combined with a weak
labor law can thwart the best of efforts.
These organizing difficulties and the loss of basic industry have led many
trade unionists even deeper into the Democratic party. They believe that a new
Democratic administration can reverse the economic decline, reform the labor
law, and create more favorable conditions for reviving the labor movement.
But this is wishful thinking. The Democratic party's economic program is
not designed to increase jobs in basic industry. On the contrary, it is committed to
easing the economy away from sunset industries. And as we learned from the
Carter years, even a veto-proof Congress coupled with a Democratic president is
not enough to pass the mildest of labor-law reform bills.
The problem of organizing the unorganized runs deeper than labor law difficulties, union-busting techniques, or the economic crisis. The problem is how
we are perceived by the unorganized. They are not blind to our weakness. They
see our impotence. They see our inability to protect them during organizing
drives. And they know we cannot stop plant closures or even protect the wages
and benefits of those we represent. They also see our impotence reflected in our
political strategy. Time and again we exhort working people to vote Democratic,
and time and again the politicians turn their backs on us. But despite their fears,
I believe the unemployed are still waiting-waiting for a sign that we are willing
to fight again. And we can reverse our decline and make major gains with the
unorganized if we are willing to couple our traditional organizing efforts with a
genuine anticorporate movement, including the creation of a labor party clearly
committed to putting people before profits. Such a party could attract the unorganized and the unemployed outside of the workplace, free from employer
harassment. Such a party could serve to remind the Democrats that their corporatist economic politics will not serve. And such a party could become the home
for the millions of rank-and-file workers who have become alienated by the
failure of the political process to represent them.
In 1981 the OCAW International convention recognized this need by unanimously passing a resolution directing the union "to support and participate with
other unions in developing a new political strategy for labor in the 1980s that will
not rely on the Republican or Democratic party for success." Our union knows
that the Democratic party has been the party of the multinational oil giants. And
we have seen how timid our labor-supported politicians become after they are
Mazzocchi I Workers' Party
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processed through the corporate lobbying wringer.
For these reasons we are currently engaged in serious discussions with other
trade unionists on the desirablility of a labor party. I am strongly in favor of such
a party-even if it fails to attract large numbers in the near future. In fact, I
would like to see a party develop that refrains for some time from running
national candidates. Instead, I would urge it to concentrate on the nuts and bolts
of grass roots organizing, and of involving the rank and file and the unemployed
in formulating a coherent economic program. Such an organization also could
urge other unions and community groups to pass resolutions in support of such
a party and program. And it could use its resources to mobilize a mass involvement in key local and regional people-profit conflicts.
In certain areas of the country, running local and state candidates might
make sense, but the point is not to squander party-building efforts on costly
make-or-break elections. Even in the short run, such an issue-oriented party
could serve to broaden and to shape the national debate on economic issues. It
would be able to generate some visibility and excitement that could make some
Democrats think twice before drifting to the right.
A labor party could become the home for the growing number of alienated
trade unionists who, time and again, feel betrayed by the candidates they work
for. Such a party must begin within the ranks of labor, rather than as a coalition
party, and provide a political space for its members. Similarly, local chapters
must be designed in such a way as to encourage the participation of the unemployed and the unorganized.
Many will find these directions as unrealistic as I find the proposed planning options. The current American political system, unlike the European parliamentary system, seems to have no room for third parties. But it is also important to remember that both Henry and George Wallace had a powerful impact
on the national debate through their third-party efforts. And in Milton Friedman's view, the New Deal was stolen right from the 1928 Socialist party platform.
We too can have influence if we begin to face the problem of corporate
power directly. We cannot make bargains out of weakness. We cannot enter
into a social contract without first building a viable movement capable of sustaining a long struggle. And we cannot mobilize and inspire our brothers and
sisters with the false hopes of Atari technology or technical planning. There
simply is no substitute for the hard work of building an indepenpent anticorporate movement and party.
One final note. Struggling activists and organizers must not despair for lack
of immediate victories. While it is true that the task is enormous, it is also true
that the daily economic facts of life are educating more and more of us to understand the people-profit conflict. The rank and file are more eager than at any
other time since the Great Depression to embark on a new road. Let us struggle
together to build one .
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Mainstream Politics
JERRY J. BERMAN

Drom its inception, democracy has advocated a revitalized participatory de~ocracy of citizen politics, locally based, rooted in tradition and place,
scaled to the dimensions of political rather than economic man. Sharing the view
of the traditional left, the new radical rejects the centralized, corporate managerial, and technocratic state, driven by economic, acquisitive man, as the antithesis of democracy. But departing from the left of old, the new radical is highly
skeptical of democratic socialism as a viable alternative. He sees economic man
at the center of democratic socialism and fears that the centralized, bureaucratic,
economic means it prescribes for achieving a more just redistribution of wealth
and power in society may also eclipse democratic citizenship and local empowerment.
What then is the alternative way to a democratic future? democracy's contributors have offered much diagnosis, little prescription. That is not to say that
cures are easy to come by. The new democratic radical wisely rejects violent revolution as ultimately antidemocratic and counterrevolutionary. A new political
party may be encompassed within the general call for new institutions, but it is
hard to be sanguine about third-party prospects given their marginal role in recent times.
Mainstream politics fares no better in these pages. The Democratic party is
viewed alternatively as "bankrupt" or captured by the same corporate interests
that dominate the Republican party. The Reagan election provides added justification to turn away from "conventional national institutions of political parties,
elections, Congress, and the presidency." Ground Zero and major environmental organizations are characterized as "pseudodemocratic" and led b~ those who
only "conceive of political participation as the opportunity to be informed by experts." democracy's alternative is the "backyard revolution," the myriad of citizen organizations and community development groups that have organized over
the last decade and a half to ba~tle for fair utility rates, rent control, poor people's
housing and economic development needs, tax reform, consumer rights, and a
livable environment.
I share the belief that a democratic future in America depends in part on the
viability of the new local citizen organizations. They have demonstratedthrotigh

r
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their imaginative strategies, tenacity, and energy that democracy is alive, if not
well, in America. ACORN in the West, Massachusetts Fair Share in the East, the
Highlander Center in Appalachia, TWO in Chicago, SEASHA and the Federation of Southern Cooperatives in the South are some of the many ongoing democratic experiments that deserve support and encouragement.
However, in our present political state, this cannot be accomplished if democratic radicals turn their backs on mainstream political institutions and processes. The backyard revolution cannot prosper, let alone survive, without national, state, and local government programs to support and expand community
organizations and to provide the resources to achieve their goals of local empowerment and community regeneration. The lesson of recent history is that
such programs need to be shaped and instituted by citizens themselves. This requires marshalling of power at the ballot box and within the only political party
at all receptive to the needs of the disenfranchised, the Democratic party.

A

s citizen organizations well know, the backyard revolution was the creation
of lib~ral federal programs enacted as part of the Johnson administration's Great Society. The core of that program was not the series of monetary or
in-kind transfer payments (in large measure instituted by the Nixon administration), but programs of political empowerment such as the Voting Rights Act and
the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. The EOA established Head Start, Legal
Services, VISTA, and the Community Action Program (CAP), with its requirement of "maximum feasible participation of the poor." The unstated but explicit
purpose of these programs was to create political organizations for the poor. In
literally hundreds of communities, federal funds were made available to assist
local groups. VISTA supported volunteers who were in fact organizers. Head
Start gave citizens a new leverage over public education institutions. The legal
services program provided the means for community organizations to challenge
discriminatory barriers to a score of government programs. And the CAPs, at
the hub, established power bases for the formerly disenfranchised from which
they could take on city hall. As community organizations took hold, they tapped
other federal grant and loan programs for community development resources:
the Economic Development Administration provided economic development
planning and development grants; Housing and Urban Development funded
housing projects controlled by community groups; the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare funded health maintenance organizations and clinics
under the direction of ~lient groups; the Department of Labor provided job training funds that underwrote salaries for employees in community-owned businesses. Even the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration provided grants
to community organizations to make their neighborhoods safer.
Without recounting the whole sad history, the Great Society experiment in
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community empowerment has all but terminated. Imposed from the top downwhere was the public mandate for a program in 1964?-and a threat to established
power centers, OEO was immediately and constantly attacked by vested interests. The Vietnam War led to a diminution in funding (insufficient to begin with)
and diverted the attention and commitment of the Johnson administration.
When many on the Democratic partis left abandoned Humphrey because of
the war, the Nixon administration came to power committed to OEO's dismantlement and a shift from what Daniel Patrick Moynihan called "maximum feasible misunderstanding" to benign neglect: instead of institutions in which they
had some measure of control, the poor and disenfranchised were to receive welfare through a negative income tax.
Community organizations were able to survive and even expand during the
seventies for two principal reasons: Watergate and liberal foundations. Watergate postponed the gutting of many of the great programs that provided resources
and development opportunities for community groups. Although the CAP program was severely curtailed, foundations such as Ford and Field stepped in to
make core support grants to community development organizations across the
country. National organizations such as the Urban League, Urban Coalition,
Center for Community Change, and National Council of La Raza served as brokers for community groups with federal grant-making agencies. Grants were
weaved together to support community organization development and service
strategies, including water and sewer construction, cooperative farming ventures, supermarkets, low-cost housing and rental unit construction, clinics, day
care· centers, and job training programs. Staff were supported by core foundation grants. Foundation loans secured bank financing for various community
ventures. The Watergate scandal not only brought down the Nixon administration, it also halted the plans for a "New Federalism" that would have replaced
categorical grants by block grants. If it had been enacted, the New Federalism
would have deprived community groups of the leverage supplied to them by categorical grants and would have returned power to the state houses and city halls.
Watergate and the public distrust of government it generated helped to elect
Jimmy Carter to the presidency and gave community empowerment a new lease
on life. Carter appointed community organization supporters to key positions in
HUD, HEW, USDA, Commerce, and Labor who in turn made sizable grants
both to national community organization broker organizations (for example,
the National Urban League) and community groups to support community development. In fact, an untold story of the Carter administration is how its commitment of funds dwarfed previous administrations' efforts on behalf of community self-development. To Cite one example, of 700,000 public service jobs
provided under Carter's CETA program, almost one-third were sponsored by
community-based organizations. Fearful throughout the Nixon years that drastic curtailment of funding was always in the offing, the community groups had
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new hope that the center would hold during the Carter administration. Of course,
it did not.

T

. '·.... "'."

he Reagan election and the social program budget cuts have been an unmitigated disaster for community organizations. The dismantlement, begun
by Howard Phillips in 1969, is being completed by David Stockman in 1983. Most
of the programs that community groups have counted on for community empowerment have been severely curtailed or, as Stockman puts it, "zeroed out":
EDA, Urban Development Grants, CETA and other job training programs,
rural development loans, legal services, health maintenance programs, and a
score of others. By one estimate more than one and one-half billion dollars in
annual federal program cuts directly supported community organization infrastructure. While Congress resists some of these cuts, key programs are now being administered by right-wing ideologues dedicated to "defunding the left." Internal hit lists have surfaced marking for termination every VISTA project
supportive of community groups. Support grants to national organizations have
not been renewed. For example the National Urban League has lost all of its$ 15
million in annual grants used to provide community assistance through its 130
affiliates across the country. On the local level, the Federation of Southern Cooperatives that controlled s2.5 million in federal funds before the Reagan years
now controls just $200,000.
By necessity, leaders and participants in community organizing efforts are
returning to or redoubling their efforts to gain power and influence within existing political institutions, particularly the Democratic party. Because they can ill
afford a repeat of the 1980 debacle in 1984 or count on the good will of democratic office-holders to support community empowerment, community activists
are pursuing a number of strategies designed to secure the party's commitment
to their needs. In the 1960s, groups demanded power from the outside through
the civil rights, consumer, and environmental movements, and significant programs were won only to be curtailed when other priorities (the Vietnam War) or
hostile administrators intervened. This time, community leaders seek to be insiders who both design programs and channel funds. In 1982 a number of community leaders won elected office in the Democratic party. In California, Esteban Torres, a former leader of TELECU {The East Los Angeles Community
Union), was elected to Congress. Tom Hayden, founder of the Campaign for
Economic Democracy, was elected to the California State Assembly. In-Texas,
Jim Hightower, former public interest advocate of small family farming and a
foe of giant agribusiness, was elected State Agriculture Commissioner. The Federation of Southern Cooperatives elected three local officials in Sumpter County,
Alabama. In the District of Columbia, Marian Barry, former head of Pride, Inc.,
was reelected mayor. Civil rights leader Andrew Young became the mayor of
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Atlanta. They join a growing number of mayors, city council members, and state
representatives who gained experience in OEO programs and who share a commitment to programs and institutions of community empowerment.
In addition to seeking office, community activists are helping to organize
voters to elect candidates to office who can be counted on to support community
self-development projects. In Arkansas, ACORN's network played a crucial
role in returning Bill Clinton to the governorship in 1982. Community activists
led the voter registration drive in California that almost elected Tom Bradley governor of that state. In Chicago, Jesse Jackson's "Operation Push" and other
community groups registered enough voters to give Harold Washington an upset
win in the Democratic mayoralty primary, and to carry that victory through to his
election.
The most ambitious strategy to affect the agenda of the Democratic party is
Jesse Jackson's suggestion to have a black leader enter the presidential primaries
both to encourage blacks to register to vote and to gain delegates to the Democratic Convention and thus force the Democratic party to take minority community needs seriously as a price of their support at the polls.
Community-based organizations are not alone in seeking new leverage
through mainstream politics. Environmental organizations, far from merely
collecting dues and practicing elitist politics, turnecl out hundreds of volunteers
and provided key financial support to elect a score of environmentalists to public office in 1982, including Jeff Bingaman to the Senate in New Mexico. Citizen
groups also provided the foot soldiers for support of the nuclear freeze initiatives across the country and are taking that fight to the Congress this year where
they may have the votes to pass a resolution in the House. A freeze on nuclear
weapons is now a policy of the Democratic party leadership and sure to be a part
of its 1984 party platform.
The question for the new radical is whether to join community activists in
conventional mainstream politics to capture power within existing political institutions. Is the effort to seek power within the Democratic party a dead end, or a
democratic agenda encouraging a revival of participation? Are there reasons for
participation even though the prospects of moving the Democratic party to embrace a true democratic agenda may be remote in the near term?
In advocating that we follow the example of community leaders, environmentalists, and others in making an effort both to shape the agenda of the Democratic party and to make the party responsive to programs that foster community self-determination, I am not advocating that other radical agendas should
be abandoned. Community organizing work must continue. Efforts to democratize unions, reshape the universities, and foster worker control of companies
must go on at the same time. But given the Reagan counterrevolution and the
need for programmatic support for the backyard revolution and other critical
goals, serious attention must be given to conventional politics.
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he conviction that the Democratic party is bankrupt or dominated by the
big oil and other vested interests may be in part true but does not condone
or justify outright rejection by the democratic left .. Obviously, the party, built on
big defense and big social programs paid for out of the fiscal dividends of an expanding economy, has lost its way in the economic wilderness of the new austerity brought on by a declining economy. That its leadership offers more tax cuts
to big business than Reagan and that elements within the party support Caspar
Weinberger's defense budget is cause for revulsion.
But the Democratic party unlike the Republican party is not one dimensional
or committed to a minimalist state ideology hostile to democratic interests and
constituencies. Since at least the period of the New Deal, it has provided a big
tent under which a host of otherwise irreconcilable groups have attempted to
find common ground for gaining power and governing and who share the common belief that government is a positive, active means for solving social problems
and ameliorating the effects of economic discontinuities. It is the party of the
South with its history of segregation as well as the party of the blacks and other
minorities. It is the party of ethnic working-class citizens who want to preserve
their neighborhoods and the party of liberals committed to integration and full
civil rights for all citizens. It is the party of the smokestack industries and the environmentalists. It is the party of the consumer who wants lower prices and the
farmer who wants price supports. It is the party that fostered the Vietnam War
and the party that called for its termination.
When these interests coalesce, the Democratic party can win national power
and govern. When they do not (as in 1968, 1980), the Republican party can pick
up the pieces and in combination with its ideologieal base in the West and Sunbelt, take power. Knowing this, the Democratic party drives toward a consensus
and is by necessity responsive to pressure from minorities, environmentalists,
and the democratic left. As a case in point, after the 1982 election and a twentysix -seat gain in the House, the Democratic party majority is now prepared to support a repeal of some of the tax cuts, restore funding for social programs previously cut, provide new job programs, and cut the rate of increase in defense
spending.
Of course, such minimal gains are not enough to restructure the economy,
decentralize economic power, or encourage wider citizen participation. The Democratic party will not move in those directions unless that agenda is pressed, and
one way to do this is to build a constituency within the Democratic party committed to its reorientation. Another ,would be to establish a third party movement
around such an agend~, knowing that if it was successful, the Democratic party
would move to encompass it in the same way it incorporated the socialist and
progressive agendas into the New Deal.
Without a third party on the horizon, the Democratic party's bankruptcy of
ideas and hunger to govern can be and should be viewed as a moment of oppor-
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tunity, a time for new leadership and new priorities. The first task of the new
radicals and democratic left is to put forward alternative programs that foster
community self-determination and local empowerment. If reindustrialization is
to occur, and there is no doubt that the Democratic party will offer such a program, the democratic left must insure broad public participation on any reindustrialization board and advocate that government investment require worker participation in plant management, plant location in areas of high unemployment or
poverty, affirmative action, and environmental safeguards. If government programs are put forward to repair America's infrastructure, the democratic left
must advocate inclusion of substantial funds for minority-owned firms and projects that can be directed and controlled by rural and urban community development corporations. Public planning involving citizens from targeted locations
must be required to avoid those infrastructure repair programs that wreck havoc
on low-income neighborhoods such as the urban renewal programs of previous
decades. The Democratic party version of a New Federalism must include conditions that insure local leverage over programs for the poor and working class
as well, both as a matter of empowerment and to avoid the working-class animosity that developed over the Great Society program assumption that only the
poor and minorities were disenfranchised.
The new radical can work to shape the Democratic party without embracing every constituency within it. The new radical can work with existing congressional caucuses such as the Black Caucus, the Hispanic Caucus, and the Progressive Caucus who are at work developing and advocating alternative agendas
for the Democratic party. He or she can work to elect delegates to the Democratic
Convention who support a democratic agenda or. support candidates for the Senate, House, or.presidency who commit themselves to such an agenda, at the same
time educating and marshaling a grass-roots constituency. The once-apolitical
right wing of the Republican party has in the last several years elected scores of
senators and representatives committed to a New Right agenda, while the political
left cannot count one senator and only a handful of representatives solidly committed to a radical democratic vision. The political left must make a similar
effort.
There is no guarantee that such efforts will succeed in reshaping the Democratic party or lead to fundamental change. Corporate elites, big labor, and other
vested interests may be too powerful to overcome or too intransigent to move
significantly toward fundamental change. However, the refusal to make such an
effort guarantees failure and worse. While the pain and suffering engendered by
laissez-faire Reagonomics may erase the public's recent antistate bias and permit
the Democratic party to govern again, it would be folly to cede the Democratic
party to the established elites on the eve of its reempowerment. If we rightly fear
the reindustrialization vision of Felix Rohatyn, turning our backs on mainstream
politics at this time would make that nightmare a self-fulfilling prophecy.
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Even more dangerous, there is every possibility that Reagan may be reelected
or another conservative take his place if the economy seems to be on the upswing
and the disenfranchised and disaffected do not vote. Regardless of our long-term
democratic agenda, we need to defend or restore worthy governmental accomplishments of the past, both by defeating Reagan or his successor and electing
progressives to the Senate and House. Here I have in mind what is left of environmental and consumer protection laws and standards, controls on law enforcement and intelligence agencies, civil rights laws and enforcement efforts,
and most of all, the welfare state. As Philip Green has argued in these pages, the
welfare state is not the state we would bargain for, but compared to the minimalist state of Republican orthodoxy and New Right enthusiasm, it is a significant
difference in political arrangements. As democrats, we have an obligation to
halt the unraveling of the safety net. The election of any Democratic party candidate to the presidency will result in radical change in policy compared to rule
under the William French Smiths, Watts, Burfords, and Schweikers of the present administration.
Another reason to engage in mainstream politics beyond possible gains for
democratic institutions is the issue of war and peace and nuclear armaments.
The defense budget needs to be cut and the funds substituted for social needs
and community development. Nuclear arms need to be reduced and arms limitations agreements negotiated in good faith. The freeze movement will create pressure for ameliorative change but will not implement it. It is too easy to capture
the symbols of arms control. Even Reagan almost manages to carry it off with
the public. Real reductions require a president committed to such an agenda and
enough senators different than Helms and Stennis· to cut defense spending and
ratify arms treaties. Consigning political institutions such as the Senate to the
powers that be is to give the New Right and the old guard a strategic advantage
when life and death decisions are made.

O

ver the l~t two years, a vicious battle has been waged in the trenches of
traditional institutions. Against a conservative majority backed by rightwing groups, labor unions, consumer groups, environmental organizations, civil
rights, and civil liberties organizations have been waging a defensive battle to
protect minority rights (for example, an extension of the Voting Rights Act, filibusters of bills stripping federal courts of jurisdiction over cases involving abortion, school prayer, and school desegregation), and public rights (for example,
preventing the gutting ~f the Clean Air Act, opposing the policies of the Environmental Protection Agency) against corporate power. Despite heavy odds,
the defense-with social welfare programs the major exception-has been more
successful than expected. However, an election setback in 1984 will doom much
of what there is to cherish in a system we feel less and less charitable about.
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The danger, of course, is the possibility of political cooptation, and the
making of compromises which lead in the wrong direction, securing the corporate state while buying off discontent which may support ameliorative change in
the future. Elements of the left have been saying this for ever so long without articulating or putting forward an alternative politics which is capable of transforming America. Rationalizing ways to turn away from mainstream politics,
they bear some responsibility for the debacle while denying themselves the exercise
of political citizenship-educating, persuading, joining together with other com.,
mitted, concerned, and caring citizens on behalf of the achievable common good.

The Presidency
and the People
JAMES LIVINGSTON

I

n an interview shortly after the inauguration of John F. Kennedy, Walter
Lippmann exulted, "This is a most presidential country." That observation
still seems apt twenty years later; even as wilfully obtuse a president as Ronald
Reagan can use the Office of Management and Budget or the Department of
Justice to obliterate the separation of powers in the name of the Constitution.
Even so, it is probably more accurate to say that this is a most presidential
century. It is difficult, at any rate, to identify more than two exceptions to the
rule of Congress in the nineteenth century-Andrew Jackson and Abraham Lincoln-or to believe that their significance as presidents had nothing to do with
the exceptional times in which they served. Jackson came to power at the moment of the republic's lurching transition from its provincial, agrarian past, to its
modern, industrial future-when the pace of territorial settlement and social and
economic change seemed to have outrun the capacities of custom, legal precedent, or legislative sanction, and accordingly demanded startling innovation in
politics as in every other sphere of American life. His direct appeal to "mass publics," for example, was not only possible, given his background and personality,
but necessary, since the enormous expansion of the electorate in the 1820s (over
200 percent between 1824 and 1828) occurred before there was a party system
that could offer new voters a programmatic language, and thus mediate between
the people and federal, state, and local governments. Lincoln's extra-legal and
unconstitutional acts during the Civil War were even more obviously dictated by
extraordinary circumstances: in effect, he had to reinterpret for an American
audience the role of revolutionary despot that had been created by Cromwell
and Robespierre.
Yet the "blueprint for modern America" was drafted in Congress, where the
Republican party had first gained a foothold in the federal government. It was in
Congress that a unitary labor and property system was codified by constitutional
am~ndment, and industrial capitalism on a continental scale was created by
forced loans, land grants, subsidies to railroads, protective tariffs, national
banks, and aid to immigrants. Lincoln's role in this drama was necessarily secondary. Moreover, his late nineteenth-century successors played similarly minor
parts in the subsequent remaking of American society.
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If the United States was not very presidential (and rather less than gubernatorial) until the twentieth century, it follows that there are fundamental differences between the political cultures of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
We can therefore dispense with the idea that executive sovereignty is a cyclical
phenomenon, 1 and proceed instead on the assumption that changes in the language and structure of American politics are worth explaining in historical terms.
Significant change in this respect, not surprisingly, was the product of the
collapse of a self-regulating market economy in the 1890s. Until then, the language of American politics was predicated on the notion that equality among individuals, and thus the sovereignty of the people-not the state-were possible
here because the continental reach of a competitive, entrepreneurial economy
distributed opportunities and obligations anonymously, broadly, and equally,
yet did not give a majority of citizens the same interests. Political divisions and
conflict among the people followed from the fragmentation of social power and
the multiplicity of interests that were created in and through that market economy. Such factiousness, however, was not only natural and unavoidable, but
actually productive of the general welfare: it precluded any one interest from becoming too powerful, it sustained an open political system, it enforced compromise, and so stabilized the republican form of government. The sovereignty of
the factious people found its practical expression in working legislatures-in
representative assemblies that, as "Ininiatures" of the citizenry, were designed
and assumed to be policymaking bodies, not "talkjng shops."
This uniquely American assumption-that working legislatures were the setting in which the sovereignty of the people was actualized-remained a vital part
of our political experience for so long because the enduring legacy of the Revolution was an astonishingly "positive" conception of liberty. To be sure, the revolutionaries found a promise of freedom from potentially despotic state power in
an unfettered, even self-regulating market economy. Yet the most popular arguments for and about liberty were eminently political in tbe sense that they did not
limit its meaning to specified civil rights that would protect the private happiness
of individuals-liberty, in other words, was more than freedom from civic obligations, political association, and public power. It was as much effect as cause of
the people's participation in public affairs: its real meaning existed in the people's
use of public power for the sake of public happiness. ·
The crisis of the 1890s demanded a new political language for it demonstrated that the competitive, entrepreneurial economy could not enforce equality, or produce a multiplicity of interests-or even allow the orderly allocation of
resources. Indeed, the progeny of that economy was a proletarian majority that
could not be expected to be interested in reconciling the "two cardinal objects of
1 Alan Wolfe, "The Presidency and the Crisis of Modernization," democracy 4, no. 2 (April
1981).
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Government, the rights of persons, and the rights of property."2 Political division and conflict would not necessarily be contained by a consensus on the need ,
to maintain some form of capitalism: the sovereignty of the people, like the
competitive, entrepreneurial economy, was dangerously unmanageable.
Thus it was not mere coincidence that the breakdown of the rule of Congress
and the rise of the modern presidency went hand in hand with the corporate reconstruction of the American economy, from approximately 1893 to 1920. Certainly the architects of the new corporate order viewed the working legislature
and the competitive, entrepreneurial economy as equally lacking in stability, efficiency, and the capacity to utilize modern technical ("scientific") expertisein other words, as similarly lacking in distance from the people. They insisted,
moreover, that neither Congress nor an unreconstructed economy could provide the unity of purpose demanded by the nation's new imperial responsibilities.
The modern presidential state emerged as the solution to these inseparable
problems-as the middle term between the domestic consolidation of the corporate order and the internationalization of the corporate economy. Since the second decade of the twenti~th century, the language of American politics has
accordingly been based on the assumption that the sovereignty of the presidential state-not the people-is a manifest necessity. Because the corporate economy obviously concentrates assets, opportunities, and social power, and so creates the potential for class conflict and ideological politics, it requires regulation
by the state in the name of parity among a limited number of groups (not
individuals) that are defined by their economic function or so-called special
interests. As the embodiment of the sovereign state, the president does not,
then, so much represent the occupationally aggregated people as negate them. 3
And because the corporate economy obviously cannot exist without constantly
enlarging its legal claims on the world's resources, it requires enforcement by the
state of its worldwide claims. Here, too, the role of the president as the embodiment of the sovereign state is to make of the diverse and factious people a lifeless,
apolitical abstraction-to make them one nation, indivisible, by incessant appeals to the "necessity of solidarity and continuity of national conduct."4

2 "James Madison's Observations on Jefferson's Draft of a Constitution for Virginia" (1783),
ed. Julian P. Boyd, The Papers of Thomas Jefferson (Princeton: Princeton University Press,

1950), 6:310.
.... · ·.. : ·~· ·.,:'

3 The pivotal figures in the articulation of this modern liberal conception of the presidency
and the people are Woodrow Wilson and Herbert Hoover. See, for example, Wilson's Constitutional Government (New York: Columbia University Press, 1908), pp. 58-59.
4 John A. Hobson, Imperialism (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1965), p. 148. Cf.
Woodrow Wilson's preface to the fifteenth edition of Congressional Government (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1900), pp. xi-xii.
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The people do not altogether disappear under this corporate-liberal political dispensation. But if they are not and cannot be sovereign (except at the moment they secretly cast their ballots), their liberty amounts to the freedom to consume and maximize utilities in private. Perhaps that is why the language of twentieth-century American politics so often reads like an unappetizing menu.
I do not mean to suggest that the presidential state was or is a natural corollary to the establishment and maintenance of the corporate imperium in imperio.
In the early twentieth century, the connection seemed natural only to those who
created it-to the corporate innovators and ideologues who believed that unless
the political issues animating the people were redefined as technical problems to
be attended by experts in executive branch agencies, modern civilization could
not be developed in the United States or extended to precapitalist areas of the
world. The most imposing monument to their faith in the New Leviathan is probably the Federal Reserve System, which removed all significant issues involving
money and banking from the purview of Congress and hence from normal political discourse, where they had been throughout the nineteenth century-and
where, according to the Constitution, they belong.

I

n the late twentieth century the connection between a sovereign presidential
state and a stable corporate order still seems perfectly natural and necessary
to the leaders of the business community: their fear of the sovereignty of the people still overrides their misgivings about presidential rhetoric or the state's proper
role in economic stabilization. But fear of the people is even more pointed now,
because corporate leaders believe that over the last five decades, and more particularly in the last twenty years, government policy aimed at income and employment stability has virtually destroyed the people's willingness to submit to
the "natural laws" of the modern economy.
For example, Henry Kauffman, the influential economist and market analyst of Salomon Brothers, argues that "fundamental -change has been taking
place in our society over the last five decades": the majority of Americans is now
committed to a "democracy oriented toward an unaffordable egalitarian sharing
of production rather than equal opportunity." Felix Rohatyn bases his well-publicized jeremiads on a similar analysis of the evils of a "padded society"-a society, he says, that for fifty years has promoted income security and thus price rigidity at the expense of balanced government budgets and the work ethic itself. 5
From this standpoint, the economic problem becomes a political one; more
specifically, the economic problem becomes an excess of government. But that
does not mean that corporate leaders have been born again as Manchester-school
5 These and the following quotations are taken from Kauffman's address to the Chicago Economic Club, "The Disregard for Capital," May 1980, and from Rohatyn's "The Coming Emergency," New York Review of Books, December 4, 1980.
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liberals: they are by no means antistatist. Their polemics are aimed not at state
intervention in the economy as such, but at government policies that support
consumption over capital formation and social over economic objectives-at
policies that seem to take the rights of persons more seriously than the rights of
property, and so perhaps may be said to nurture a new society blindly struggling
to be born within the old. 6
In sum, corporate leaders now see themselves as engaged in a momentous
struggle-a class struggle-for control of the state. As Kauffman puts it, "We
have, l believe, a last-ditch opportunity to stop the tide and to strike a new balance between social and economic objectives." Accordingly, they recognize that
the key to victory is to insulate the presidential state apparatus from the
government-from the interest groups and broader social movements educated
and enfranchised by the New Deal, the Fair Deal, the Great Society, and the New
Left, and represented, with varying degrees of self-consciousness, commitment,
and success, in the Congress and in state and local legislatures. A "government
of checks and balances," Rohatyn explains, "has become all checks and no
balances .... Today, we could not build our road system, the TVA, or the
Manhattan Project. Between the Congress, the courts, the numerous interest
groups, these projects would all die on the vine." He and other "serious students
of government"-most notably Lloyd Cutler, formerly counsel to President
Carter-recommend constitutional change "so that a president with a real vision
of the future will be able to put his program through." Whether their project will
require a constitutional amendment is not yet a practical question. But in any
case the political language that contemporary corporate ideologues hope to

6 The distinction between the rights of persons and the rights of property that I'm suggesting
here cannot be reduced to the putative conflict between (or contemporary meaning of) equality
and liberty, because the revolutionary bourgeois notion oflib~rty, expecially in its American variant, presupposed equality-and vice versa. The distinction is instead analgous to that suggested
by G. H. Sabine and Sheldon Wolin as between democratic radicalism and liberalism, and by
C.B. Macpherson as between the contradictory concepts of human nature that coexist within
the modern liberal tradition (infinite developer of capacities as against infinite appropriator or
consumer of utilities). Both political tendencies or concepts were present at-or rather converged
and inspired-the creation of the American republic because, as Madison pointed out, "in the
existing state of American population and American property, the two classes of rights were so
little discriminated that a provision for the rights of persons was supposed to include of itself
those of property." But the sublimation of politics thereafter, in accordance with the requirements of capital accumulation, was never complete. And so the periodic return of the repressed
language of democratic radicalism-a political grammar that makes provision for the rights of
persons, to the virtual exclusion of the rights of property-fairly characterizes the development
of our political culture, especially in the twentieth century.
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make the vernacular presumes that the sovereignty of the presidential state must
be renewed and guaranteed if modem capitalism is to be saved. 7

T

;

he issue for those who believe that effective democracy requires the sovereignty of the people is whether the impending crisis referred to by corporate leaders now is in fact upon us. Whether the majority of Americans is indeed
committed to an "egalitarian sharing of production," or a "padded society," or,
for that matter, to any notion of America that assumes the legitimacy of the
people's social-economic needs and political sovereignty is the question at hand.
For if such a majority exists-if the fears of Kauffman, Rohatyn, and their allies
are justified-"democracy" need not be treated as a merely mythical standard
against which this profane world is measured and found wanting, or, less superficially, as the historical discovery and cultural monopoly of one or another oppressed social class; it can be treated instead as an unknown yet evident and living reality that resides in the American people's experience and aspirations.
Of course, the question is not and cannot be a strictly empirical one, mainly
because most significant issues are routinely repressed and mutilated beyond
recognition by the various news media and the party system, and as a consequence of the fact that executive decisions on foreign policy and national security
are allowed to circumscribe and distort every form of domestic political debate:
But it does seem that what Kauffman calls the "disregard for capital" has reached
epidemic proportions-that a majority or near-majority of the American people
understands the rights of persons to be in conflict with the rights of property, and
is unable or unwilling to see why the rights of property should take precedence.
Perhaps the best way to suggest the meaning and validity of this proposition
is simply to note that, notwithstanding the few obvious exceptions, the influential social movements that have found or rediscovered a political voice in the last
quarter century are essentially social-democratic in their outlook and programs.
Consider, for example, the movements for black power, sexual equality, environmental integrity, consumer protection, citizens' action, party reform, na·
tional self-determination, or human rights abroad. Consider too the political
odyssey of the labor movement in the last decade: the AFL-CIO, whose domestic programs have always been social-democratic if not plainly socialist, ha:s now
abandoned not only its liberal-internationalist position on foreign trade and investment, but also its commitment to ever greater defense spending and the use
of American military power abroad in the name of anticommunism.

7 Lloyd Cutler, "To Form a Government," Foreign Affairs 59 (Fall 1980): 126-44; and Bayless
Manning, "The Congress, the Executive and lntermestic Affairs: Three Proposals," Foreign Af·
fairs 55 (Winter 1977): 306-24.
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The irrepressible yet still veiled conflict between the goals of these social
movements and the rights of property has not been expressed as radical programmatic differences between the two major parties (although even here the gap has
widened as the federal budget has become the pivot of political debate). Instead,
as corporate leaders recognize, the conflict has found its political form, its institutional setting, in the deepening deadlock between the Congress and the presidency. I am not suggesting that the forces of social democracy dominate the legislative branch-merely that, unlike the executive branch, the Congress has not
been able to ignore or negate the vast and growing constituencies of those social
movements that are more interested in the rights of persons than in the rights of
property. 8 Thus it is no accident that Wayne Valis, the present liaison between
the White House and the corporate business community, compares his constituency to the slaveholding ruling class of the antebellum south-for each can be
seen as a besieged minority that consistently defined the supra-legal citadel in the
executive branch as its last hope and refuge against the sovereignty of the people.
It is therefore all the more surprising and discouraging to realize that when
it is not speaking in tongues, the American left still employs a political language
that presumes the legitimacy and necessity of a sovereign presidential state. Since
the 1930s, the left's political strategy has amounted to voting for a presidential
candidate as a means of "creating space" for itself: every four years, socialists
and their fellow "progressives" advocate one or another potential president as the
lesser evil, or tell the people to waste their votes on marginal candidates who
have neither a practical program nor a way of getting it through Congress.
In effect, then, the left assumes that the sovereignty of the people is either impractical or unrelated to the question of democracy in the modern United States;
which is to say that the left has not outgrown its own fear of the people, and so is
driven, willy-nilly, to embrace the same faith in the Leviathan that sustains corporate leaders in their hour of darkness. As long as that remains true, the left will
have nothing to offer the people except the dubious advantages of economic planning centered in and controlled by the executive branch-in short, state capitalism-and democracy will be irrelevant to the future of American politics.
But what would enable the left to conquer its fear of the people? To begin
with, it must realize that the "disregard for capital" is real enough, but that no
matter how epidemic it may be, it will not receive political expression (except as

8 Even the executive branch is not completely immune-that is why one-term presidents are becoming the rule, not the exception. The empirical problem here-why did the Congress cave in to
Reagan?-is more apparent than real. In the absence of a coherent movement outside of Congress and a voting bloc in Congress that speak of and for genuine democracy, the results of supply-side electoral momentum, OMB reconciliation, etc., could not have been much different.
The Black Caucus, the closest thing to such a voting bloc, did introduce an alternative budget
that, not incidentally, was virtually identical to the AFL-CIO's economic program of 1981.
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mass demonstrations and protest marches, or in even more manageable forms)
if corporate leaders are the only people able to recognize it and name it as a threat
to corporate capitalism .. Beyond that, the left must realize that it has not yet
earned the right to announce that-or to behave as if-the potential of "conventionai" politics has been exhausted. It will have earned that right when and only
when the people have had a chance to judge the promise and practicality of the
left's programs as these have been developed within the context of conventional
(and not-so-conventional) electoral and party politics.
Allowing the people to exercise their political judgment in this mannerallowing them, in other words, to give political expression to their disregard for
capital-will obviously involve, among other things, running and electing candidates who are willing and able to make the conflict between capitalism and democracy the central issue of state and local as well as national politics. But until
the left renounces its childlike dependence on and attachment to presidential
politics, it will not be able so to demonstrate its commitment to the sovereignty
of the people, and the people will not be able to make the kinds of commitments
that "political renewal and radical change" have always demanded.

AUTHOR'S NOTE: I have taken ideas and inspiration from books, articles, and addresses by William
Appleman Williams, Martin J. Sklar, and Carl Parrini.
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The economic crisis that now grips the United States suggests the need to
~ethink the classical left view that the key forms of popular power in capitalist societies derive from the modes and relations of production. One striking
consequence of this crisis-in contrast to the Great Depression when the American working class mobilized in the new mass-production industries-is that
rapid technological change and the internationalization of capital are combining to dismantle much of the industrial workplace and to demobilize much of
the industrial working class. The smokestack industries are crumbling, union
membership has fallen below 20 percent of the work force, and union militancy
is weakening in the face of persisting high unemployment rates. Under these
conditions, the traditional left analysis can only lead to the prediction that ordinary people have become powerless to influence the ongoing reorganization of
the American political economy.
The prediction is dismal, even hopeless. It may also be wrong. It fails to
consider the possibility of a popular power rooted not in production relations,
but in political relations. In fact, over the course of the twentieth century, it was
to politics and to the state that a range of subordinate groups turned for the
redress of their grievances. Over time, political protest by these groups-workers,
the unemployed, the unemployable, the elderly, minorities, and women-forced
reluctant state leaders to grant major concessions. The new state programs range
from collective bargaining to affirmative action, from workplace health and safety
to environmental protection, and include the full range of income-maintenance
programs through which more than 12 percent of the GNP now flows to low-wage
workers, the unemployed, and the unemployable. This development suggests
the possibility that the state has gradually superseded the workplace as the main
arena of class and group conflict, and that the modes and relations of politics have
gradually superseded the modes and relations of production as the main source
of popular power.
The rise of the welfare state has in turn contributed to the extension and deepening of the idea that democratic rights include economic rights. At the same time,
the programs and structures of the welfare state facilitate popular mobilization
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because they generate new forms of popular solidarity, new organizational resources, and new forms of interdependence between the state and popular collectivities. These shifts in ideology and political capacities may well be catalyzed by the
corporate mobilization to slash the social programs at a time of high unemployment. The result could be a movement in the eighties for the democratic control
of economic development.

L

ittle of what the left has had to say about the American welfare state helps
explain its potential political significance. Indeed, according to one stream
ofleft opinion-represented by such contemporary analysts as Walter Korpi and
Andrew Martin-the welfare state should not have emerged in the United States
at all. They maintain that welfare-state policies result from a sequence of developments beginning with industrialization, the growth of the industrial working
class, mass unionization, and culminating in the emergence of labor-based political parties capable of winning state policies modifying the distributional effects
of capitalist markets and promoting full employment through government management of aggregate demand. These policy outcomes are not represented as the
fulfillment of social democratic aspirations, but they are credited with being both
significant achievements in their own right and long steps along the road to democratic socialism.
This line of analysis is clearly a modern revisionism with roots reaching back
to Eduard Bernstein. And although Bernstein may have been excoriated in the
annals of revolutionary Marxism for advocating the electoral path to socialism,
there is no question that his position prevailed in the actual practice of European
working-class organizations, perhaps because these organizations developed a
stake both in capitalist growth and in the institutions of parliamentary democracy.
In the late twentieth century, however, revisionism has come to command a hearing on different and compelling grounds: a century of dashed hopes in the revolutionary potential of the working class of the advanced countries, and a halfcentury of dashed hopes in the democratic potential of those revolutions that
did occur in the less developed countries. In the face of these disappointments,
revisionism kept alive belief in the possibility of a democratic and socialist transformation in the rich countries of the West.
Nothing about this outlook provided grounds for thinking welfare-state
concessions could be won in the United States. The critical working-class vehicles
were too weak. Even in their heyday, most American unions were ambivalent
about political mobilization, and in any case they generally treated the possibilities of politics in patronage ratqer than class terms. The relatively apolitical stance
of American unions was matched by the absence of a working-class political party.
To be sure, some analysts thought that the Democratic party played this role at
some times in some ways, but the evidence in support of this view-whether the
actual electoral preferences of the working class, or the party affiliation of union
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organizations, or the substance of party policies-was always mixed and is growing more contradictory. Finally, the lag in social welfare expenditures in the United
States appeared to confirm the revisionist emphasis on the crucial importance of
working-class organizational and electoral power.
By the mid-seventies, however, social welfare expenditures in the United
States had enlarged sufficiently to match those of the European welfare states. 1
The bottom 20 percent of the population is supplied directly through the social
programs with cash and in-kind benefits equivalent to half its income. The hypothesized vehicles of working-class political mobilization did not exist, but the
welfare state emerged nonetheless. This means, we think, that trade unions and
labor-based parties are not the universal prerequisites of working-class political
influence that they had been thought to be.
.
What the American experience suggests instead is that the relations of production are less significant, and the relations of politics more significant, as a
source of working-class political power. It was popular movements in the United
States that forced the inauguration and expansion of welfare-state programs in
the 1930s and 1960s. These movements were made possible in part by the emergence of the idea that democratic rights include certain economic rights. That
idea in turn was grounded in the growing perception that the state did in fact play a
large role in the economy, the dominant laissez-faire doctrine notwithstanding.
The sequence of complex and interacting forces leading to welfare state programs
seems to have been this: popular ideas emerged defining the state as responsible
for promoting a measure of economic and social justice; then those beliefs were
violated during periods of economic crisis, high unemployment, and hardship;
mass protest broke out coupled with electoral dealignment; and finally, social
concessions were granted by state leaders to restore civil order and promote electoral realignment.
Popular consciousness is a central element in this sequence. It took a long
time for ideas about the responsibility of the state to promote economic justice
to develop in the United States. This was so despite the curious historical coexistence
of state policies oriented toward the propertied on the one hand, and of the formal democratic right of the people to participate in the state on the other. The

1 However, the array of programs and the distribution of expenditures are different. The
United States has always spent more on education and far less on income security programs.
This tilt was modified but not eliminated by the post-196os expansion. The United States also
channels more of its income maintenance funds through means-tested or unemployment-tested
programs, while the European systems tend to channel more of their funds through universalistic programs, such as children's allowances. In the context of the higher levels of underlying
unemployment and poverty that exist in the United States, the emphasis on unemploymenttested and means-tested programs produces greater income-redistribution than in the European
systems.
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first policies of the American national government-those governing currency,
commerce, and payment of the Revolutionary War debt-were promulgated in
large measure to serve the economic ends of the bankers, merchants, and landowners who were also the American state builders. Later, government established
the framework of contract and corporate law, and the infrastructure essential to
industrial growth; it ensured business domination over workers by declaring
strikes illegal and using troops to break them, and by liberal immigration and restrictive poor relief policies that flooded the labor market; and finally, in the early
twentieth century, government generated the regulatory framework that helped
American corporations limit overproduction and competition.
In these and other ways, the American state was the sinecure of the propertied. State power reinforced private power, but not entirely. To build a nationstate, the mercantile capitalists had to concede democratic rights and legal protections in order to promote popular allegiance. A good deal has been written
about the ways these formal democratic rights were limited and subverted. Perhaps the most important was that laissez-faire ideas constrained people from
demanding that government regulate the market to insure minimal economic
well-being. Given the power of this restraining ideology, economic relations
were effectively insulated from the influence of popular democratic rights.
Over the course of the twentieth century, however, laissez-faire ideas lost
their force, largely because of the growing scale and transparency of state interventions on behalf of capital. The doctrine paled in the early twentieth century,
and was struck a fatal blow when the state moved openly to shore up capitalism
in the 1930s. At that juncture, democratic arrangements began to matter in the
shaping of state economic policies, for state leaders who depended on electoral
support were forced by popular agitation and electoral dealignment to begin
yielding programs which provided protection from market forces.
The income-maintenance programs of the New Deal, as well as collective
bargaining rights, were won at a time when union membership had fallen to a
twentieth-century low. It was not organized labor that pressed for these state
economic interventions; it was a great and diverse protest movement of the unemployed, the elderly, and unorganized industrial workers that, coupled with
the electoral instability generated by econoinic collapse, threatened the regime.
And if the traditional leaders of the craft unions largely stood aside from these
events, state leaders could not.
The framework of the American welfare state established in the thirties was
consolidated and enormously expanded as a result of the postwar black movement. Once again, the protests were not led by labor organizations, nor were the
protestors drawn from the ranks of industrial workers. The movement drew from
displaced black agricultural workers concentrated in the cities of the South and
in the northern urban electoral strongholds of the Democratic party. Their protests destabilized the southern wing of the Democratic party by driving segrega-
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tionist whites into a revived southern Republican party, and prodded the national
Democratic party to grant the franchise to blacks so as to rebuild its southern
wing and to strengthen black allegiances in the North. At the same time, the
Kennedy and Johnson administrations expanded existing income-maintenance
programs and inaugurated a range of new programs in housing, health, and nutrition whose scope and scale brought the United States into the family of welfare-state nations. In this climate of possibility, moreover, other popular movements also emerged to demand workplace health.and safety protections, environmental protections, and government safeguards against the discriminatory
hiring, promotion, and credit practices that hurt women and minorities.
These dynamics of American welfare-state growth reveal that the complex
institutions of the democratic and capitalist state were themselves capable of
generating the ideological and organizational preconditions for popular movements demanding state intervention in economic life. In the revisionist view, by
contrast, political relations remain secondary: the state registers the effects of
forces that arise in economic realms, but it does not generate forces in its own
right. If we are correct, the American case-generally thought to support the revisionist thesis-may in fact invalidate it. If that is so, the revisionists may have
also underestimated the role of political institutions in the evolution of European welfare states. 2

G

iven the possibility that political institutions empowered working people to bring the welfare state into being, there is the further question
whether the growth and diversification of the state has in turn strengthened them
for subsequent political struggles. The revisionist answer would have to be no.
By relegating political institutions to a distinctly secondary role in explaining the
emergence of the welfare state, their model appears to exclude the possibility that
the new and distinctive political institutions represented by the democratic welfare state can change consciousness and solidarities in ways that empower people
for further class struggles.
If our emphasis on the formative and potentially constructive influence of

2 In fact, we do not think an historical examination of the evolution of European welfare-state
programs would confirm the revisionist model. Bismarck, the great social welfare-state innovator, responded to complex political forces in which the German Social Democracy played a role,
but he did not respond to the Party's articulated demands. And key program initiatives in Sweden and England were carried out under conservative governments, not labor governments.
However, most of the work in the revisionist tradition has emphasized cross-sectional rather
than historical analysis, and by this method a contemporary correlation is found betweenstrong
labor organizations, labor electoral success, and welfare-state expenditures in some European
countries .

.'
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state structures on popular capacities for political mobilization marks a difference with the modern revisionists, it marks an even larger difference with more
orthodox Marxists. These thinkers share with the revisionists the conviction that
classes are the only significant actors in history, and that classes by definition
arise from the relations of production. It follows that popular consciousness and
solidarity that arise in reflection of political institutions are necessarily divisive
and diverting. The evolution of democratic institutions is treated mainly as a
source of the fragmentation and the manipulation of the working class: the elaborate rituals of political participation both legitimate a class society without modifying its class character, and fragment class solidarity by cultivating sectional or
.
ethnic or neighborhood identities.
This line ofcriticism has been applied with special vigor to the welfare state.
At a general level, the welfare state is defined as an extension and elaboration of
the manipulative, the disabling, and the divisive functions of the democratic and
capitalist state. For one thing, welfare-state programs induce people to settle for
very little: income supports are meager; environmental and workplace protections are insufficient; and regulations against discrimination are laxly enforced.
For another, welfare-state programs divert people from challenging the prevailing distribution of power in production relations. Then also, the welfare state
weakens working people in the struggle to control the state. If traditional political institutions fragmented people by religion, ethnicity, and neighborhood, the
welfare state created additional divisions within the working class-as between
tax-paying workers and tax-consuming nonworkers, for example. Moreover, a
high price is exacted of the political capacities of the beneficiaries, for their energies are consumed in circuitous and legalistic procedures, and their protest
leaders are easily coopted.
Finally, and most telling, the welfare state is defined as a mechanism by which
elites responded to popular forces without conceding any control over capital itself. Unemployed workers gained unemployment benefits, but not control over
the patterns of investment that generate unemployment. Agricultural workers
gained welfare and food stamp and medical benefits, but not influence over the
processes of capital intensification that swept them from the land. Or, and here
the argument is somewhat strained, the old and the poor were granted subsidized
health care, but the industrial processes that contribute to ill-health by degrading
the workplace, the environment, and Jhe foods we consume, remain unchecked.
And once in existence, the programs of the welfare state continue to deflect popular movements from mounting challenges to the basic structures of capitalism by
orienting popular discontent t9ward welfare-state issues and by diverting popular political participation into welfare structures. This amounts to saying that
whatever political capacities the welfare state provided people were manageable
within the framework of American capitalism, leading some analysts to define
welfare-state growth as a corollary of advanced capitalism, not a challenge to it.
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We think events have already proved this appraisal to be short-sighted. It is
true that the American welfare state began as a series of meager and marginal
concessions ensconced in bureaucratic arrangements that ensnared and exhausted
would-be beneficiaries. But in the face of popular pressures during the sixties,
expenditures were greatly enlarged, and the procedures governing the social programs were liberalized. Furthermore, welfare-state protections have transformed
the distribution of power in private spheres, especially in the market, and they
have substantially increased the capacity of vulnerable groups to influence the
state.
Changing patterns of state action over the course of the past half century
have helped empower workers in their dealings with employers. The right to organize and bargain collectively was the first state measure of this kind, and it was
obviously critical to the unionization of industrial workers. State-enforced wages
and hours laws, as well as workplace health and safety measures, followed. More
recently women, minorities, and older workers won some power in the workplace
through state-enforced affirmative action measures. Income-support benefits,
which go largely to nonworkers, have affected the power of workers as well, since
these benefits draw desperate people with marginal labor-market value out of
the reserve army of labor. Without social welfare supports, the disabled and elderly, for example, would join the scramble for work on whatever terms they could
get. Their availability for employment would thus exert direct pressure for lower
wages, especially on the low-wage and nonunionized sectors of the work force
that are made up largely of women and minorities. Moreover, the social programs
have caused unemployment to lose some of its customary terror for all workers,
and has thus strengthened them in their dealings with employers. That wage and
workplace demands remained vigorous even in the face of the high unemployment of the seventies is testimony to this effect of the income-maintenance programs.
We would add that the social welfare state is altering power relations in the
family. Traditional family relations are sharply hierarchical. The raw exercise of
power by male breadwinners was moderated in the past, however, by strong family
norms. With the breakdown of these norms, giving men license to desert and divorce, women and children have become increasingly vulnerable. But now women
and children know they can turn to Aid to Families with Dependent Children, to
Medicaid, and to the foodstamp program for sustenance. This is hardly liberation, to be sure, for these income supports are still low and the circumstances of
receiving them onerous. Nevertheless, the availability of alternative sources of
income or in-kind benefits is an important shield for women and children. Similarly, whatever our tendency to romanticize a time when the indigent elderly were
cared for by their families, if they were cared for at all, a more sober view would
acknowledge that this arrangement kept the old totally subject to the whims of
their adult children. Programs such as Social Security, Supplemental Security
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Income, and Medicare have worked to redress the powerlessness of the elderly in
family relations.
These shifts of power in private spheres have helped provoke the contemporary countermobilization by capital and the New Right against the welfare state.
The attack is avowedly intended to restore traditional economic and familial
power relations. But if, as orthodox critics assert, the welfare state poses no challenge to capitalism, why has it become the focus of so concerted an assault by
corporate interests and their right.wing allies?

I

f the welfare state has. strengthened vulnerable groups in private spheres, the
question remains whether the opposite is true in the public sphere. Has the
tyranny of the market merely been replaced by the tyranny of the state? We think
not. To begin, that these programs exist at all is a product of a new popular consciousness of the role of the state in the economy, and that consciousness has in
tum been reinforced by the social programs. One result is that politics is now viewed
as the appropriate arena for action on all manner of popular economic issues
and grievances, as well as social issues and grievances. Whatever the cooptive effects of particular social programs, and no matter that in the shorter run capital
was left free to pursue its ends with the support of other state programs, the welfare state nevertheless has had a transforming effect on popular understandings
of what politics is about. It brought economic issues to the vecy center of democratic politics, and that is a development which is potentially activating and mobilizing. In this sense, the programs which promoted cooptation at one stage of
American history have prepared people ideologically for political struggle at this
stage.
More than that, the new programs may well have organized people to act on
this new consciousness to influence the state. It is true, to be sure, that the welfare
state creates constituencies that mobilize around issues determined largely by the
benefits and procedures of the social programs themselves; it is equally true that
the concrete modes of organization that come to characterize these constituencies
are determined largely by the policies, procedures, and administrative structures
of the state agencies themselves. However, the fact thatthe state exerts a shaping
influence on the organization of popular constituencies is not by itself evidence
that people are being disabled for effective political participation. It may suggest
the opposite. The recognition of the growing role of state structures in shaping
popular politics ought to be the occasion for new lines of inquiry, not the
occasion to end inquiry.
We think the myriad structures of the social welfare state can be seen to pattern popular political organization in ways analogous to the patterning effects of
the mode of production on working-class political organization. Production relations created the issues as well as the solidarities that underlay working-class
political action. The same may be said for welfare-state relations. The issues of
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popular politics are crucially influenced by the programs of the welfare state, and
the groupings that underlie popular politics are increasingly a reflection of the
organization of the welfare state.
Groups that depend upon the widening range of income-maintenance programs provide major examples of the way the state has come to shape interests
and solidarities. The social programs generated huge new categories of political
actors: the disabled, retirees, the unemployed, or mothers with dependent children. Other programs, such as affirmative action, reinforce race and gender identifications, and help sustain political mobilization among minorities and women.
State programs require state workers. Those who staff the social programs
at the federal, state, and local level now number in the millions. There is no group
with a more immediate and direct stake in the welfare state, and these workers
have formed hundreds of organizations expressly to influence the state.
State subsidies flow to a host of private institutions, ranging from the health
and mental health industries, to the vast number of child care and protection
agencies, to the construction business. As a consequence, millions of private
workers depend in some measure on the state. These private institutions and
their millions of workers constitute a huge infrastructure that is organized by the
state, but that also exerts political leverage on the state.
This array of diverse groups and organizations may at first glance appear to
lend credence to the orthodox charge that the welfare state has fragmenting effects
on class solidarities. However, we think the effects are more complicated. In the
past, some welfare state programs clearly were divisive, for working people resented the taxes they paid to support beneficiaries they considered malingerers.
But the persistence of the contemporary economic crisis is beginning to modify
old attitudes and produce new connections between groups. Increasing proportions of unemployed workers are being forced beyond the unemployment lines
to the food stamp, welfare, and medicaid lines. This experience draws the perceived interests of many working people closer to the interests of the chronically
unemployed and the unemployable, for their common stake in the incomeprotection programs has been made clearer. Perhaps that is why recent polls reveal overwhelming opposition to further cuts in the social programs.
In other ways, the enlarged and pivotal role of the welfare state in American
society is actually promoting broad popular alliances because there is a growing
awareness of the connections between issues that have in the past been viewed as
unconnected. Of course, left intellectuals and some political activists have correctly argued all along that many issues were related: that domestic policy could
not be separated from foreign policy or military policy, for example. But these
connections never emerged in popular consciousness. If the American people
had to pay for high military expenditures with reduced public programs,that
trade-off was assiduously obscured, except during periods of wartime mobilization. Among other things, military expenditures were widely defined as enhancing
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overall economic prosperity. As a result, peace movements and economic movements were generally isolated from one another, and sometimes were mutually
antagonistic.
Now connections between these movements are emerging. Partly it is that
the military-industrial complex has become far more capital-intensive, so that
military Keynesianism benefits proportionately fewer workers even as it distorts
the flow of capital inputs to nondefense industries. But it is also because national
political leaders, not just left intellectuals or movement leaders, are making the
connections between military and economic issues explicit. Americans are being
told boldly and forcefully that they must pay for military preparedness with at
least that measure of their economic well-being provided by social welfare
programs. Guns are being traded for butter by public proclamation. And
because they are, low-income groups no longer support the military build-up or
an interventionist foreign policy. Indeed, current polls show that antiwar sentiments are strongest precisely among those groups who report their economic circumstances to be declining. Thus while the peace movement is still not likely to
draw its active constituents from the unemployed or other beneficiaries of the
welfare state, it is nevertheless viewed as an ally by these groups.
Another important example is provided by the coalition that is beginning to
develop between social welfare workers (in both public and voluntary agencies)
and program beneficiaries, in spite of the fact that relationships between them
are often adversarial because staff are frequently required to implement policies
thaf beneficiaries resent. But when the social programs are threatened, so are
botbl workers and clients. Consequently, political co(llitions between workers
and beneficiaries are everywhere in the making, especially in legislative lobb)'ing
efforts, and even in jointly-sponsored demonstrations and protests. The coalition that formed over Social Security reform is one such example, as is the alliance
of the disabled and disability agencies. Alarmed by the growing influence of human
service agencies through which these alliances form, Reagan's Office of Management and Budget recently and unsuccessfully attempted to curb them by proposing drastic restrictions on their lobbying and public information activities.
The focal role of the state is also conducive to unified modes of protest for
the simple reason that a common and visible enemy is an important source of
solidarity. The growing agreement that federal policies and federal leaders are at
fault for worsening economic conditions is thus likely to f~cilitate the spread of
protest from group to group and place to place. There is a sense in which, all else
being equal, protest movements among some people always increase the likelihood of protests among others, partly because the example of some raises the
hopes of others, and illustrates a way to act on those hopes. The tendency toward contagion is far more likely, however, when people see commonalities between their situation and the situation of those already engaged in protest. For
this reason, recognition of the connectedness of federal policies, and the central-
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ity of the federal role, is favorable to the spread of protest.
Finally, the pivotal role of the national welfare state is helping to overcome
the fragmentation borne of the local character of popular protest. Of course,
there have been and will continue to be local protests against local officials. The
social circumstances of many people constrain them to organize and act on the
local level most of the time. But more than ever before in the history of American
movements, actions at the local level are intended as protests against national
programs and against national leaders, for people have come to recognize the
large and critical role of national policies in shaping local economic conditions,
whether in hamlet or metropolis.

The current economic crisis is providing an illustration of the shifts in popupower we have described. Relations of production are yielding less
power, and the relations of politics more power. Capital has so far had its way in
the workplace, It has responded to the declining profitability associated with the
crisis by disinvesting in labor-intensive American plant and equipment, and is
shifting to speculation, to roboticized industries, and to Third World countries
with abundant supplies of cheap labor. Organized labor has been unable to use
its traditional sources of workplace power to influence these events. Instead, the
}µghest levels of unemployment since the Great Depression together with explicit
threats of further plant closings have cowed those still working into agreeing to
wage and benefit give-backs. Under these conditions, the only hope for the old
working class is politics and the state. As the role of government policies in shaping economic devel9pment emerges more clearly, so does the possibility that industrial workers will erupt in another mass movement directed at the state, a
movement thl!lt will demand fundamentally new government industrial policies.
The prospects for success are not so grim. If capital so far appears to be winning in the workplace, it has been considerably less successful in legislative halls.
True, the corporate mobilization through the Reagan administration at first appeared to be making enormous gains, especially-after the huge tax cuts. But the
plan to compensate for these cuts, as well as for increased military spending, by
virtually dismantling the welfare state has· so far failed. Except for subsidized
housing, which suffered badly, the programs have generally experienced modest
reductions, and some of those may even be restored in the 1984 budget. As a result, the administration's program to reduce taxation on wealth and corporations and to escalate American military power while paying for both by slashing
social program expenditures has produced massive deficits. These deficits are a
vivid expression of the exercise of popular power. They signify that the relations
of politics have so far-enabled people to fight capital to a draw.
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he fulls. ignificance of the range of developments we have discussed can only
be captured when they are viewed as a whole, for the ideological and
organizational effects of the welfare state enhance each other. Thus the idea that
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economic rights are political rights is strengthened because there are organizational forms and political relationships through which these ideas can be turned
into action. And the popular constituencies shaped by the apparatus of the welfare state are able to use these links with the state effectively because people are
persuaded that the demands they make are legitimate-that democratic rights include economic rights. In these ways, the development of the welfare state has
contributed to the expansion of democratic aspirations, and to the articulation
and organization of democratic influence.
This is the political context which the corporate-Republican right alliance
confronts as it attempts to solve problems of profitability by imposing policies
leading to high unemployment, lower wages, and reduced government protec·
tions. What could result, and on an even larger scale, is the same sequence that
produced social welfare concessions in the first place: rising indignation, dealianment, and mass protest leading to an electoral upheaval paralleling the realignments of 1932 and 1936. The rise of the welfare state. together with the current
economic crisis, may thus have set the stage for a broad-based popular challenge
to the alliance between state and capital that has been the dominant fact in the
development of the American political economy for nearly two centuries.
We quickly add that even were such a challenge to emerge, it could easily fail
to achieve its objectives, for it will confront the powerful and resourceful opposition of American capital, as well as the probable opposition of the more tradi·
tion-bound segments of the American population. And even if it succeeds in overcoming these obstacles it may fail in another way, for new planning structures could
fall prey to domination by corporate forces. There is, in other words, a great dis·
tance between the demand for democratic control of economic development and
the establishment of institutional mechanisms capable of implementing that de·
mand. Nevertheless, the very emergence of such a movement would signal a
large transformation in American politics.
Piven and Cloward I Democratia SociaUmn
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Present Tense
Technology
DAVID F. NOBLE
PART Two
abor's response to the first Industrial Revolution set a pattern that was
repeated in the wake of the second. Once again it was the workers
immediately affected by the changes who first sounded the alarm, described
the dangers, and undertook direct means to try to slow the assault on their
jobs and lives. And once again the issue of technological change was expropriated from the workers by those who spoke for them. The issue was removed
from the point of production to executive offices and research centers, where
it was fitted into ideological and political agendas of future progress.t~he
result was a loss not just of an understanding of the reality confronting ~ik
ers but of a strategy for dealing with it- in the present.
What mechanization was to the first Industrial Revolution, automation
was to the second. The roots of the second Industrial Revolution lay in the
state-sponsored technological developments of World War II. Military technologies - control systems for automatic gunfire, computers for ballistics and
A-bomb calculations, microelectronics for proximity fuses, radar, computers,
aircraft and missile guidance systems, and a host of sensing and measuring
devices - gave rise to not only programmable machinery but also "intelligent"
or self-correcting machinery. In the postwar years, the promotion of such
technologies was fueled by Cold War concerns about "national security," the
enthusiasm of technical people, management's quest for a solution to its growing labor problems, and by a general cultural offensive to restore confidence in
scientific salvation and technological deliverance following the twin traumas
of depression and global war. Often with state initiative and subsidy, industrial
application of these new technologies (as well as an intensification of older
forms of fixed automation and mechanization) began to take hold, in steel,
auto, petroleum refining, chemical processing (and uranium enrichment), anQw
aircraft, machinery, and electrical equipment manufacture, among others ..~i(·
The threat to established work rules, working conditions, and job securit~
posed by the introduction of such technological changes sparked strikes,
sporadic sabotage, and, during the late 1950s and early 1960s, a wide-ranging
debate about social implications of automation. The trials of the longshore-
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men facing containerization, the printers facing teletypesetting and computers,
and refinery workers confronting computer-based centralized process-control
were the focus of attention. Despite the efforts of rank-and-file workers in
these industries to prevent or at least slow down the introduction of these technologies (which had been designed, in part, to reduce their power as well as
numbers) through the use of strikes and other forms of direct action (as well as
demands for veto power over the decision to introduce the new systems - as
proposed by the printers), their unions uniformly bowed to the hegemonic
ideology of progress. Denying steadfastly that they were against technology,
union leaders strove to avoid media charges of Luddism and either conceded
the futility of opposition and yielded, or endorsed the notion that such technological changes were the surest route to prosperity.
Union leaders used the same· charges of Luddism against more militant
union members who refused to comply. While some unions did succeed in gaining a measure of compensation and job protection for some of their members,
they all yielded completely-over significant rank-and-file protest-to management's exclusive right to decide on new technology. By 1965, government spokespersons were offering reassurances that fears about automation were unwarranted. These reassurances seemed credible in a period of economic expansion,
even though that expansion was largely inspired by the state,.sponsored enlargement of the "service sector" and the promise of a Vietnam War boom. Economists revealed that the very idea of technological unemployment was simply a
semantic confusion, since technological development invariably created more
jobs than it eliminated. In reality, the costs of the changes were concealed in the
aggregate by an expanding economy and the temporary absorptive power of the
service sector, as well as by the fact that in most cases the new technologies were
still in their infancy and their full impact was yet to be felt. But the union leadership prematurely abandoned the struggle, and, echoing the official optimism,
reaffirmed the ultimate beneficence of technological progress.
Those who continued to lose their livelihood or watched the steady deterioration of their working conditions and the erosion of their control over their
jobs were undoubtedly not amused-neither were they heard. Their plight remained hidden, despite frequent subdued rumblings, while the nascent technology of automation began to reach maturity and find fuller and wider application. Thus, the increasing displacement, deskilling, and disciplining of workers
in industry proceeded apace, largely unnoticed except by the workers themselves, until, by the end of the 1960s, the situation exploded in an upsurge of
pent-up rank-and-file militancy.
The late 1960s and early 1970s were marked by an outpouring of worker initiative, cynicism, and rage about union leadership collaboration, and a renewed
emphasis upon direct action. In June 1970, the New York Times noted "signs of
restlessness in the plants of industrial America, and increasing dissatisfaction
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and militancy." "At the heart of the new mood," the Times observed, "there is a
challenge to management's authority to run its plants," as well as a distrust of
traditional union and collective bargaining processes: "the older generation
would have filed a grievance. The young people have no faith in that. They want
it settled right away." There is a feeling of "not wanting to be an IBM number,
just part of the machinery," the Times added, concluding that "there's a big explosion coming in the industrial unions." The Wall Street Journal noted the
same month that the number of grievances had grown enormously, primarily
against layo~fs, the down-grading of workers, and speed-ups. According to the
Journal, many experienced observers considered the situation "the worst within
memory."
Workers such as the teamsters, post office and telephone workers, coal
miners, and steelworkers resorted to slowdowns, abseenteeism, wildcat strikes
and other means of direct struggle, to the extent that Fortune had to alert its
readers that management was "dealing with a workforce ... no longer under
union discipline." In addition to these traditional forms of protest, there arose
new forms of direct action, shopfloor organization, counterplanning strategies
against management, rank-and-file caucuses against union leadership, and systematic sabotage. In one automobile engine plant in Detroit, for example, one
worker observed "plant-wide rotating sabotage programs": workers took turns
sabotaging the production process, routinely producing damaged or defectively
assembled products until reject rates of 75 percent forced unscheduled shutdowns
of the entire plant. "The biggest issue really comes down to what we working
people are going to accept as 'progress,"' declared a leaflet put out by the Longshoremen of San Francisco during their strike of 1971. "We; like many other
workers, are faced with a technological revolution of new 'labor saving' devices
and methods of operation. This is what our employer means by 'progress.' But,
if this 'progress' is left unchecked it will simply mean that 'our employer will line
up at the bank with ever bigger profits, while we line up at the unemployment
and welfare office. It is essential for labor," these workers insisted, in defiance of
both management and their own International, "to challenge the notion that the
employer-in the name of 'progress'-can simply go ahead and slash his workforce or close his factory or, as is being planned in our industry, close an entire
port, and to do this without any regard for the people and community involved.''
This upsurge in rank-and-file direct action was symbolized by the wildcat
strikes and creative sabotage of production at Lordstown, General Motors's most
automated assembly plant. There workers openly defied the new production system, and their actions, .according to Pierre Dubois, "freed [them] from inhibitions
and their fear of management." In addition, it liberated them from traditional
taboos and the mindset of technological determinism. In their protest against
degraded working conditions, they proclaimed that technological progress was a
political rather than an automatic, inevitable, natural process. Thus, their protest
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gave rise to a radical critique of the neutrality of science and technology. Moreover, as Dubois observed, they "had the satisfaction of having dared to maltreat
their equipment." Such direct action at the point of production was by no means
limited to the United States; it erupted with equal or greater force in France, Italy,
Germany, Scandinavia, and elsewhere. There too it signaled a rise of rank-andfile power within the unions and thus a return to the challenge of the second Revolution in the concrete and in the present.
Dubois observed in 1975:
The spread of sabotage indicates a determination by the rank and
file to make their own decisions. The waves of strikes in the late 1960s
resulted in giving the rank and file far more power [and] the spread of
various forms of sabotage ... is due to workers on the shopfloor having
a greater say over what forms of struggle they will adopt. The fact that
some unions now leave their membership free in this respect is directly
due to shopfloor pressure. People can decide on the most appropriate
form of action in relation to their own particular situation, and may well
decide on sabotage if it seems advantageous. It is largely the increasing
role played by workers as a whole in running their own struggles that
explains the increase in sabotage.

i····.
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As workers fought to overcome their political subordination within their own
organizations, their plight became more visible. And as they began to achieve
their aim, the struggle against capital became less ideologically constrained and
thus more direct and effective. As workers became sophisticated about the ways
that the new integrated automation systems rendered management even more
vulnerable to sabotage than before, new forms of direct action emerged and
spread throughout the workforce, to the skilled and unskilled alike, young and
old, unionized and nonunionized, men and women, veterans and new industrial
workers, in all industries.
In searching for new forms of struggle, and encouraged by an expansive economy, workers regained their confidence and asserted their own power-over technology, progress, historical necessity, capital, management, expertise, and union
leadership. Acting upon their own experience they took their fate into their own
hands and, for a moment at least, shook the world. As historian Jeremy Brecher
wrote at the time, "Today, there is an enormous cynicism about leaders and organizations of all sorts. This cynicism often looks like apathy, especially to aspiring
leadership groups like various insurgents and leftist parties .... But it also means
that if and when large numbers of workers again move into action, they will be
better innoculated against the appeals of 'leaders' and may try to keep control of
the struggle in their own hands." Brecher was correct, and he was not alone with
this understanding. Almost immediately, recognizing the danger to the established
institutions, unions, managements, and governments strove to recapture the ini-
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tiative, regain control, and quiet the rebellious ranks. Among other things, this
effort once again removed the issue of technology from the shopfloor, from the
workers, and from the present.

A

s with the Luddite revolts of the first Industrial Revolution, resistance to
the second Industrial Revolution was met with repression. People were
disciplined, jailed, isolated, and otherwise intimidated. In 1970, for example,
France passed a new law against "all instigators, organizers, or deliberate participants in sabotage." While using the upsurge to advantage at the bargaining table,
the unions-liberal, social democratic, and communist alike.,...condemned much
of the direct action and publicly distanced themselves from it.
Management responded to the wave of rank-and-file militancy with disciplinary measures, lock-outs, and legal devices, as well as by designing and introducing new technology that, it was hoped, would diininish the possibility of
worker intervention in production or eliminate the need for workers altogether.
In addition to these traditional responses, the managers of some companies experimented with new methods- so-called job enrichment, job enlargement,
and quality-of-worklife schemes-designed to absorb discontent and redirect
energies along more productive paths. Sweden was a center for such experimentation and became a model throughout the industrialized world.
"Far from being motivated by a new cooperative attitude between labor
and capital in Sweden," however, as auto-industry historian David Gartmann
has noted, "these changes in technology and work [were] the results of renewed
class struggle." Sweden too had been struck by an epidemic of worker rebellion
and resistance even more severe than in the United States; absenteeism, labor
turnover, and wildcat strikes had escalated dramatically. At Volvo, daily absenteeism had reached over 15 percent and annual labor turnover peaked at over 50
percent. "The main reason for such resistance," Gartmann noted, was "discontent with the stultifying, monotonous, and intense nature of the work itself,"
which was reinforced by the introduction of automation. P. G. Gyllenhammer,
Volvo president at the time, acknowledged that "labor unrest that became visible
in 1969 made it necessary to adapt production control to changing attitudes in
the work force."
In the United States, many companies also initiated job-enrichment schemes
to try to regain the loyalty and cooperation of the workforce as well as to insure
the fullest utilization of expensive new equipment. Most of these experiments
succeeded in terms of increasing productivity, output, and quality, and reducing
absenteeism and turnqver, but they were terminated once the work force began
to use their expanded responsibilities to try to extend further their control over
production. Nevertheless, for a time at least, the SO-'called humanistic approach
to management held sway, and became official gospel with the publication in 1973
of Work in America. This study was the product of a special task force commis-
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sioned by HEW Secretary Elliott Richardson in 1971 in response to the emergence
of what he condescendingly referred to as the "blue collar blues" and the "white
collar woes."
"Great care must be taken to interpret wisely the signs of discontent among
workers," the commission advised. "Increased industrial sabotage and sudden
wildcat strikes, like the one at Lordstown, portend something more fundamental
than the desire for more money.... The impact of technology has been acutely
felt by the blue-collar worker-not necessarily because it puts him out of a job but
because it lowers his status and satisfaction from the job .... While many industrial engineers feel that gains in productivity will come about mainly through the
introduction of new technology," the commission pointed out-and this was the
attitude behind the design of Lordstown-the result has been collective resistance,
wildcat strikes over the pace of production, and opposition to "robot-like tasks."
In general, it has given rise to a growing hostility to the traditional forms of management, the "anachronistic authoritarianism of the workplace." Thus, in the
wake of the second Industrial Revolution, the commission found that "the productivity of the worker is low-as measured by absenteeism, turnover rates, wildcat strikes, sabotage, poor quality products and a reluctance of workers to commit themselves to their work tasks."
The commission was concerned that such dissatisfaction could have serious
consequences beyond the workplace as well as within it. If industry was suffering
from low productivity and high rates of sabotage, absenteeism, and turnover,
the unions were paying a price through "the faltering loyalty of a young membership that is increasingly concerned about the apparent disinterest of its leadership
in problems of job satisfaction." For the nation as a whole, the commission warned,
the discontent was resulting in staggering health bills and mounting crime and delinquency. "Most important" were the political consequences: "the discontent of
women, minorities, blue-collar workers, youth and older adults would be considerably less were these Americans to have an active voice in the decisions in the workplace that most directly affect their lives."
To stem this growing threat of rebellion, increase productivity, and reinforce
the stability of existing institutions, the commission proposed greater "participation": "several dozen well-documented experiments show that productivity increases and social problems decrease when workers participate in the work decisions affecting their lives." The commission thus reflected and reinforced the
effort to substitute participation for power, experiments orchestrated from above
for resistance and "counter-planning" organized from below.
Throughout the country, many unions entered into such cooperative participation relationships with management, with government encouragement, and,
as a result, enlarged the scope of bargaining and their involvement in management
activities. For the unions, then, the upsurge in rank-and-file militancy led to some
victories vis-a-vis management. But for the workers themselves, whose lives were
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temporarily enlarged as a result, such victories proved short-lived and severely
limited. More important, in the wake of these limited gains, the rebellious energies that had brought them about dissipated and all but disappeared. In their place
arose committees, rules, agreements, and other formal devices for dealing with
the new challenges at the workplace, including the challenge of new technology.

W

hile the upsurge of rank.. and-file militancy revived interest in the workplace among social critics and gave rise to a penetrating critique of the
moderp. science and technology of production, the defensive response to that upsurge gave rise also to a formalization of the technology issue. As critics reexamined the social, political, and cultural dimensions of "progress," corporations,
governments, and trade unions (especially in Europe) established new bureaus,
programs, research projects, and centers intended to coopt the rebellion by institutionalizing it. It worked. Before long, new academic disciplines in "technology
and work" had gained respectability, generating a new form of professional career.
The new professionals were called "technology researchers" in Scandinavia and
elsewhere; the more politically motivated became known as proponents of "action research.'' Whatever their motivation, sympathies, political commitments,
or intellectual interests, they all made a career of the problem above and apart
from (and, in some cases, substituted for) the practical challenges facing workers. As a result of this vested interest; and regardless of their other purposes, they
sustained and pushed forward the formalization of the technology issue.
Still building upon the energies unleashed by the workers themselves, the professionals soon produced a plethora of publications, conferences, and research,
and assisted the trade unions in formulating new contract language and, ultimately, new agreements on the introduction of new technology. Whatever these gains,
however, they were achieved at the expense of removing the technology issue from
the shopfloor and thus from the realm of direct action available to the workers
themselves. "With increasing formalization," Dubois observed in 1975, "the spread
of sabotage could once again be held in check by pressure from trade union organizations opposed to it.'' At the same time, as a consequence of its removal from
the point of production, discussions of the technology question became increasingly abstract and future-oriented-abandoning the present as a realm of the
struggle.
The so-called new technology agreements originated in Norway, the product
of an unprecedented "action" research collaboration between the Iron and Metal
Workers Union and the Norwegian Computing Center. Launched in 1969 as a direct result of the rank-and-file upsurge, the Norwegian project gave rise to both
local and national agreements over the introduction of new technology, "clata"
shop stewards (specifically charged with policing the new technology), and formal trade-union participation in decisions about the introduction and use of new
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technologies. The agreements, grounded upon social democratic legislation for
protection of the work environment, in principle went beyond previous agreements over technology such as those pioneered by the Longshoreman and Warehouseman Union and the International Typographers' Union in the United States.
They were not confined to the post hoc protection of workers from the consequences of progress but were intended to give unions a say in what the progress
itself would look like. Following upon the pioneering Norwegian experience,
similar projects and agreements were formulated in Sweden and Denmark while,
around the same time, parallel formal processes were established in Holland,
West Germany, and Italy-all, again, in response to the general climate created
by the wave of rank-and-file militancy. In principle, these agreements constituted a significant advance for the trade unions and a potential challenge to traditional management prerogatives. In practice, however, they were rarely used
to prevent the introduction of new technologies. Indeed, the agreements often
served to circumvent worker opposition to the introduction of new technology.
In Denmark, for example, the central federation of trade unions successfully
opposed widespread worker insistence on the right to veto new technology. In
England, Barry Wilkinson found that agreements were reached only after the
technological changes in question had been implemented and remained concerned
solely with post hoc matters of payment, redundancy, and retraining. Wilkinson
concluded from his study of the politics of new technology that "traditional methods of bargaining are wholly inadequate for technological change" and, more
important, that "despite the current popularity of new technology agreements,"
and "the flurry of publications on 'the new technology' ... bargaining over skills
and the organization of work remains at an unofficial, often covert level." In other
words, the real struggle over the new technology has continued to take place on
the shopfloor itself (in outright resistance, ad hoc negotiations, and sabotage),
regardless of and sometimes in spite of the formal agreements. Workers have increasingly learned not to rely too heavily upon formal agreements for the protection of their jobs and working conditions.
While the new technology agreements have perhaps provided some post hoc
protection for workers, they have had little or no impact upon the actual design
and implementation of technological changes. Indeed, it has been suggested that,
if anything, the agreements have probably facilitated the introduction of the
Trojan horse of new technology within the shops, that the trade unions with
their formal agreements have-in the words of Stan Weir, one rank-and-file opponent of the ILWU "Mechanization and Modernization" Agreement of 1960"run interference for the new technology" by weakening workers' resolve and
ability to resist. Removed from the shopfloor, the issue of technology has been
formalized and packaged and then returned, from above, in a form that generates both false security and confusion and eliminates the possibility of direct action. Thus, the formal agreements, while in principle signifying a challenge to es-
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tablished management rights, in practice have perhaps taken the teeth out of such
a challenge. And, despite their formal stance against the harsh consequences of
technological change, trade union leaders have continued to echo the proud pronouncements of the past that they are not, after all, against progress.
At the same time, reacting to the accelerating technological agenda of management-which has always used change as a tactic to disorient its oppositionthe unions have been forced onto the defensive. Trying to hold on and keep track
of (if not pace with) new developments, the unions have been forced to focus
upon what is changing (technology) and to ignore what is not (the dominant relations of power). While this exercise in frenetic futility has done little to help the
unions and their members find a way out of their predicament, it has provided a
great deal of full-time work for researchers. Seduced into the details of the technology and endlessly documenting the horrors, they have intensified the tradeunion obsession with professional rather than worker competence and even lent
a degree of polite respectability to the unions' futile efforts. Most important,
they have reinforced a fundamental confusion about the social realities of technological development.

T:

he recognition that technology is political constituted an important ideological breakthrough since it overcame the fatalism of technological determinism, long a staple of capitalist apologetics. But there are at least two possible
conclusions that could be drawn from this belated insight. First, the understanding that technology reflects power relations in society could imply that those
with more power would continue to determine the shape and direction of technology for the foreseeable future. Therefore, the conclusion to be drawn would
be twofold: in the long run to try to shift the balance of power, and in the short
run to do everything possible to prevent the introduction of the present technology, since it reflects the interests of those in command. Those few who have experimented with this position have invariably stumbled upon the taboos against
Luddism, the cultural compulsions of progress, and economic deterministic arguments about efficiency, productivity, and competitiveness. Thus, they have
always opted for a formalistic approach and settled for bargaining over technology post hoc and from a position of weakness. There has been little evidence of
any unions actually mobilizing workers to try to increase their power vis-a-vis
management and even less of any concerted attempt to organize opposition to
the introduction of new technology.
The second inference from the insight that technology is political is seemingly less sobering and' more liberating. Since politics is the art of the possible,
and technology is understood to be political, with technology too, then, anything
is possible. This more optimistic interpretation has generated a great deal of enthusiasm about possibilities and led to a fetish for and fantasies about alterna-
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tives. At the core of this interpretation, it must be emphasized, was an important
advance beyond the technological determinism of both liberal and Marxist notions of technological progress. It signalled a rejection of the perception of technological development as unilinear, inevitable, and automatic, and a recognitionthat political and social change would require a change in the forms of scientific and technological theory and practice. This new, expansive view of technology offered hope of transcending the mere defensive posture of labor. Rather
than reacting endlessly, off balance, to management's technological agenda,
labor could now go on the offensive itself by formulating its own alternative
technological agenda.
But this insight about the wide range of technological possibilities, only narrowly reflected in the existing social context, gave rise inevitably to confusion
and false promises. Some proponents of this interpretation of technological politics assumed that alternatives could be created without a change in power and
even that such alternatives would of themselves bring about a change of power.
This way of thinking, most common among technical people still imbued with
ideas of technological deliverance (and hoping to change things without having
to change careers), followed from a logical fallacy: technology reflects politics,
therefore change the technology and this will change the politics. In essence, this
new (old) habit merely reintroduced technological determinism in a different
form.
More sophisticated proponents of this interpretation of technology as politics, while less enthusiastic about technological solutions per se, nevertheless have
emphasized the need to develop independent knowledge and competence about
technological possibilities. In this view, the effort to develop alternatives gives
confidence and direction to an otherwise defeatist and fatalistic cadre. As an organizing device, moreover, it is held that alternatives serve to inspire, embolden,
raise consciousness about political realities, and provide something to fight for
rather than merely against, something to believe in. Finally, the proponents contend, correctly, that while alternatives are possible in theory, for the most part
they do not exist, and must somehow be invented. Only then will the possibilities
be rendered concrete, a visible demonstration of another route of progress.
But this interpretation of technology as politics has ignored some basic realities. The existing technologies reflect centuries of continuous development along
a particular path, and the development of alternatives will similarly require years
of reflection, research, and practical experimentation. It will not be possible to
turn around the legacy of the Industrial and Scientific Revolutions overnight.
Such fundamental changes are a vital political task, but what is to be done now?
What good is a strategy for the future without a strategy for survival in the present? Even if the unions devoted all available resources to the development of alternatives, it would still be years before anything emerged reflecting labor's interests. Moreover, at present, no unions have sufficient power at the bargaining
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table or anywhere else to demand and enforce a fundamental redirection of technological development and, thus far, organizing efforts reflecting this approach
have aroused little interest among workers. Even if unions devoted all available
resources to this organizing effort, and succeeded, it would still be years before
they could marshal! the power sufficient to influence the shape of technology.
And, meanwhile, the present technology continues to enter the shops, and to
erode the potential of labor power. Will the unions survive long enough to be
able to redirect the development of technology?
The Luddites had some effect in slowing down the advance of the first Industrial Revolution and thereby bought themselves some time, some space-precisely what the unions now have.so little of. But the Luddite effort entailed a massive insurrection-organized by the workers themselves and including direct opposition to technology in the present tense-that took the British army decades
to quell completely. Thus far, no unions have given any indication that they
imagine the need for, much less that they are prepared for, such a struggle.
The appeal to alternatives thus diverts attention from the realities of power
and technological development, holds out facile and false promises, and reinforces the cultural fetish for technological transcendence. In short, having overcome the ideology of technological determinism, the fatalism of the past, it flips
immediately into fantasies of the future. Not only does this reinforce the hegemonic ideology of technological progress, but it still leaves the present essentially untouched.
Throughout the industrialized world, unions have succumbed to this tendency, abandoning the present in quest of a different future. In Norway, Denmark,
and Sweden, where the new technology agreements first took hold, there has been
a notable shift in this direction. In Norway, computer scientists have secured the
support of unions to develop long-range labor-oriented research projects on the
"office of the future" and the "shop of the future." In Sweden, one union has embarked upon a project to redesign video-display terminals. Researchers and
unions throughout Europe have been contemplating the joint development of a
union-controlled communications computer net. And action research veterans
in Denmark and Sweden have embarked upon a long-term effort with unions
and manufacturers to develop a worker-friendly computer-based printing systern, in a project appropriately entitled UTOPIA. As Anders Hingel of the EEC, a
long-time consultant on technology to Scandinavian trade unions, has recently
noted, "there exists a definite inclination to present alternatives to the <levelopment of the laissez-faire technology."
In the United States the International Association of Machinists (IAM) has
recently formulated a "technology bill of rights" program1 that belatedly embraces
the European "technology agreement" strategy as well as the subsequent enthu1 democracy 3, no. 2 (Spring 1983): 25-27.
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siasm for alternatives. Explicitly modelled after the experience of the Norwegiafi
Iron and Metalworkers, the JAM program is a perfect example of the latest, most
sophisticated trade-union response to the challenge ofnew technology. The union
is not against progress; it just wants to participate in the decision-making and
thereby steer progress in a more humane direction. We "seek full participation in
the decisions that govern the design) deployment, and use of new technology,"
JAM President William Winpisinger explained to a Congressional subcommittee-.
"The objective," the JAM emphasizes, "is not to block the new technology but to
control its rate and the manner of its introduction, in order that it is adapted to
labor's needs and serves people, rJl,ther than being servile to it or its victim," "It
can go either way," the union has insisted, reflecting the fertile faith in alternatives,
but "it's headed the wrong way now."
Recently, the union has embarked upon a campaign to get the message down
to the membership while at the same time it has collaborated with technical people
from universities in an effort to develop its own technical and managerial competence, to try to prepare itself for its new, innovative role. It has also formulated a
set of basic demands to be used in future contract negotiations and formal agreements. But meanwhile, design and deployment of the new technology has continued without IAM participation, enabling management to r1::duce drastically
union ranks and power. Thus far, there has been no indication that the union is
doing anything in a practical and immediate way, or ina way that is accessible to
workers on the shop floor, to try to stop this technological assault. While the
preamble to the IAM Technology Bill of Rights declares that "uses of tecbm>logy
that violate the rights of workers and the society will be opposed," there is no in"
dication that this is anything more than rhetoric. There is no hint as to what form
such opposition might take. Thus, while rhetorically a challenge to management
rights and a bold initiative in a new direction, the approach offers merely more
of the same: the appearance of struggle without its substance, allowing unions to
bemoan "progress" without actually having to stand in its way.
Whether or not this union strategy serves the interests of workers in the
present, it does preserve the progressive respectability of union leaders and pr°'"
vides a veritable field day for researchers. The prospects for futuristic research
are, after all, infinite. Also, trying to develop technically and economicaUy viable alternatives is a never-ending enterprise insofar as it ignores the fact that
these are not really technical or economic categories at all, but political and cU1tura1 ones. No existing technologies have ever had to pass such tests of viability
until (if ever) after the politically determined and culturally sanctioned decisions
to invest in them had already been made, on other grounds. Thus, the effort to
render new alternatives realistic in economic or technical terms, already undet-way in several projects, is a Sisyphean task, consuming scarce resources and like)y
to end in frustration and cynicism. For without the requisite social power that
could deem labor's alternatives viable-whether economic in present terms or
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not-whatever the researchers and unions come up with will be dismissed on economic and technical grounds, but for political reasons. Nevertheless, the research
proceeds apace.
Roy Moore and Hugo Levie of Ruskin College, for example, have been engaged over the last several years in a project on "the impact of new technology on
trade unions in England." They have recognized that "a struggle for some control
over technological change and any related work organization will, in the coming
period, be one of the most important tasks for trade unions," and they warn
that, if unions fail to heed this challenge, "the penalties will be high in terms of
unemployment and social dislocation as well as industrial relations disruptions"
(initiated by rank-and-file workers). To avoid these disasters, they argue, the
unions must, above all, invest in more research.
Although they concede that their studies to date "have inevitably fallen short
of actually helping the trade union representatives to influence technological
change," they still call for "further, longer-term research on a wider basis:' and
point out that "it will cost money-a lot of money." Unabashedly unreflective
about their own interests in sustaining such an expensive enterprise, the two
researchers insist that this is the key to union and worker salvation in the wake of
the second Industrial Revolution. Meanwhile, offered such costly future-oriented
strategies and confronted in the present by an intensifying technological assault,
at least some workers are beginning once again to have their doubts, and to take
their fate into their own hands.
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How Economists
View Policy
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conomists have a method of dealing with policy questions that is unique: it
is based on a commitment to individual choice, and on the conviction that
individual choice and individual freedom are synonymous. Furthermore, since
the ability of individuals to make choices has important implications for their
welfare, providing an individual with the freedom to choose will enhance his
well-being. As it turns out, the equation of freedom with choice has certain
problematic features. In particuiar, it tends to overlook the importance of individual rights for the treatment of policy. As a result, the view of policy based upon
the idea of choice runs into serious difficulties. In this article, we will concern
ourselves with some of them.
Economists, at their best, can provide us with a careful analysis of the implications of particular policies. The results, however, can be discordant with expectations held by non-economists. In a recent article, Thomas Schelling rehearses numerous examples, some of which by now rank as old favorites among
economists (probably the oldest being the critique of gasoline rationing).' Schelling provides persuasive arguments for a number of policies that would be disturbing to the non-economist. He shows, for example, that different safety measures for airports in rich and poor districts may, under certain circumstances, accord with the real policy goals of all parties, including the poor. He also outlines
an argument for providing higher-income families larger tax deductions for their
children than those allowed for lower-income families.
It needs to be emphasized that these arguments do not depend in any way
upon a hidden commitment to enhancingthe rich at the expense of the poor. On
the contrary, supporters of this kind of argument contend that these policies could
be endorsed by the poor on the basis of their self-interest, as long as they are made
fully aware of the implications of the policies. Economists are often more than a
little enamored of such "paradoxes of policy."
The underlying appeal is to the market as a means for providing individuals
with the freedom to choose, since the ability of the market to support individual
choice makes market solutions appear superior to alternatives based upon ethi1 "Economic Reasoning and the Ethics of Policy," The Public Interest 63 (Spring 1981).
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cal judgments. Economic reasoning provides a clarification of what markets do,
and to this extent supplies a way of determining how the market can be used to
achieve policy ends. Use of the market in this way can accomplish policy goals
while allowing for the maximum exercise of individual choice.
The fact that economic reasoning often conflicts with judgments made by
th~ public on other grounds may very well make us skeptical of the economist's
claims. At the same time, we could have little respect for a science that did nothing more than verify the conclusions at which we had already, unscientifically,
arrived-the question arises whether the development of a scientific argument is
worth the effort.
If the policy positions that we adopt have no other basis than a prior commitment to a set of values, and if we do not understand the workings of the market sufficiently to understand the ways that our goals can be accomplished without obstructing the market processes, then our skepticism toward the economist's
view is nothing more than a way of protecting ill-conceived, and probably contradictory, policy commitments. Our failure is one of understanding, and we
need an ecom;>mist to educate us in a more enlightened policy position.
Is this the case? Are those who resist economic reasoning simply ignorant?
Or is more at stake in policy debates than the assurance of maximum freedom of
choice? Are those whom economists succeed in winning over to their position
those best able to understand the truth, or only those most likely to become
economists?

T

he idea of an economic policy implies dissatisfaction with free market solutions. If we identify individual freedom with individual ch_oice, and assume that the free market is nothing other than an arena for individual choice,
then we will have a difficult time finding any rational basis for policy consistent
with individual freedom. We might end up with the idea that the only legitimate
purpose of economic policy is to rectify market failures.
If by freedom we mean individual choice, economic policy c~ make, at
best, a modest contribution. But if we equate freedom with respect for individual rights, the scope for legitimate policy widens considerably. If we accept the
second view, then economic reasoning comes into play only when policy decisions have no major consequences for individual rights. The distrust that many
of us have for economic reasoning can often be shown to stem from our rejection of the economist's identification of freedom with choice.
Discomfort with economic reasoning tends to focus on the treatment of distribution. Most of us recognize the significant advantage of solutions to policy
questions that make use of the free market, but we also recognize that free market solutions (especially where basic necessities such as health and housing are at
stake) tend to penalize the poor. Allowing prices to ration fuel means that the
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poor do most of the rationing, since the rich can presumably continue to buy as
much as they want. A convincing response to this argument can be developed
within the framework of economic reasoning (Schelling attempts such an argument), but it raises some questions about its legitimate application.
Within the context of market solutions, it is still possible through taxes and
subsidies to offset the adverse effects of rationing through the price system on
those with low incomes. If we allow the price, for example, of gasoline to rise in
response to excess demand, but tax the difference (windfall to the producer) and
return it to the consumer in the form of a subsidy, then we gain a double benefit.
Gasoline becomes relatively high in price. Since economists believe this will lead
to substitution, they argue that demand will fall. Even at the high price, however, those with low incomes, given the subsidy, can still afford to buy the amount
that they are in the habit of buying, without sacrificing other consumption, if
they so choose. But in this case, they have the choice to spend their subsidy on
other commodities. With a policy operating through the market, we reduce the
amount of gasoline consumed without either penalizing those with low incomes,
or constraining freedom of choice in consumption.
The point can be generalized in the following way. In the event of a shortage if the free market increases the price to the point of overburdening the poor,
we really have two problems: the problem of shortfall in supply, and the
problem of poverty. We do not need to use one policy to solve both. Instead, we
can apply non-market solutions to the problem of distribution; then, given the
distribution of wealth, we can apply market solutions to its allocation.
This approach, adopted by Schelling, denies that poverty is itself a free market solution. Others would claim that if income rewards effort, and by so doing
also acts as an incentive to work, then the poor may, in some sense, have chosen
poverty over wealth. If we allow taxes and subsidies to protect them from the implications of freedom of choice, the counterargument claims, do we not thereby
protect them from the implications of their own decisi9ns? Worse yet, will not
doing so undermine the good works of the free market in making it possible for
each individual to live up to his or her own abilities and aspirations by working
as hard as he or she wants (given the incentives to work), and exercising his or her
own creative instincts as much as he or she wants (given the incentives for that)?
This pure free market argument runs into some difficulty if the labor market values talent in addition to effort, and if talent is innate and we have no control over how much of it we have. When income depends upon a market valuation of labor, other factors than individual choice (including past and current
discrimination) enter into determining distribution. Presumably, if we accept
the idea that such factors play a part, then we need not accept the superiority of
free market solutions.
We can deny that the free market should have the last word on distribution,
we can allow the policymaker to fiddle with incomes, but not with prices. But
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when we do so, important results follow. In particular, we deny the identity between individual choice and individual freedom.
What we can refer to as the liberal economist's view of policy runs up against
its own paradox. This paradox results from the fact that it is difficult to make
partial arguments about the market. If we think of policies as desired outcomes,
economists entertain two bases on which to determine such outcomes: ethics
and the market. Ethics refers to value judgments. When value judgments are
"disinterested," do not further the· self-interest of the policymaker, they are ethical. On the other hand, when we allow the market to determine the outcome we
cannot impose our own value judgments: instead we encourage an outcome determined wholly by individuals acting on self-interest. To be sure, in some sense
we have placed a value on the free market solution. But in this case, our enthusiasm is not for the particular solution, but for the idea of allowing all participants
the maximum freedom to determine their own consumption patterns within their
income constraints. It is hard to see how the imposition of the value judgments
of the policymaker regarding specific outcomes (even when those reflect the values of a majority of the relevant population) can sustain freedom of the individual when they take precedence over that individual's self-determination.

I

n effect, when we allow for redistributive policies we protect certain individuals from the market. To what, other than our own value judgments, can we
appeal for doing this? Two possible lines of argument suggest themselves. First,
we may be convinced that all those dependent on the market have a right to acertain amount of generalized purchasing power, a kind of proportional participation in the market. Second, we may believe that individuals have certain specific
needs that society has an obligation to satisfy. In both cases, redistributive policies are justified by a prior judgment regarding individual rights in the realm of
the economy. We will consider the second line of argument first.
Evidently, if we have rights to some, but not all, of the things that we need,
then our needs must divide into two types on the basis of some fundamental
criteria. One criterion that springs to mind involves distinguishing a set of basic
or subsistence requirements. At first glance, we might all agree that some minimum amount of food, clothing, and shelter will be required for basic survival.
The problem with this approach is that basic survival and deprivation are
not absolute concepts: we cannot define them on the basis of nutrition or heat.
If we take the poor and place them in heated tents, have we satisfied their basic
need for shelter? In mod.em society the need for shelter also involves a need for
privacy and a need for self-expression in organizing and furnishing a private
place. If we lack the means to express our individuality when we satisfy our needs,
we may experience deprivation as great as when we are cold at night. The deprivation may be different, and the pain it causes (being primarily, though not ex-
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elusively, psychic) may be different, but they are not less real or less basic. In
modern society, basic needs involve individual self-expression, and because of
this they require at least a measure of individual self-determination in their mode
of satisfaction. In general, when we require individual self-determination, we
also require markets. When we work through the market, we do not depend directly upon some notion of social obligation.
The problem with using the term "basic" when we identify those needs that
society is obliged to satisfy stems from the fact that need satisfaction is bound up
with the expression of individuality. If we could identify a set of needs that were
not more basic, but that are, in some sense, common to all individuals and necessary to the preservation of their integrity, we might be able to argue for a direct
social obligation in providing the means to their satisfaction.
Possible candidates include, among others, police protection, medical care,
and education (at least, up to a point). Obviously, different individuals will use
these services indifferent ways: I may need to have my stolen car retrieved, while
you may have to have your gall bladder removed. But in a more fundamental
sense, our needs are not different. We both need the police to represent the fact
that we live in a society oflaws; we both need to have medical care available when
our bodies function improperly. Furthermore, neither of us wants to, or wants
the other to, impose his individuality upon the law; nor do we want our medical
care to differ from that of others.
To an economist, this line of argument is a bit naive. After all, when society
provides these services, does it not use up resources? And do not these resources
have an opportunity cost? Does not a little more medical care (a shorter wait in
the emergency room) mean a little less police protection (a longer wait before the
police arrive at the scene of a crime)? Furthermore, since a decision must be made
regarding how much medical care and how much police protection will be supplied, does not the decision reached when individuals vote with their dollars accord best with individual freedom?
I think that two responses can be made to this line of argument. First, if society is sufficiently wealthy, and only a part of that wealth is devoted to fulfilling
social obligations, the trade-off may not be between different social obligations
(medical care and police protection), but between social obligations and what remains to satisfy individual needs. Furthermore, if society can identify a level of
services that satisfies its obligations, then we do not need a market to determine
the allocation of resources among the different social obligations. I think that
this can be done in a reasonable way, but I do not think that it is by any means a
simple matter.
Second, assuming that some decision needs to be made regarding allocation, especially between social obligations and individual needs, does the decision based upon individual choice as revealed through the price mechanism best
accord with individual freedom? Economic reasoning applies when two condi-
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plications for policy will be quite different from those that follow from economic
reasoning, in those cases where rights are involved.
An example might help to sharpen the issue. Consider a group of individuals faced with a decision concerning whether they should legalize voluntary enslavement. Voluntary enslavement means that no one can coerce another into
giving up his or her rights, but individuals can choose to do so. Examples would
include joining the army (but not being drafted), or joining certain religious sects.
Assume also that the individuals within our group have personalities such that,
given the freedom to choose, they would choose to become slaves. I do not mean
to suggest that the idea of voluntary enslavement makes sense, or that no problems arise when we assume that individuals with "slavish" personalities make
free choices. In fact, such ideas make very little sense. They will serve, however,
to highlight our main theme.
Now, consider these individuals under two different regimes. In one regime
they have the choice of voluntarily enslaving themselves (we hesitate to call this a
right) and, given their preferences, proceed to do so. In other regimes, they do
not have the choice of enslaving themselves, but are "forced" to remain "free."
If we equate freedom with individual choice, the slave regime protects individual freedom, and the regime without slaves does not. If we identify freedom
with respect for rights, the slave regime denies individual freedom. Indeed, the
idea that individuals who choose to be slaves are free stretches the concept of freedom beyond recognition. The idea that a free society is one in which certain fundamental rights are respected seems virtually inevitable. The issue of choice has
no particular relevance in this case. If our group identifies freedom with choice,
it will decide in favor of legalizing voluntary enslavement. If the group identifies
freedom with rights (and makes policy decisions upon the basis of their implications for individual freedom), it will decide against legalizing voluntary enslavement. In the interests of freedom, the society makes a sacrifice of welfare (defined
upon the basis of choice).
Freedom means respect for individual rights. One of these rights may be the
right to own private property, and to make choices regarding modes of consumption. Economic arguments have to do with those activities that involve property
rights, and only property rights. If we can characterize all the requirements of
the individual as truly private needs, then the economist's argument holds: each
individual should be able to participate in society's provision for his private need.
One way he can do so is by indicating (indirectly through the market) the relative
value he might place on that rn;ed. But if some needs have nothing to do with
individuality, the economist's argument fails even when we mistakenly place a
valuation on the satisfaction of such needs. I may want a Mercedes-Benz more
than I want health care, national defense, or prisons, but there may be rights involved with respect to the latter and not the former. In such cases, asking what
people want, and how much they want it, as the market does, may be asking the
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·wrong questions.
The point is to distinguish those cases involving rights from those that do
not. The criterion is not entirely adequate in this regard since it only deals with
one aspect of the distinction. But that aspect involves an important quality of
rights: all persons have the same rights, although they may exercise those rights
in different ways.

A

t the onset of our discussion of distribution, we suggested two possible
lines of argument for redistributive policies. The second line of argument,
which we have followed to this point, involves separating out those goods and
services to which individuals have rights. The first line of argument also involved
rights, but in a different way. If the idea of right extends to income, i.e., if individuals have a right to a certain amount of income, then redistributive policies
may accord not with the interests of the poor (and the ethics of the rich), but with
the rights of the poor.
The right to income may mean different things. Individuals may have a right
to at least a certain amount of income. If they acquire more than this we might
want to think of the excess as a return to industriousness, talent, ingenuity, thrift,
or something else. We might have a hard time distinguishing this right to income
from a right to have certain needs satisfied, since we would need a strong argument supporting rights with respect to some income, but not all income; and we
would need an argument capable of specifying to how much income we have a
right.
Alternatively, we may want to argue that individuals have a right to as much
income as they need. This idea seems somewhat shocking, but it does raise the
question of whether we have a right to the things we need in an uncompromising
way. If we intend to take the issue of rights in the domain of needs seriously, we
cannot exclude this alternative automatically.
Finally, we might argue that each individual has a right to the same amount
of income. Since individual needs presumably differ, this last conclusion would
require an argument different than that which entails a right to the things which
we need.
Although some individuals seem to think that one or another of these rights
to income has force, I do not know of any very satisfactory argument that has
been made along any of these lines. I will not attempt to develop such an argument here, but I think it may be worthwhile to indicate some of the implications
of such an argument for the economist's view of policy.
The obstacles that stand in the way of its acceptance mainly have to do with
incentives. The idea that income should be earned works against the idea of rights.
Normally, all that we need to do to earn a right is to respect others in their exercise of that right. A criminal gives up his rights mainly because he has failed to
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respect the rights of others. But in the case of income, it is not enough that we respect the rights of others; to receive income, we normally assume that we also
have to work. Perhaps equating this with the issue of incentives identifies the
matter too strongly with motivation. Presumably it does so, however, because
our requirement that income be earned really stems from our conviction that
without this requirement, there would be no income.
However, if we have a right to income, this right must take precedence over
the question of incentives, since using income as an incentive would violate rights.
If I have a right to privacy, but can only exercise that right if I can afford to rent
an apartment, and if, in order to pay my rent, I need to work to earn the requisite
income, then I may experience my right to privacy as a work incentive .. But if I
experience it in this way, can it still be a right? Or, if it is a right, does it not presume some sort of right to income?
Once we fully establish ourselves within a regime of rights, the idea of incentives loses much of its charm. If individuals, given a certain amount of income, refuse to work, and fewer commodities are produced, the purchasing
power of their income will fall. This does not mean that income must be used as
an incentive; it means that people do not want to work. While it may be the case
that a guaranteed income would reduce the supply of labor for certain kinds of
tasks (menial occupations, for example), this consideration is irrelevant if such
labor has been unjustly coerced by the threat of deprivation. Likewise, consum·
ers have no right to buy the products of such labor at a low market price.
If we can resolve the issue of rights, we can then consider the contribution
of economic reasoning. Economic affairs take place within, and are circumscribed by, a system of rights. When policy issues arise, we must first determine
whether individual rights are involved. In those cases, policy solutions that
appeal to individual choice, or the self-interest of groups, do not dominate. The
majority of individuals may prefer to spend their money on football games than
on medical care. If individuals have a right to adequate medical care, however,
this preference is irrelevant. On the other side, individuals may prefer large cars
with low gas mileage. Unless we can argue convincingly that individuals have a
right to live in a society with high-mileage cars and lower fuel prices, it will be
hard to resist the argument that market solutions should prevail. If the effect of
individual preference for low-mileage cars includes high fuel prices, and if high
fuel prices burden segments of the population in such a way as to impede their
ability to heat their homes or transport themselves to work, and if we can argue
that this violates their rights, it still does not follow that we shouid impede by law
those who want to pur~hase low-mileage cars. The inability of some individuals
to exercise their rights does not stem from the consumption habits of others, but
from the distribution of income. We do not have an energy problem, we have a
poverty problem. Of course, whether we have a poverty problem depends
ultimately on whether there really exists a right to income.
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The issue of rights underlies all real policy questions. Policies secure rights,
and they assure the necessary framework for the exercise of rights. Paradoxes of
policy stem, in part, from a failure to reason carefully about the likely effects of
policy in a market economy. But, in general, these paradoxes have a deeper origin
in the ambiguity and uncertainty that surround rights - particularly, but not exclusively, rights to income.
A primary policy problem, even regarding economic policy, has to do with
determining when, in fact, rights are involved, and when they are not. When in~
dividual needs are involved and rights are not, we should be well satisfied to accept market outcomes. When rights are involved, we need to give very close scrutiny to those outcomes. In such cases, we need to take a critical attitude toward
economic reasoning, since it is not at all adapted to taking rights into account.
A crucial question has to do with how we can recognize rights within the
sphere of the economy without necessarily losing the distinction between need
and right. Does my wanting something create an obligation for society to provide it? If not, can I still claim certain specific rights to things that I need? If we
expect to add clarity to policy debates, we need to begin to address these questions explicitly.
Economic reasoning concerns the way markets work, and the properties we
might expect market outcomes to display. Markets provide one way to mediate
the process of individual need satisfaction and allow for the exercise of individual self-interest. Markets survive within a system of rights, but markets do not
secure rights. Policy, then, must be directed at securing and extending rights.
The economist correctly reminds us of the dangers involved when we impede the
working of the free market in dealing with those individual needs for which society can have no direct obligation. But when economists suggest that a correct
understanding of the workings of the free market can resolve or eliminate important questions of policy, enlightened citizens can only shake their heads
slowly.
I would like to thank Greg Dow and Ed Lindblom for criticisms of an earlier
draft of this essay and Roscoe Hill for discussion of some of the issues treated here.
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Contested Terrain

pythonic squeeze: "The 'Beat' movement waited in the wings of the American
scene." It had to wait, you see, for "the jet passenger plane, Salk vaccine, peaceful nuclear power, and the computer were coming out of the wings and onto center stage." Hart is not always so unimaginative about his cliches; occasionally, he
breaks fresh wind: "The taste of defeat for Dwight Eisenhower must have been a
kind of death. It was at least a derailment of the freight train of greatness."3
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tis not enough to belabor Hart's dismal style, but unfortunately his thinking is
no better. When it is not just smug, it is overpoweringly lazy. He contents himself with insinuations and assertions-again, in language so banal they lack even
the authority of eloquence. On the Sixties (the snake has come into the Garden):
"Che Guevara's angry visage glowered from posters on the walls of college rooms.
Hair had defeated irony and vigor."
As for refuting the idea that the Fifties were static and uncomplicated:
"Eisenhower was a complex figure who masterfully manipulated his consciously
crafted public image" (which ability, it turns out, is the measure of a man); "History does not really show a continuous development from more to less restrictive
attitudes. Rather, there seems to be a more complex dialectic: indeed, the sexual
landscape of the Fifties themselves was complex." "The period of World War II
and then its aftermath-the Fifties-was complex and contradictory, as all times
perhaps are."4 "Marilyn Monroe and Brigitte Bardot expressed in complex ways
the sexual revolution which had been under way since World War II." "In its
complex significance, the Eisenhower smile was American, and democratic ....
Understandably, it drove fanatics and the alienated up the wall" (no matter that
he's just described it as "defanaticizing'').
The assertions that are truest turn out to be true of every other decade as
well. "Modern artists have to absorb and master the past before they can launch
forth into a new and distinct creation" (thanks). "The Fifties were years of intellectual ferment and intense excitement, of intellectual births and deaths, controversy and [what else?] resolution." "The Fifties were a distinctive period in
sports"; "A spirit of literary ambition was in the air." When not?
He is no more discerning about his heroes. "No modern writer has possessed
an authority comparable to Eliot's in the Forties and Fifties, not Joyce, not
Hemingway. Eliot had an authority backed up by his poems but also by his criticism, the most influential in England. His authority was backed up by his intellectual and emotional career, a journey toward God. He was a modern Dante.
3 "Cultural history of this order always punctures the governing cliches" - Jacques Barzun
from the back cover.
4 "Other decades, unaddressed by him, weep in envy"-from the foreword by William F.
Buckley, Jr.
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His mere presence was overwhelming." What does it mean to say a man was
Dante for twenty years?
Hannah Arendt's Origins of Totalitarianism is "magisterial and highly erudite"; The Catcher in the Rye "technically, is a very sophisticated piece of
work." 5 The success of Lolita shows that in the mid-Fifties, Americans were
"adventurous intellectually and aesthetically," "though Nabokov was by no
means recommending paedophilia" (no?). Nixon's The Real War was "intellectually impressive." "Reagan is to TV politics what William Jennings Bryan
was to the outdoor stump speech." (Whoops. Mencken: "[Bryan] was born with
a roaring voice, and it had the trick of inflaming half-wits.") The mythic
structure holds: the reader is Job.
In fact, the one structural innovation Hart does try for is to alternate his
fatty chapters with some little lean ones, each headed "The Camera Eye."
Punchy word-snapshots of key figures or events in the Fifties (the old "frozen
pieces of time" definition of photographs seems specially apt), they are to the
epiphany what Howard Cosell is to the annunciation: all phony portentousness
and unnatural inflections. (The fact that these sections are set differently than
the rest of the book only gives new and awful meaning to the term "ragged
right.")
Though most of the accounts seem to be closely culled from other people's
books (which he credits in small type in the back), in all but one instance Hart
manages to lay a dead hand on what elsewhere may be lively enough material:
"Floyd Patterson was a disturbing champion. He was gentle.... People did not
expect a heavyweight champion to be a complex man, especially a black heavyweight champion." A vignette on Hemingway from Michael Arlen's Exiles
comes off only by virtue of scrupulous paraphrase, and the sentences stand out
as the only consistently readable ones in the book.
When Hart himself is the camera, he fails to take off his lens cap. These,
frankly, are my favorite bits; the heaving froth, as Hart would say, on the author's exuberant psyche. While they are not worth the price of the book, they are
worth about s2. From the idolatrous "Sinatra" section: "he is a sexual Houdini
[tied up in knots?], a Tarzan. During the Fifties, he had a tumultuous affair with
a f amotis movie actress. She had bounced off an affair with Dominguin, the
bullfighter, and landed on Frank. Sinatra began to experience a loss of artistic
energy." Surely Ava Gardner is the real Tarzan here?

5 Only occasionally does Hart feel compelled to venture beyond the Valley of Platitudes. The
Catcher in the Rye clearly unsettles him. "No doubt this vision of an almost entirely corrupt
adult world is one source of the book's congratulatory appeal to adolescents, but it is a weird viSlon to lie at the center of a literary classic." Mr. Hart would do well to read Balzac's classic and
pharmacopoeia of corruption (where he will find his own work catalogued), Lost Illusions.
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Generally speaking, when Hart goes for a metaphor it's every man for himself. Despite his disingenuous claim that in 1944 he "would not have known what
the word 'metaphor' meant" (since earlier he says that the Democrats in his kindergarten class called him "an economic royalist"), it is clear he is still a little
shaky. "The baseball diamond is geometrical [who is this book for? penguins?],
has clean lines. It is exactly 360 feet around the bases to home plate, and perhaps
this geometrical figure can be seen as a metaphor for the 360 degrees of the circle
and therefore an abstract representation of the world itself." Whew.
As for absurdly irrelevant sexual details, they turn up in the least likely
places, and their very inappropriateness may tell us something about Hart's real
values. In a particularly pointless story about Nixon not believing reports that
elections could be stolen, related by Robert Finch, we.get this: "Finch, an exmarine, had been close to Richard Nixon for years .... Along with Len Hall, he
had been co-manager of the losing 1960 presidential campaign against
Kennedy .... Finch was tanned, physically powerful, Californian. Women were
walking around in bikinis, and in those see-through plastic knee-pants that
required colorful underwear." Gee, Jeffrey, why stop there?
More often the remarks reveal a nervous homophobia-again, striking in
its complete gratuitousness. "As I watched the rehearsals of his hit play, Eliot
showed such an extravagant appreciation of the pretty young actresses that
make, to me, the recent speculation about his possible homosexuality seem preposterous." After a long appreciation of Bill Tilden, Hart must add: "But all the
evidence suggests that he was a practicing homosexual in only the most limited
sense .... It is doubtful that he ever had sexual relations, homosexual or otherwise, with anyone." God be praised! The Fifties are saved!
Hart's nervousness goes deeper. When he talks about conservatives, they're
always tanned (even Alf Landon), have "paneled" offices (a code word? there's
no other excuse for it), and drinks in their hands. "Eliot proved to be a prodigious consumer of Kentucky bourbon," and once drank "both [Allen] Tate and
e.e. cummings under the table." (Would Dante have bothered?) They're "Western," "Californian." But then there are the others. "Sam, the Communist-I
have forgotten his foreign-sounding last name ...." "When I first encountered
[Trilling] in a classroom, his intellectual intensity along with his personal elegance and his almost British manners:--though he was Jewish-struck me as bordering on the un-American." I.e., a) there are no British Jews; b) Jews have their
own special manners (q.v. Disraeli, Sandy Koufax). The author-though he is
Protestant-strikes me as obnoxious.
Mr. Hart teache~ a course called "The Age of Johnson." No way it could be
Samuel the stylist. But even Walter, the great fast-ball pitcher?
Say it isn't so.

Journal of a

"Superfluous Man"
MAURICE ISSERMAN
BOOK REVIEWED:

Irving Howe, A Margin of Hope: An Intellectual Autobiography.
New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1982.
The title of this book will appear to many to contain a flagrant contradiction. A renaissance in the twelfth century! Do not the Middle
Ages, that epoch of ignorance, stagnation, and gloom, stand in the
sharpest contrast to the light and progress andfreedom of the Italian
Renaissance which followed? How could there be a renaissance in the
Middle Ages . .. ? The answer is that the continuity of history rejects
such sharp and violent contrasts between successive periods, and that
modern research shows us the Middle Ages less dark and less static,
the Renaissance less bright and less sudden, than was once supposed.
- Charles Homer Haskins, The Renaissance of the Twelfth Century
(1927).

T

he title of Irving Howe's intellectual autobiography, A Margin of Hope,
may sound disconcerting to those familiar with Howe's career and writings. Howe is a product of the 1950s. He has become far more famous as critic,
historian, and politically engaged intellectual in the years since then, but it is as
difficult to think of him without the 1950s as backdrop as it is to think of Norman Thomas without the 1930s. And "hope" in any measure is not a feeling we
customarily associate with the 1950s.
Christopher Lasch once described with delicate irony the mood of American intellectuals in the 1950s as they discarded the left-wing enthusiasms of their
youth: "Weary, sober, wise with the wisdom of disillusionment, the survivors
woke from the long nightmare into homely reality, reassuring in its concreteness.
The cold gray morning light of midcentury dissipated the last of the great abstractions."' Does this describe Howe's experience? It seems to. He begins his
autobiography by describing his first meeting with the Italian novelist Ignazio
1 Christopher Lasch, The Agony of the American Left (New York: Vintage, 1969), p. 171.
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Silone. The two men are amused to discover that they both became socialists at
the age offourteen. It is an inconsequential exchange and seems like an odd way
to start the book, unless one knows that Silone was a moral hero to the small
group of intellectuals who joined with Howe in starting the journal Dissent in
1954. Silone charted his personal disillusionment with communism in the novels
Bread and Wine and Fontamara. He contributed an essay entitled "The Choice
of Comrades" to Dissent in 1955 that effectively captured the "weary, sober"
mood of Howe and his associates that year: "Our number," he wrote, "is an everswelling legion: the legion of refugees from the International."2 Which International Silone had in mind is not clear, nor is it important: "refugees" is the key
word in the passage. "Refugees," the huddled groups one saw in newsreel shots
of European DP camps, were marginal men and women. They were victims.
They were powerless. But they were also innocent, which was an attractive state
of mind and being to those who had witnessed the great deceptions and grim
massacres of the preceding two decades. "No other twentieth-century novelist
has so fully conveyed the pathos behind the failure of socialism," Howe wrote of
Silone in Dissent in 1956. "For Silone,'' he continued in a passage that is as much
self-portrait as literary criticism, "heroism is a condition of readiness, a talent for
waiting, a gift for stubbornness; his is the heroism of tiredness." 3 The heroism of
tiredness- if Howe was tired in the 1950s, then how much of a margin of hope can
he summon up in the 1980s?

I

t is time to take another look at the 1950s. Just as the Dark Ages were not so
uniformly dark as writers from the Renaissance through the nineteenth century
assumed, so the 1950s do not now seem as conformist as they did when viewed from
the cultural and political splendors of the mid-196os. It would stretch the analogy
past the breaking point to argue that there was a "renaissance" going on beneath
the surface of the Age of Conformity-and yet, within a few isolated intellectual
monasteries like Dissent, a devout order of left-handed scribes busied themselves
with tasks that undermined the prevailing pieties.
"Dissent," Howe tells us in his autobiography, "arose out of the decomposition of American socialism." The early chapters of A Margin of Hope provide a
vivid personal record of the process of decomposition. Howe joined the Young
People's Socialist League (YPSL) in 1935, a year in which it was still possible to
believe that the Socialist Party had a fighting chance of regaining, perhaps even
surpassing, the influence it had enjoyed under Eugene Debs before the First
World War. Norman Thomas had received nearly a million votes in the 1932
presidential election, and hoped to do better in 1936. President Roosevelt was
just beginning his "turri to the left," and the Communists were still disentangling

Dissent 2 (Winter 1955): 18.
3 Dissent 3 (Winter 1956): 72, 74.
2
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themselves from the ultra-revolutionary policies imposed upon them by
Moscow in the early years of the Depression. In the East Bronx, where Howe grew
up, links with earlier Russian and American socialist traditions were still strong:
"Socialism, for many immigrant Jews, was not merely politics or an idea, it was an
encompassing culture, a style of perceiving and judging through which to structure their lives." But the appeal of the New Deal, as it moved into the 1936 election
campaign, proved broad enough to draw on those same values. Thomas's vote
dropped dramatically. While older supporters of the Socialist Party voted for
Roosevelt on the Democratic or American Labor Party ticket, younger Socialist
Party members including Howe began to hear the siren call of the Leninist-style
"vanguard party." Howe acquired an intimate knowledge (later to mature into
lasting distaste) of the appeal and tactics of left-wing factionalism, as he moved
from the radical wing of the Socialist Party, to the Trotskyist Socialist Workers
Party, and then to an even more isolated outpost in the Workers Party led by
Max Shachtman (Shachtman split with orthodox Trotskyism over the issue of
whether the Soviet Union under Stalin remained a socialist state: Trotsky said it
did; Shachtman disagreed).
Howe's description of the appeal of sectariliµlism is reminiscent of Doris
Lessing's fictional portrait of a small group of African Communists in the "Children of Violence" novels: both Howe and'Lessing understand how political isolation, far from discouraging the sectarian, only feeds a sense of personal fulfillment and mission. As Howe recalls:
To yield oneself to the movement ... was to take on a new identity. Never
before, and surely never since, have I lived at so high, ~o intense a pitch,
or been so absorbed in ideas beyond the smallness of self. It began to seem
as if the very shape of reality could be molded by our will, as if those really attuned to the inner rhythms of History might bend it to submission •
. . . What could again be so exciting, what could rouse comparable visions of triumph and martyrdom? The movement gave me something I
would never find again and have since come to regard with deep suspicion, almost as a sign of moral derangement: it gave my life a "complete
meaning," a "whole purpose.''
Distinguishing himself as an ideological combatant in the factional wars of
the City College cafeteria, Howe was soon being groomed for leadership. By the
time he turned twenty-one he was appointed editor of the Shachtmanite weekly
newspaper:
Prolific and cocksure, brimming with energy and persuaded I had a key
to understanding the world, I needed only the reams of yellow paper
on which I typed and the New York Times from which to draw facts.
(Blessed New York Times! What would radical journalism in America
do without it?)
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Howe might have gone on indefinitely enjoying what Daniel Bell once characterized as the "mimetic combat on the plains of destiny" of the sectarian left, 4 but
a more fateful conflict interrupted~ In the spring of 1942 he received a letter from
his draft board, and spent most of the rest of World War II literally and figuratively
on ice-stationed in a remote army outpost in Alaska.
Sect life left little time for introspection; in the enforced isolation of military
service Howe began to sort out a sense of personal identity and vocation that went
beyond the honorific "professional revolutionary." Howe had grown up as a bright,
dreamy kid with a taste for high-brow literature, and a sense of isolation from real
life. Over the past century left-wing movements have provided a temporary home
for thousands of young people fitting that description, allowing them to entertain
colorful fantasies of revolutionary apocalypse before they subside into selfcongratulatory disillusionment after discovering that the Great Day has been
postponed indefinitely. Howe escaped that fate and Alaska was part of the
reason. He shed the "singleness of mind" of his late adolescence, discovered
among his barracks-mates varieties of wisdom unrepresented in any of the alcoves
in the City College lunchroom, and developed a capacity for patience and irony.
At war's end he went back to New York, less certain in his beliefs, tougher in his
intellectual capabilities.
Howe returned dutifully to the Workers Party, to his typewriter and the reams
of yellow paper. But try as he might, he could not summon up his former enthusiasm. Capitalism and Stalinism seemed more durable than ever. Reports of the
Holocaust shook his belief in the ultimate perfectibility of the human race, and
in the capacity of Marxism to account for such absolute and purposeless evil. Slowly
he disengaged himself: "I would come to meetings only occasionally, I would write
a piece once in awhile for the paper, I would send a check." (As late as 1950, however, he was still enough of a sectarian to enjoy Earl Browder's humiliation at Max
Shachtman's hands in their famous debate. Shachtman in his summation recited
the names of the eastern European Communist leaders executed in the purge trials,
then pointed to Browder, the disgraced former leader of the American Communist Party, and declared: "There but for an accident of geography sits a corpse!"
Browder, to the delight of the partisan audience, turned ashen. On such pathetic
victories the anti-Stalinist left nourished itself in the early 1950s.) While the ingrown world of the sectarian left grew less congenial, the world outside noticed
Howe's talents and beckoned to him. He began publishing in Commentary and
Partisan Review, swallowed hard and took a job as book reviewer for Time, and
eventually moved on to a teaching job in the Brandeis English department.

4 Daniel Bell, "The Background and Development of Marxian Socialism in the United
States," in Donald Drew Egbert and Stow Persons, eds., Socialism and American Life (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1952), vol. 1, fn. p. 222.
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hat happens to political movements in decline? How do p~ople respond
when their fundamental assumptions about the way the world works
begin to crack? Howe has a sharp eye and a long memory, and recalls:
You feel as if you had been invaded by some mysterious sickness, a Hardyesque fatality. Leaders lose their power to persuade; the bonds of fraternity crack; the very aroma of the movement-the air in the office, the
mood at a meeting-turns bad. It's no longer a pleasure to go down to
the party headquarters, to kibitz and gossip with comrades. At meetings
everyone seems to be counting the house .... Two or three times now I
have lived through this experience, and I've become, I suppose, an expert at spotting the symptoms. When I recognize them I feel ashamed,
the way one does upon noticing that a friend has begun to show the
pallor of disease. I want to flee.

But sometimes, When a movement hits bottom and has reached the point of deepest despair and disillusionment, it can reveal a capacity for reflection and change
that never appeared in more optimistic moments. Portions of the American left
discovered just such a capacity in the 1950s.
In his last years in the Shachtmanite organization (by that point bearing the
less pretentious title of the Independent Socialist League) Howe tried to interest
the old man in the idea of starting a quarterly journal of opinion-one that
would take its stand on the anti-Stalinist left but remain open to writers of different persuasions within that general grouping. Shachtman, like Trotsky before him, was capable of daring revisions of orthodoxy, but suspicious of innovations he could not control. When Shachtman dismissed the idea Howe and a
few like-minded comrades severed their remaining ties with the ISL, and in early
1954 brought out the first issue of Dissent on their own.
It was not an auspicious year for brave new beginnings on the left. Dissent's
statement of purpose reaffirmed the editors' belief in socialism, but found it easier
to define what the journal did not expect to accomplish than what it hoped to
achieve:

Dissent is not and does not propose to become a political party or group.
On the contrary, its existence is based on an awareness that in America
today there is no significant socialist movement and that, in all likelihood, no such movement will appear in the immediate future. 5
Dissent, Howe comments in A Margin of Hope, "did not brim over with high
spirits" in its early years. The editors huddled over the prostrate body of the
American left, shaking their heads, feeling in vain for any sign of pulse. Volume
1, number 2, included an article by Howe and Lewis Coser tracing the decline of
5 Dissent 1 (Winter 1954): 3.
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the utopian vision in socialist thought. Two issues later Coser described the pathology of sectarian life. Volume 2, number 1, printed Silone's "Choice of Comrades." And Volume 3, number 2, carried this confession from Coser: "We who
prided ourselves on our secret knowledge of the workings of history, suddenly became aware of our ignorance. We have thereby gained in humility and, perhaps,
humanity, but we have lost in persuasiveness."6
For all the gloomy prognoses, there is a curious undertone of optimism in
these early Dissents. If the doctors really believed the patient was past recovery
why, after all, would they keep poking at him? George Rawick, writing in 1954
about student politics, traced the decline of campus radicalism since the end of
World War II. But he noted, on some campuses, the appearance of a new
generation of political activists who had "not been corrupted by a sense of guilt
for being previously sympathetic to Stalinism .... If lacking in knowledge and
sophistication, these students have nonetheless begun to question and find their
own way."7 The Spring 1956 issue included three articles on the Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott led by Martin Luther King, Jr., including one by Howe in
which he speculated that "a few decades from now the Montgomery action may
be looked upon as a political and social innovation of a magnitude approaching
the first sit-down strikes in the Akron rubber plants during the mid-thirties." 8
And Norman Mailer, in an apocalyptic manifesto "The White Negro" that made
some Dissent editors uncomfortable, looked forward to "a time of violence, new
hysteria, confusion and rebellion [which will] replace the time of conformity." 9
Dissent did more than keep alive the idea that history had not come to a dead
stop with Eisenhower's inauguration (in itself a contribution of some value). Contributors such as Erich Fromm, Franz Neumann, Herbert Marcuse, and Dwight
MacDonald probed the psychological and cultural foundations of "mass society."
Their conclusions were often pessimistic. William J. Newman wrote about the
destruction of traditional working-class communities in Britain, and wondered
if the "moral source of socialism" might disappear in the drab television-lit living
rooms of the government housing projects of the new London. 10 Harold Rosenberg described modern society as a "horror-Utopia of universal de-individualization" in which "members of every class yield themselves to artificially constructed
mass egos.'' This was a bleak forecast, and yet the willingness to look unblinkingly
at the unfavorable terrain for political resistance suggested, at least, a will to continue to seek ways to resist. "The weapon of criticism is undoubtedly inadequate,"
6 Dissent 3 (Spring 1956): 157.
7 Dissent 1 (Autumn 1954): 398.
8 Dissent 3 (Spring 1956): 121.
9 Dissent 4 (Summer 1957): 291.
10 Dissent 5 (Spring 1958): 161.
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Rosenberg concluded. "Who on that account would choose to surrender it?" 11
Was there some new terrain on which the radical movement could be rebuilt?
Coser, in the Spring 1956 Dissent, confronted the problems raised by the "mass
society" critique for the left: "One can organize workers against exploitation, but
how is one to organize those who are psychically exploited by the engineers of consent?" He had no program to offer, but speculated that future radicals would seek
"to increase the area of personal and social control. ... Responsible determination of one's personal life may perhaps be linked with responsible co-determination in public life." 12 It was not such a long road from these tentative questions
to the New Left's insistence that "the personal is political."
The journal did not always speak with one voice, and Dissent did not abandon more traditional radical concerns. Howe, who displayed some impatience
with the mass society theory, whittled away at the myth of the happy work~r. Dissent printed some of the better labor journalism of the decade, including contributions by Harvey Swados, Frank Marquart, Dan Wakefield, Paul Jacobs, and
B.J. Widick. The journal paid particularly close attention to events in the auto
industry, probably reflecting Dissent's Shachtmanite heritage (the Workers Party had "colonized" the auto factories during World War II with its best organizers,
and Walter Reuther, who displayed a special genius for coopting dissidents in the
United Auto Workers, brought many of them on staff in the 1950s). Several
writers warned prophetically of the danger posed to workers and their unions by
automation. One unsigned piece in the spring of 1956 predicted that computer
technology would someday wreak havoc on the communities that depended on
the auto factories: "Displaced workers may become the unemployed inhabitants
of economically gutted cities." 13

D

issent acquitted itself well in its re-examination of the left's ideological

heritage: discarding what was outmoded, and retaining what was of value.
It would be interesting to know what it was like to edit a radical journal in the 1950s.
Unfortunately A Margin ofHope provides few clues. Some of the initial reviews
of the book took Howe to task for revealing so little about his love-affairs, marriages, and divorces. Since he makes it clear from the start that this is an intellectual autobiography, he is well within his rights to keep his private life out of the
story. What is more disappointing is that he chooses to reveal so little about his
feelings about his later public role. We learn all about his buddies from the East
Bronx and City College, his youthful self-image, the pleasures of comradeship,
and the excitement of wrangling over political ideas that he experienced in his
early years. Did political life become so routine and humdrum after 1954 that it
11 Dissent 3 (Fall 1956): 375.
12 Dissent 3 (Spring 1956): 162-163.
13 Dissent 3 (Spring 1956): 191.
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was no longer worth reporting? Back issues of Dissent from the 1950s reveal, on
careful reading, a zest for combat, a sense of purposeful engagement, and a belief in the power of criticism and analysis. Howe and his associates could not
have carried on with the burden of publishing Dissent for nearly three decades
simply as an existential gesture of "the heroism of tiredness." Howe's journal
contributed significantly to the rebirth of the American left in the late 1950s and
early 1960s. The fact that its contributions have gone mostly unnoticed and unackn<?wledged is due in part to the "weary, sober" tone in which it framed its
insights.
Since its founding, Dissent has clung to a pose of beleaguered melancholy,
as if to go on record with more than guarded optimism that life goes on would be
a betrayal of intellectual and moral responsibility. Over the years Dissent has repeatedly indulged itself in a kind of preemptive disillusionment; the journal welcomed signs of new life on the left as they appeared in the late 1950s, then immediately began searching for evidence of apostasy. (In an ill-tempered exchange in
the summer of 1959 with C. Wright Mills over Mills's pamphlet The Causes of
World War III, Howe declared that he, for one, did not intend to become a "surfrider on the Wave of the Future!' 14 To avoid that fate he shot first anli asked questions later whenever anyone associated with the New Left said anything vaguely
reminiscent of Stalinist apologetics.) Dissent's political outlook originated in the
repudiation of the illusions of the sectarian left; its tone and sensibility restricted
its readership to those who had either gone through a similar process of disillusionment or could learn the appropriate cues. Dissent spoke an exotic language
difficult for the uninitiated to understand: "Poznan" was freighted with political
meaning for Dissent's vintage-195os readers, while' most New Leftists would not
have been able to find it on a map. Dissent became a sectarian journal of nonsectarianism.
Howe devoted a chapter in his 1957 book Politics and the Novel to a study
of the "superfluous man" in Turgenev's novels. Jurgenev's radical heroes, like
Bazarov in Fathers and Sons, were doomed to defeat, trapped between their
sweeping insights into what needed to be changed in the world and their inability
to effect those changes. Turgenev "speaks to us for a politics of hesitation, a politics that will never save the world, but without which the world will never be worth
saving. He speaks to us with the authority of failure."
Howe concludes the chapter with a description of Julius Martov, a leader of
the Russian Menshevik Party, a man "caught between the two groups [the Bolsheviks and the right-wing of his own party], criticizing both and unable to accept
the policies of either.. : . With Martov there went the last of Turgenev's heroes,
the last of the superfluous men." 1 5 Not quite the last. Martov became a Turgenev
hero, a "superfluous man," by force of circumstance; Howe has become one by
choice.
14 Dissent 6 (Summer 1959): 299.
15 Irving Howe, Politics and the Novel (New York: Fawcett, 1967), pp. 140-141.
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Elisabeth Young-Bruehl, Hannah Arendt: For Love of the World.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982.

H

annah Arendt seems an unlikely model for either political actors in general
or feminists in particular. Yet Elisabeth Young-Bruehl's Hannah Arendt:
For Love of the World encourages a revised view that does associate Arendt with
activist politics.
This is not a critical biography. Young-Bruehl makes her purpose explicit:
It has not been my intention ... to be either definitive or definitively

critical. . . . I have taken only what my project, a philosophical
biography, required .... [M]y primary task ... has'been contextual; I
have tried to show how she came to her concerns, her subjects, how
she went about making-and remaking-her books, and how she
thought her way from one book to the next.
Indeed, criticism is consistently replaced by "contextualization." Where one
might expect a sustained inquiry into the contradictions in Arendt's work or the
controversies that surrounded it, Young-Bruehl explains, elaborates, and
justifies. Clearly, she writes this book for love of Arendt. The project aims to recount the life in the order it was lived and reinterpret the writings according to
the foundational experiences of Arendt's early years. Young-Bruehl indicates
that even TheLife of the Mind follows through on the political and moral questions raised for Arendt in her experience of Jewish culture, Zionism, and totalitarianism. Although Young-Bruehl is seldom willing to make explicit judgments
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about Arendt's work, she traces suggestive themes throughout the corpus of her
writings, perhaps not leading us forward beyond Arendt but usefully pointing us
back to the original conditions, questions, and sources of Arendt's concerns.
Despite the limitations of Arendt as a biographical model for feminists or,
in fact, her limitations as an exemplary political actor for men as well as women,
her writings-when put into context in the way shown us by Young-Bruehl-form
a rich set of resources for thinking through the meaning, potential, and dangers
inherent in social movements. Elisabeth Young-Bruehl's biography is an important guide for identifying those resources.

W

e see in the biography that Hannah Arendt was shy about public appearances, unable to assume leadership, and, after 1948, unwilling to be politically active. "I am not qualified for any direct political work," Arendt states.
"I do not enjoy to be confronted with the mob, am much too easily disgusted,
have not enough patience for maneuvering, and not enough intelligence to
maintain a certain necessary aloofness." Not merely a reluctant political actor,
she seemed. particularly uneasy in perceiving herself as a woman in public
activities. Young-Bruehl explains that she "was suspicious of women 'who gave
orders: skeptical about whether women should be political leaders, and
steadfastly opposed to the social dimensions of Women's Liberation." In this
regard, her posturing so long with Heidegger, pretending for his gratification to
be a "none-too-bright female," is especially striking. Young-Bruehl quotes
Arendt from 1961: "I have really fibbed to him about myself all the while [since
my student days) ... as if I, so to speak, could not coµnt to three, except when it
came to giving an interpretation of his own things ...."There is no little irony in
such a stance coming from the woman \Vho could write The Human Condition, a
book in praise of courage and action.
Having gained considerable recognition, Arendt resented invitations and
honors that stressed that she was the "first woman" to be so singled out. She did
not want to stand as the token or exceptional woman, as on the occasion when
she was invited to present the Gauss lectures at Princeton. But Young-Bruehl
points out the ambivalence behind her objections:
What she wanted for women and from women was attention paid to
questions about political and legal discrimination.... Her reaction to
the Princeton appointment was not, however, political; instead of
questioning why the university had never before appointed a woman
to a full professorship, she emphasized the psychological dimension.
"I am not disturbed at all about being a woman professor ... because I
am quite used to being a woman."

The ambivalence recurs in Arendt's studies of the two women with whom
she most closely identified: Rahel Varnhagen and Rosa Luxemburg. In the pref-
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ace to Rahel Varnhagen: The Life of a Jewish Woman, Arendt claimed that the
"Woman Problem ... the discrepancy between what men expected of women 'in
general' and what women could give or wanted in their turn, was already established by the conditions of the era and represented a gap that virtually could not
be closed. I could touch upon such matters only in so far as they were absolutely
essential to the facts of Rahel's biography and could not consider them in any
general way."
About Luxemburg, Arendt points out that her self-consciousness about being a woman made her as much an outsider as did the fact that she was a Polish
Jew. Interestingly, this discussion immediately.leads into a consideration of Luxemburg's lover, Jogiches, not to an elaboration of the implications of women's
marginalization. Doubtless, Arendt thought the point too well established to
warrant development. But as Young-Bruehl demonstrates, Arendt was in many
ways ready to overlook the gender conditioning of her own era and accept as inevitable the gap between male expectations and female needs.
Such ready acceptance is the basis for Adrienne Rich's disappointment in
Arendt. In particular, Rich is distressed by Arendt's priority of public values and
political action, which appear to demean the ''private" world of women and their
non-public values and labor. She speaks of Arendt's denigration of that work
readily identifiable as women's and reproaches her for ignoring the writings of
female activists, such as Olive Schreiner, Emma Goldman, and Jane Addams.
Rich argues further that the "withholding of women from participation in the
vita activa, the 'common world,' and the connection of this with reproductivity,
is something from which she does not so much turn her eyes as stare straight
through unseeing." 1
For Rich, Arendt is a tough, "male"-oriented thinker, oblivious to the everyday conditions of women's lives, rigidly separating private and public, production and action, social and political. Yet there is a paradox here, for the "tough"
male critics of Arendt accuse her of political irrelevancy-a victim of "revolutionary nostalgia,'' living a "hopeless, helpless, vicarious life•" and "grossly overrated." For them, she is too soft, too "tender,'' unable to live up to her rhetoric of
political action and unable to distinguish fact and fantasy. 2
The paradox is illuminated-if not resolved-by the biography, for YoungBruehl forcefully reminds us that Arendt's self-consciousness as a thinker,
writer, and actor involved her Jewish heritage. Until that fact is understood,
most judgments of her will be off the mark. Importantly, this is the background
Lane I Feminism of Hannah Arendt
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Adrienne Rich, "Conditions for Work: The Common World of Women," On Lies, Secrets,

and Silence (New York: W.W. Norton & Co., 1979), p. 212.
2 See, for example, Peter Berger, "A Woman of This Century;,' New York Times Book Review,
April 25, 1982; Robert Asahina, "Who Was That Mass Man, Anyway?" Harper's, September
1982; Ernest Gellner, ''Accounting for the Horror," Times Literary Supplement, August 6, 1982;
Martin Jay, "Hannah Arendt: Opposing Views," Partisan Review 45, no. 3 (1978) .
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that Arendt shared with Varnhagen and Luxemburg. As Arendt says of Varnhagen, she "walked down all the roads that could lead her into the alien world,
and upon all these roads she left her track, had converted them into Jewish
roads, pariah roads; ultimately her whole life had become a segment of Jewish
history." Arendt similarly traces Luxemburg's unique perspective on socialism
back to her "excellent relations with her family... none of whom ever showed the
slightest inclination to socialist convictions or revolutionary activities, yet who
did everything they could for her .... [This) gives us a glimpse [into her) Jewish
family background without which the emergence of the ethical code of the peer
group would be nearly incomprehensible. This milieu and never the German
Party, was [her) home."3
Focusing our attention on the importance of Arendt's background· of Jewish cultural and political experience allows us to see the relevancy of her work for
feminist theory and action. It would be valuable for feminists to reexamine her
earliest works where the themes of plurality, dialogue, and process were meant
literally, described vividly, and are therefore accessible to those who have immediate, worldly concerns. To focus on the Life of the Mind or other later pieces
and omit the journal essays lends credibility to the charges of vicarious living,
revolutionary nostalgia, and exaggeration of the value of her work. YoungBruehl'streatment supports the contention that Arendt's Zionist experience was
foundational and thus must be taken into account when attempting to place her
in an epoch, a tradition, a politics, or a school of thought. "What Hannah
Arendt wanted to emphasize ... was that she came to her political awakening
and to her resistance ... as a Jew."
Arendt was drawn into the Zionist cause while still in Germany; much of
her early journalism after immigrating to America is directed at the movement
and the refounding of Israel. She wished to help provide a "new theoretical basis"
for Jewish politics within a critical Zionist framework, but her questions to Zionists always assumed that the movement would 'hf.1.ve to evolve its own direction
from within. She could not direct others in how to alter the movement; rather as
its "conscious pariah" member, she was obligated to state that which could not
be left out of consideration in choosing a direction. Thus, in her conception, the
relation of theorist to movement is necessarily oblique. The purpose of criticism
is to aid the autonomous life of the movement, to help it become conscious of
itself as a continuing process, and to sustain that self-creation.
Arendt's theory of action teaches that members ofa community-even newly
emergent in a movement-must be allowed to create their own ways of development. The inventive pr9Cess of building, sustaining, and rebuilding a community
3 Rahel Varnhagen: TheLife of a Jewish Woman (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1974), pp. xviii, 222; "Rosa Luxemburg: 1871-1919,'' Men in Dark Times (New York: Harcourt,
Brace & World, 1968), pp. 41, 44-45 .
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must not be subsumed into a concern for finding a correct ideology or reaching a
fixed goal. The process, or the "performance," should remain ultimate in importance. The Zionists, Arendt charged, early lost their focus on the need to continue
"performing" and instead became absorbed with analyzing the world about them
into simple ideological opposites (of anti-Semites and Jews) and constructing for
themselves an already outmoded nation-state as protection from the misidentified enemy.
Arendt at first seemed to many Jews an obstructionist, then with the publication ofEichmann in Jerusalem, a traitor. She never offered practical policies,
and her concerns for the possibilities of human interaction rested too heavily on
political movements for her to be merely "sympathetic" or supportive without
criticism. She believed that the tendency of the human condition is to retreat
from the risks and pains of acting with others and to prefer the easier tasks of
constructing and following out a ready-made blueprint for the future. Political
action, she acknowledged, is dangerous: it produces uncertain, irreversible, and
unpredictable results. But for Arendt, collective life-determined together-is
the only fully human life; whatever impedes that must be relentlessly questioned.
Arendt's judgment of the Zionist movement may seem harsh, overdrawn,
and deeply disturbing. But, as Young-Bruehl indicates, her work stands as a jeremiad, an exhortation, a calling to account. Arendt tells the story of a movement
from the perspective of a pariah member. The catastrophe for Jews from the external view is the story of the Holocaust. The catastrophe from within is the
failure of the inner power of Zionism. It is essential, she believes, to relate both
catastrophes. The horror of the former cannot be permitted to eclipse the need
tc tell also the story of the failure of the Jews. The reemergence of the action and
freedom of a community are at stake, and fundamental to taking responsibility
for one's destiny is a recognition of one's collusion.
If Arendt's jeremiad were adapted for feminism, it would address not the
violence against women but their unwitting cooperation in their subordination.
The story of the physical-psychological oppression and social-political inequities
perpetrated against women tells the crucial external view. The story of the interior
concerns the failure, collusion, and abandonment of power by women themselves.
Seen from the perspective of Arendt's intentions, what appear as liabilities
in her work-rigid separations between private and public, social and political,
making and doing-are not arbitrary hierarchies but distinctions necessary to
sustaining a movement. To call Arendt "male" or "hard" assumes that she buys
into mainstream ideologies of dominance and subordination, but the jeremiad
form undercuts such a simplified view of her ideas. At least in the works on
Zionism and Jewish experience, Arendt speaks to peers and calls for a community
of equals; in fact, she strongly expresses the "hunger for equals" that Rich identifies as the heart of the feminist impulse.
Arendt too understands that the passion to dominate and institute
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hierarchies is characteristic of corruption. In response to this, counter associations are born, impelled, according to Arendt, by the true political passion, "the
desire to act among one's equals." While a corrupt notion of power assumes
mastery over the will of others, real power depends upon the "ability to agree on
a common course of action in unconstrained communication."4 In this view,
power moves horizontally rather than hierarchically. Such associations which
spring up in response to a corrupt milieu contain the standard for a new and better
political model.
Even if she is not a feminist, Arendt's political theory shares much with
those who are, as Adrienne Rich unintentionally demonstrates:
[Feminism] is a question of the community we are reaching for: ..
who we envision as our hearers, or co-creators, our challengers; who
will urge us to take our work further, more seriously than we had
dared .... Women have done these things for each other, sought each
other.... Denied space in the universities, the scientific laboratories,
the professions, we have devised our networks. We must not be
tempted to trade the possibility of enlarging and strengthening those
networks, and of extending them to more ... women, for the illusion
of power and success as "exceptional" or "privileged" women in the
professions. 5
Even as she turns from Arendt, Rich identifies substantially the same issues
for feminism that Arendt highlighted for Zionism: the quality of life as an outsider; the implicit tradition of identity for the pariah that provides resources for
recreating collectivity; the social experiments that are models for the whole community. I will discuss briefly the pot~ntial value of these points of contact for
feminist theory.

F

irst, the conscious pariah: How is one to comprehend the political nature
of those systematically excluded from political life? This is Arendfs underlying question in addressing Jewish identity. She sees that Jewish history has
been that of the "exile" or outsider with regard to Western Europe. Jews, however, stand as the vanguard of homelessness and worldlessness. Their lack of
political place foreshadowed the loss of a political center for all Europeans. To
escape pariah status, Jews turned in one of two opposed directions. Some
became assimilationists, trying to forget their Jewish heritage and move to the

4 Jiirgen Habermas, "Hannah Arendt's Communications Concept of Power," Social Research
44, no. l (Spring 1977): 3, 18.
5 Rich, "Conditions for Work," p. 214.
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center of bourgeois, cosmopolitan society. Others, isolationists, sought identity
within a separatist Jewish enclave. Thus, both parvenus and chauvinists tried to
negate their pariah condition either by denying that society had set boundaries
against them or by believing in a utopian space safe from other peoples.
Arendt argues that Jews held a unique position in Europe, potentially able
to see the universal implications of their exclusion from political participation.
They were a living standard by which to judge Western culture. Extraordinary
individuals (such as Bernard Lazare, Franz Kafka, and members of the Ihud
party) did become such "conscious pariahs," refusing to relinquish their special
insight into both European and Jewish cultures. She argues further that the Jews
as a whole had the opportunity, though unfortunately failed, to become a selfconsciously pariah people who could politically educate others through their
historical experience and by their political example.
Feminists have also recognized their own pariah condition. As Simone de
Beauvoir wrote, "the situation of woman is that she--a free and autonomous being like all human creatures~nevertheless finds herself living in a world where
men compel her to assume the status of Other."6 And the patterns of assimilation
and isolation repeat themselves as women too attempt to escape their status.
Female parvenus work their way into the professions, into government, into the
center of Western culture, even if it means their success is built on the unacknowledged labor of other women. They are women in private and "men" in public.
They believe that equality for all women is won by the rise to prominence of pioneer exceptions like themselves. Female isolationists route themselves into the
opposite extreme, believing in the necessity of radical separation from men and
from women who consort with men. These self-designated pariahs must sever
themselves from the corrupt (and corrupting) male culture by creating their own
total culture, making a new home.
Whole~ale rejection or wholesale acceptance of the dominant culture are
the temptations of movements. Either extreme gives a false sense of home or
place, precluding vital questions not only about the contemporary "worldlessness" of women and men but also about important differences of class and ethnicity. Both extremes fatally assume the dominant culture as their standard of
reference. As Arendt exhorted the Zionists, feminists also must think on the
edge between male-dominated society and women's culture. The "logos" or
"coherent speech" of feminism can no more emerge from assimilation or isolation for them than it could for the Zionists. The position of conscious marginality
alone can allow for the dual vision with which to make just claims, that is, claims

6 Simone de Beauvoir, The Second Sex (New York: Modem Library, 1968), p. xxix.
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that articulate the view of the excluded but also speak to the good of the whole
population.

T

he second point of contact between feminism and Zionism involves their
hidden traditions. The Zionists came to foster a new imperialism, even as
they believed they were liberating themselves. While it seems obvious that those
who have been victimized so severely for so long deserve for that very reason to
have their own homeland and power of self-determination, Arendt warns that
such an assumption is dangerous. As Adrienne Rich has also stated, the "mere
sharing of oppression does not constitute a common world." Arendt believed
that power arises from collective self-confidence in a people's capacity to act, to
move, to change conditions, for the benefit of the whole population. The
outrage that springs from victimization may produce violent reactions that are
entirely understandable, but in Arendt's view, only the moral authority that
springs from the assumption of one's responsibility to act with others in "unconstramed, nonviolent communication" can justify and sustain a common world.
European Jews collectively, if unconsciously, inherited a tradition of exile
that, Arendt explains, might have become the grounding for a truly responsible
stance toward other peoples. Hidden within the tradition of exile was a forceful
moral claim: not that the Jews had always been victims, but that as exiles, they
had never been imperialists. Thus, she understood that latent within an enforced
tradition of exclusion was a positive experience that could be made the underlying principle of a whole way of life. Arendt insists that Jews could have made the
refusal to extend homelessness and exclusion to others the ethical basis of Israel.
Instead, the redivision of the world by Zionists into Jews and anti-Semites
demonstrated their failure to act responsibly and their collusion with peoples destructive of freedom.
Arendt elaborates her theory of action in The Human Condition, where she
draws the distinction between making and doing. Characteristic of making is the
requirement to break, destroy, ()r tear down in order to construct, build, or produce. Birth, however, brings something new into the world without destroying
its origins. Hence, she uses the metaphor of natality to articulate the idea of doing or acting. To consider political action as giving birth rather than constructing
an object conceives of the world in ways that are radically different from
conventional assumptions (of state building, for example), but ways that are
convergent with the hidden tradition of women.
As many feminists point out, women have traditionally been involved with
giving birth and midwifery, childrearing, caring for the sick and infirm, a..11d tending the aged. Iris Young finds that women have constituted their "world through
being involved with life rather than projects!' She argues that "we need not follow
the paradigm of making and achieving in order to think of a world. We can conceive a set of meaningful assignments arising not from activities of making,
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planning, calculating, and achieving, but rather from concernful dealings with
processes of life and death." 7
The content of women's traditional activities, therefore, does not inherently
involve the world-making, technocratic impulse central to Western culture. It is,
however, part of the oppression of women that they have been restricted to such
assignments as childrearing, preparing food, and nursing. And as women leave
such traditional activities, they do not automatically carry with them an imperative to "act" rather than to "make." Women who go into politics or the professions,
in fact, appear to be just as prone as men to organize themselves into hierarchies.
One cannot make a persuasive argument that women naturally carry with them
the proper virtues into public life any more than one can make a convincing argument that urges women to remain engaged exclusively in domestic tasks. Both
are equally regressive.
·
Arendt's warnings about the consequences of losing the opportunity to enrich oneself and others through bringing a pariah tradition into the public speaks
as well to the feminist movement. Women must maintain their "pre-emancipation" tradition of activities and interaction without clinging to the specific,
oppressive forms from which their experience of community arose. Their "concernful" way of life must be translated into the form of other activities.
From an Arendtian perspective, the feminist movement has an extraordinary
regenerative potential for the entire culture. For her, the real power of feminists
would involve the self-conscious development of their own latent tradition. In
their long, enforced exile from public and productive activities, women can
make the moral claim that they have never been architects of the modern capitalist
and technological state.

T

he third similarity between Zionism and feminism lies in the nature of their
respective social experiments. Arendt believed that the kibbutz, as a social
experiment, drew on the positive potential of the Jews' fatent tradition of exile. It
fostered new forms of ownership, farming, family organization, and child education, which exemplified participation within a humanly scaled world, neither
bourgeois, nor nationalist, nor imperialist. On the contrary, the kibbutz offered
a unique prototype for cooperation and extension of the pariah legacy to Arabs.
Israelis were, in Arendtian terms, creating a "space of appearances," a community
in which members discussed and decided upon what they should value and what
7 Iris Marion Young, "Is There a Woman's World? Some Reflections on the Struggle for Our
Bodies" (paper presented at "The Second Sex-30 Years Later Conference" at New York University, cosponsored by the New York Institute for Humanities and the Helena Rubinstein Foundation (September 27-29, 1979), p. 45; "Socialist Feminism and the Limits of Dual Systems
Theory," Socialist Review ro, nos. 2-3 (March-June 1980): 176.
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they should do together. They were inventing not only specific ways to live, but a
whole new way of life itself.
Therefore, Arendt proposed that the early Zionists in Israel had the moral
and material basis on which to ally with other progressives. They were in a position
to achieve freedom responsibly without dichotomizing the world into categories
and falling back on the archaic political form of the nation-state. While Jews and
Arabs were able to work together on the activities of production and consumption,
such social and economic cooperation was not politicized into a joint, federalist
homeJand. The Zionists, she believed, were on the verge of bringing something
new into the world but retreated from the difficult birth process. Instead, they
furthered the growing homelessness by displacing the Palestinians.
Just as the kibbutz experiment failed to be politicized, and thereby was lost
as away of life for Israel that might have been nonimperialist, so it may be that
the collectives created by feminists to provide health care, safety, education, dignity, and self-worth will not be politicized. The small, voluntary groups that cope
with the problems caused by the domination of women may unfortunately be
superseded by the supposedly greater project (whether liberal or socialist) of
mastering society and nature. And to lose the principle of free association would
also be to lose the meaning of women's hidden tradition: their legacy of doing
rather than making.
To prevent further reproduction of the present conditions of worldlessness
and imperialism, feminists must engage with other women and men on the political
grounds that have been discovered in their collectives. Their values-the insistence
on shared speech, inclusiveness, inter-individual responsibility, and accountability-should be incorporated into larger political enterprises. In becoming aware
of the permanent value of collective assembly and determination, feminists put
themselves forward as civic beings ready to cooperate with equals. Neither the
dualistic view of the world as divided into sexists and oppressed nor the claim
that women are universally oppressed will sustain the movement. "There are
dangers," Iris Young has written, "in representing male domination as universal
in form. This can lead to serious cultural, ethnic, racial, and class biases in the
account of the allegedly commmon structures of patriarchy." Commonalities,
even among women themselves, must be "found" rather than presupposed.

S

hlomo Avineri has described Zionism, at its best, as the revolution against
the "drift" of Jewish life, against the "accommodation" that enabled survival in powerlessness, against personal ease, bourgeois comfort, and the good
life of the individual. 8 Amovement that shares Zionism's care for the public, the

8 Shlomo Avineri, The Making of Modern Zionism: The Intellectual Origins of the Jewish
State (New York: Basic Books, 1981), p. 226.
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communitarian, and the social requires a recognition of its latent power. Such a
movement equally requires the kind of belief in_ regeneration expressed by Arendt.
Under the present pressures to conform, worship fiscal conservatism, "save
the family," produce children, and just plain survive, many feminists have lost
their certainty, sense of urgency, and energy. The perception of social possibilities
is rapidly narrowing throughout America, which means that there is a strong
temptation for the movement to succumb to the belief that significant political
transformations are impossible and public action is futile.
Viewed abstractly, Arendt's assertion of natality seems utopian. Seen within
the context of reactionary times, however, it stands as a warning against drift,
accommodation, and submission. Her insistence on new beginnings is the necessary precondition for altering human affairs. It is interesting that much the same
criticism has been leveled at feminists as at Arendt: they too are accused of not
confronting the power of the state or comprehending the realities of power
struggles. Sheila Rowbotham contends, nonetheless, that the necessary starting
point for confronting the state is "self-activity,'' challenging "self-subordination"
and "discovering in public the capacity to survive and not be frightened by political opponents."9 Without the birth of such a civic personality, women will find
themselves subordinated once again in any regime, whether or not it claims to
act on their behalf. Feminists and Arendt share the understanding, although
they may diverge on many other issues, that radical politics involve nothing less
than full and direct participation as equals.
9 Sheila Rowbotham, Lynne Segal, and Hilary Wainwright, Beyo.nd the Fragments: Feminism
and the Making of Socialism (Boston: Alyson Publications, 1981), p. 250.
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O

ne third of the way through An End to Silence, a remarkable collection of
materials skillfully selected and introduced by Stephen F. Cohen from
Roy Medvedev's samizdat journal Political Diary, the reader is transported by a
vivid, uncensored transcript to a discussion by party members of the Soviet Writers' Union, held shortly after Khrushchev's "secret speech" in 1956. The meeting
is stormy, the impact of the speech clearly profound. The question of Stalinism
and its murderous consequences affects everyone in the room, Stalin's defenders
not the least. "Where did this huge number of butchers come from?" a writer
asks at one point. "From what pit, what kingdom of darkness?" "Everything
that happened," a party loyalist answers, "was possible because there had been a
retreat from the principles of Party democracy and proletarian democracy....
All this must be decisively changed."
The response is jarring to Western sensibilities. How can any person of reasonable intelligence cling to the notions of both communism and democracy?
What sort of democratic principles are compatible with communist rule, and its
implicit propensity toward authoritarianism and the horrors of Stalinism? And
how is it possible after more than thirty years of Stalinist terror for reasonable
people-indeed in many cases the very victims of this terror-to believe seriously
in proletarian democracy or to call themselves, as M. Bogin does in Samizdat
Register 2, "communist democrats"? The issue is not simply one of semantic
confusion. It lies at the heart of struggles within dissident movements all over
Eastern Europe, and it needs to be understood in order to comprehend the
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democratic movement reflected so brilliantly in the Samizdat Registers and An
End to Silence, as well as to understand its problems and evaluate its potential.

T

he concept "democracy" itself has a particular meaning in the history of
Russian and Soviet politics. It came into popular usage only during the
revolution of 1917, when Russia's social order, based on the tsarist estate system,
was still deeply fractured into "ordinary" and "privileged" social elements. From
this context it acquired two very different meanings. For a tiny minority of the
population, Western in outlook as well as culture, and including members of the
new Provisional regime and their few supporters, the concept involved participatory politics, civil liberties, and the rule of law characteristic of the Western
states they hoped Russia might now emulate. For the vast majority of workers,
peasants, and ordinary soldiers, however, as well as a substantial portion of Russia's radical intelligentsia, democracy soon came to signify instead a social order
in which the very divisions characterizing Russia's existing social relations were
replaced by a state "for the people." It soon became common, in fact, for these
groups, led by various councils or soviets, to call themselves "the Democracy,"
and to insist on defending "the interests of the Democracy" against those of the
"bourgeois" state and Russia's privileged groups. Democratic political
procedures were seen by many as essential to the process, but they were not the
essence of popular concern.
The very extent of Russia's social disparities in 1917, however, made participatory politics inimical to social order. Civil liberties seemed to sanction anarchy, and appeals to the authority of law as a moral restraint on behavior became
vacuous. In these circumstances, the democratic commitments of men such as
Kerensky soon turned into a defensive liberalism, in which the rule of law became, in fact, the defense of minority elite interests against spontaneous popular
assault. The "Democracy," meanwhile, despite the bestintentions of many mod~
erate socialist leaders in the soviets, soon discarded even a semblance of concern
for Western legal institutions, including those the Provisional government was
vainly trying to erect, in favor of massive support for whatever and whomever
seemed likely to advance their interests. The concept of democracy as most Westerners understand it thus became thoroughly discredited. It became associated
with the special interests of "bourgeois liberals" and the cultural intelligentsia at
precisely the moment it took root in the popular mind to signify the interests and
welfare of those without privilege, and the responsiveness of state authorities to
these interests by whatever means they deemed appropriate.
These divergent meanings had vital practical consequences for the evolution of Soviet politics. The participatory basis of Bolshevik party activities became central not to the task of determining popular interests or needs, which
could readily be defined from above, but to determining the most effective ways
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of meeting them, and to mobilizing support in the process of implementing decisions. To be "democratic" came to mean-simply to be responsive, even if (as was
almost always the case) the implementation of.decisions and policies was by authoritarian methods. As a definition of political method, it signified at best a resistance to arbitrariness and whimsy-proizvol in Russian, a forceful term-not
·to the concentration of authority or even authoritarianism itself, if the latter was
thought to be in the service of mass interests and welfare. And essential to the
preservation of democracy in this sense was not the recognition of law (or even
party rules) as superordinate authority, and certainly not civil liberties in the
Western sense, but the acceptance of scrutiny and criticism as the means of determining a proper (effective) course of action.
The obvious difficulty, of course, and an important paradox of Soviet politics, was to find some way to assure this "democratic" component of Bolshevik
rule. Many inside the party and out have always appreciated how thin the line
between an arbitrary and responsive dictatorship can be, and the weakness of relying on the personal commitment of those in power to sustain a context of discussion and criticism. Their answer has been to insist on strict observance of party
rules. For most, however, and particularly for those at high levels of power, even
a sanctification of party rules is perilously close to the rule of law. It violates the
notion that rules must exist to serve the party, not the other way around, and recalls the idea of law in the Western sense as a guarantee of rights standing above
the issues of social interest.
The story is told, for example, of Khrushchev's efforts in the early 1960s to
rid the country of shirkers and black marketeers. After a series of exposes, the
newspaper Izvestia received a flood of letters demanding the execution of the
culprits. Khrushchev reportedly was surprised at the intensity of these letters,
but agreed with their verdict. When he called in his chief state prosecutor, however, he was told that the criminal law did not allow capital punishment for such
offenses. The first secretary was infuriated: "The law must serve us," he reportedly raged. "How can it be that our hands are tied because of the law!"

-....•.
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T

he incident is instructive not only because it gives some glimpse of popular
sentiment, but because it helps suggest why party leaders even in the postStalin period have imposed the restraints of collective consensus, rather than
formal rules or laws, and adhered by consensual agreement to electoral procedures in the politburo and central committee only on the very gravest issues of
power. Ironically, howeyer, this consensual defense, in effect, against the superordinate authority of law, has led rather naturally to conservatism and political
entrenchment, and helped make it extremely difficult for the regime to accept
any radical changes in economic or social policies.
In these circumstances, and particularly in a society inured to dictatorial
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rule and historically unreceptive to the concept of law as an independent moral
authority, dissidents insisting on civil liberties, political freedoms, or even strict
adherence to international treaties or state laws gain widespread recognition in
the West, but are little more than an irritant in Moscow and Leningrad. At best,
they are able to generate only the barest modicum of support. At worst, they are
scorned for the very cultural and historical association of their liberal outlooks
and regarded as justifiably repressed. Dissent of this sort, however admirable
and even heroic, is not in the least influential in pressuring the regime to respect,
say, the Helsinki accords, and may even further Soviet intrans,igence to the degree that it becomes part of American policy calculations. Somewhat paradoxically, the only area in which it can be effective is in helping to build consensus restraints against all forms of arbitrariness-proizvol. This vital and historically
urgent task-essential to containing latent Stalinist impulses-can only be pursued successfully, however, if dissident writers carefully and convincingly demonstrate how particular acts of party officials contradict general policies or accepted party procedures.
This was one of the brilliant achievements of Roy Medvedev's Political
Diary, and one of the reasons it became such a powerful instrument, read even
by party officials, despite its tiny circulation. As Pyotr Yakir notes in introducing his "Posthumous Indictment of Stalin" in An End to Silence, tens of thousands of pages could be (and have been) written on Stalin's crimes, but what
makes his own modest six-page "open letter" to the official journal of the central
committee, Kommunist, so forceful is the cleverness with which he indicts Stalin
(and simultaneously the efforts of Kommunist editors to rehabilitate him and
praise his achievements) by laying his specific acts, as rioted in party congress
resolutions, against explicit provisions of the Soviet Criminal Code. It is unacceptable, Yakir argues, for example, simply to remove Stalin's remains from the
Lenin mausoleum or to praise his military leadership, since Article 36 of the
Criminal Code specifically provides "deprivation of military and other ranks, as
well as decorations, medals, and honorary titles" for those convicted of serious
crimes; and Article 39, which defines aggravating circumstances and hence particularly serious crimes, lists, among others, crimes committed by a person who
has already committed a crime; crimes having serious consequences; crimes committed against a minor, an elderly person, or a defenseless person; and crimes
committed with particular cruelty and humiliation of the victim, about all of
which there can be no question in Stalin's case. The restraining influence of essays such as Yakir's emerges from the irrefutability of his logic on the party's own
terms, not from any appeal to higher principles. Similarly with the publication in
Political Diary of the names", addresses, current occupations, and telephone
numbers of other Stalinist "hangmen" still active in state or party service.
It is this, moreover, as Roy Medvedev suggests in Samizdat Register 2, that
helps define the most serious deprivation of civil liberties in the Soviet Union to
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be the lack of freedom of speech and press, rather than any individual rights such
as the freedom to emigrate. This is so not only because the lack of free speech
thwarts the development of individuals as independent thinkers, but because it
impedes the Soviet Union itself from overcoming its recognized shortcomings,
and fulfilling its own vital objectives. Sakharov and others are thus wrong in
Medvedev's view to make such deprivations in civil liberties as "the absence of
free emigration the major fault of our public life." The main problem of the socialist countries is "the guarantee to their citizens of freedom of speech and press,
freedom of scientific and artistic work. It is the total restriction of freedom of
speech and press which stops the Soviet Union from overcoming all its other
shortcomings. For the first condition of solving any social problem is the right to
stu.dy and judge it freely."
It is precisely when dissent is couched in these terms that the "democratic"
movement begins to achieve an acceptable relevance to Soviet society in historical and social terms, and begins to acquire practical potential as an instrument of
change. There are poignant "tales of the Stalin years" inAn End to Silence, such
as the meeting in 1949 between Paul Robeson and the famous Jewish writer Itsik
Peffer, a prisoner of the KGB. There is also an extraordinary poem, "Days of
Shame and Sorrow," by Olga Berggolts, jailed in 1938 after her husband's execution as an "enemy of the people" and later winner of a Stalin Prize; and a series
of exceptional pieces on the questions of "guilt and responsibility," which treats
such issues as whether silence is or is not a form of struggle, and whether democracy might sometimes be confused with revenge. Stephen Cohen has done an excellent job of selecting and editing the material. It is introduced with an important essay of his own on the "Stalin Question since Stalin," which examines the
diverse aspects of this complex issue and suggests its political implications. The
Samizdat Registers further expand one's appreciation of the breadth of Soviet
dissidence by including interesting historical materials (M.P. Yakubovich on
Kamenev and Zinoviev), informative pieces on contemporary Soviet problems
(the economist M.B. Davydov on the mechanization of Soviet agriculture and
A. Kasikov on alcohol), and particularly sharp critiques by Roy Medvedev on
Sakharov's "My Country and the World" and Solzhenitsyn's Gulag. One gains
an important sense of the sophistication of Soviet dissidence, as well as the vital
links that exist between contemporary underground writers and their progenitors in Russia's prerevolutionary intelligentsia. A powerful conscience continues
to challenge absolutism, repression, cruelty, and ineptitude in the name of humane values, individual freedom, and social well-being. And it is particularly
these historical dimensipns of "democratic dissent" in the USSR that distinguish
it from the more theo.retical and analytic writings of East Europeans such as
-_______ .
Szelenyi or Bahro.

Y
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et the constructive power of current dissident writing in practical terms is
not in its humanity or ethics, however impressive and historically important, but in its ability to define and explain fundamental contradictions of contemporary Soviet life, and offer feasible solutions within the framework of a
"democratic communist" value system that allows at least the possibility of their
hearing and acceptance.
At least four such contradictions warrant particular attention and concern.
Perhaps most familiar is the growing set of disparities between Soviet socioeconomic realities and popular expectations. These need no elaboration here, but
what is often obscured in the ill-concealed satisfaction with which they are often
highlighted in the Western media is the enormous concern this set of problems
generates among party officials and ordinary Soviet citizens themselves, and the
consequent pressures they create for new courses of action. The solution may or
may not be, as M. Bogin argues in Samizdat Register 2, echoing Bahro, a socialist
society based on a combination of state control over large-scale production and
private control over small- and medium-scale production. But his argument
assumes special force through his identification of excessive centralization with
Stalinist techniques, and his insistence, reflected now through Poland's Solidarity
movement in ways that must give the new Soviet leadership pause, that exclusive
party dictatorship in these areas is neither a practical nor a popular alternative.
Closely related is the contradiction between an increasing Soviet need for
high technology and a scientific intelligentsia, and the authoritarian impulse to
restrain free intellects. Medvedev puts the issue directly:
The scientific and technical revolution, which is inevitable in the USSR,
just as it is elsewhere in the world, will bring about changes in the social
structure and in its economic base that will prove incompatible with
the system of unlimited rule by a single individual (or by a small group).
Extreme centralization and lack of democracy in politics, economics,
and culture; the absence of any mechanisms allowing the advancement
of the most able and gifted; the absence of free exchange of ideas and
information-all of this becomes an enormous impediment to the development of the productive forces.

Here one needs to recognize not the repressive powers of Soviet rule, however
great, but the limitations of repression in the face of Soviet Russia's overwhelming intellectual needs. Medvedev is surely correct when he maintains that the intelligentsia is growing rapidly in numbers, and cannot function efficiently without access to information and free discussion. Nor is he wrong to point out that
such mass repression among the scientific and technical community as occurred
during the 1930s would likely bring about a total collapse of Russia's economy.
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The question for Andropov and others then is not whether the intellectual life of
scientists and other professionals will be liberalized, but what the limits of liberalization and the parameters of relatively free inquiry will be.
Soviet-Western relations are a further aspect of current Soviet difficulties,
but again, less in terms of the imperial impulses stressed in the press or by the
Reagan administration (and which the USSR, one can argue, shares with the
United States) but in terms of the growing awareness of ordinary Russians, as a
result of advanced global communications systems, travel, tourism, and an extensive degree of economic interdependency, of the disparities between Soviet
living standards and even those in Eastern bloc countries such as East Germany,
Czechoslovakia, and Hungary, not to mention the West. In effect, essential components of Stalinist economic autarchy have yielded in the past two decades to
the necessities and efficiencies of international cooperation and economic interdependency while the regime has attempted to maintain a form of "intellectual
autarchy" fundamentally at odds with its own objectives. And the question is
not whether economic interdependency will continue, which it surely will, but
how the regime will accommodate to its increasingly problematic social and cultural consequences.
In response to all of these issues, as well as to the contradiction endemic in
Soviet politics between a desire for stability and order and the absence of effective formal mechanismsto controlproizvol, "democratic communists" insist on
freedom of information, expression, and criticism-not simply as civil liberties
in their own right, but because their absence is a demonstrable obstacle to Soviet
Russia's ability to overcome pressing problems. However difficult it might be to
accept, one must recognize that the absence of democratic political institutions
is not an issue of any great consequence for contemporary Soviet society. Neither
are writers such as Solzhenitsyn, nor dissident protesters (and their Western supporters) who identify progress in terms of freedom to emigrate or the relaxation
of other fundamental human rights restrictions.The problem of consequence,
instead, is how to make the contemporary Soviet system work well in its own interests, and as well as possible in conformity with its own rhetorical values.
If the ideas of "democratic communism" are as vibrant as these volumes indicate, and bear real potential, it is because they press democratization within
the acceptable and historically legitimate value system of a responsive communism. There are genuine solutions here to fundamental problems that, while assaulting the "armor of stratification and centralization," and the "usurpation" by
the "vanguard" of the "majority's right to think, criticise, chart a path, decide,"
as M. Bogin puts it in Samizdat Register 2, do so from a position of deep socialist
commitment.
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The next issue of democracy will be devoted to a discussion
of progress and modernism, with contributions from
Christopher Lasch, Sheldon S. Wolin, Micha~l Roth,
George Sl;lulman, and William E. Connolly.
Also in the fall issue: Morton Halperin on the antinuclear
movement; Maximilien Rubel on Marx and democracy;
Manuel Castells on local responses to the world economic
crisis; Part Three of David Noble's article, "Present Tense
Technology"; and Joyce Appleby on Thomas Jefferson.
Future issues will feature Richard Stith on the abortion
rights controversy; Todd Gitlin on C. Wright Mills; Curtis
B. Gans on campaign financing; Cynthia Enloe on women
and the military; and Charles Sabel on "Neo-Fordism."
The editors of democracy welcome proposals for articles.
Upcoming themes will include education, democracy and
the world economy, and Latin America.

